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ELI ZABETH JOLLEY

Images of Western Australia
Easter Moon Easter Lily
26 November 1959. I do wish the children would stop screeching and fighting.
They are much too hot of course and both refuse to give up their corduroy for
the nice new cotton shorts and tops.
We have been in Western Australia almost a fortnight. The people on the ship
were right about the bath water going out anti clockwise but wrong, as far as I
know, about screw top jars for stockings and under clothes. Certainly there are ants
everywhere but not in our clothes. White ants have been eating the kitchen door
post and the wood exposed looks like corrugated cardboard. I thought at first it
must be a particular kind of Australian wood.
The other evening at a party a guest, a woman lifted up my skirt. She wanted
to know, she said, whether the pattern went right through. Was it real embroidery
or not. I felt dreadfully shy and awkward, twice as tall as anyone else in the room!
Very new in another country but also having only recently come out of a different
world which has nothing to do with leaving Britain. I feel shy because of those years
1 have just been through, shut away in the kitchen, the nursery, the playroom and
the seclusion of the locked railings of the Queen Street Gardens. For a long time
I have been only in the company of prams and push chairs and little legs buttoned
into leather gaiters and the jingling bells on that useful harness which tethers the
parent to the child. I realise I am not used to talking about clothes at parties. The
pattern is only pressed onto the material, it s not some interesting hand embroidery
from Hungary or Tibet. The woman, 1 didn't hear her name, blushed. 1 think it
was with the exertion of bending down, not because she felt she had been impolite.
Because she was small 1 could see her blush spreading down her neck and down
the front of her dress. 1 don't think I have ever seen the full extent of a blush before.
It feels like being in a foreign country to come here. It is the brightness of all
the colours and the very clear blue sky. There is no smoke. The light is so bright
and the sun is out all the time and this makes our clothes seem dreadfully shabby.
I have thrown our Burberry raincoats away. The dustbin people did not take them
atfirst because they were not in the bin, only rolled up on top.
I want to write about the trees with their clouds of blue flowers, as the flowers
fall they look as if they are growing in the grass as well. On the street lawns there
are gnarled little trees with long fragrant leaves. These make pools of shade. Going
to the shops we went from one pool to the next. The trees remind me of dolls.
People have their letter boxes by the footpath. Mostly tins on posts and you can
see people wandering across their gardens to fetch their letters. Barefoot is nice.
Especially where there is a water sprinkler. 1 did not know the feet could be so
receptive. Leaves and grass.
All the women here seem to have well shaped sun tanned legs. English legs seem
ugly in comparison. The children here have brown legs and square cut sunbleached
WESTERLY, No.2, JUNE, 1988
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hair and a kind of vacant expression which I suppose comes from being in the water,
the sea or the river, for long stretches and perhaps it is the thick coating on the
forehead and the nose of a white zinc cream ointment. When I close my eyes and
hear the strange cries ofbirds or the soft liquid crooning ofa bird they call a magpie
I know I am in a strange country. There is too in the shops a sweet fragrance of
peaches, apricots and nectarines and every garden seems to have a lemon tree. Quite
old women stand in their thin night-gowns in the mornings watering their front
gardens and the street lawns. The street lawns look fresh and green in spite of the
hot sun. It is ominous to see the signs of what people will be doing to ameliorate
the great heat when it comes. I feel hot now what is it going to be like later . ..
I have never seen or eaten a fresh apricot before . ..
Of course a blush is universal and so is the shyness of the newcomer or the shyness
of the mother emerging after being, for some years, absorbed by the needs of small
children. Those things are not really images. The impressions written in the diary
have all been written about over the years but every person writing adds something
to the picture.
Heraclitus said it was not possible to step in the same river twice. All things flow,
he is said to have said. He did not add that images of things are even more fleeting.
Images change with the maker of them, whether he is in good health, whether he
is tired or hungry, frightened or lonely or bored or disappointed; or whether he
is happy and at peace. Images are essentially personal.
A memory can be an image so sharp that it remains for ever. The image can
spring from an action which has to be recalled. Actions and feelings and images
are so often universal but often there are details which can place them in a specific
part of the world.
Images of Western Australia. There was a time when Western Australian writers
seemed to deny their region. The best fiction is regional. It is in the very places where
the writer lives and walks and carries out the small details of everyday existence
that the imagination from some small half remembered awareness springs to life.
In Western Australia there are many regions, the coast, the suburb, the city, the
sand plain, the escarpment, the bush, the half rural, the forest, the wheat country,
the desert ... observation can be personal or objective. The trained journalist and
the imaginative fiction writer may well produce entirely different images from one
tiny corner of a wheat paddock. Sometimes it is difficult to recall images without
being pestered in the mind by memories and comparisons which come from a
previous country and which are heightened by travelling. Often the first image is
the one which remains during times of change. Perhaps the Easter lilies are a
reminder of this. Uncherished the Easter lilies appear every year with surprising
suddenness, their pink and white long-lasting freshness bursting out of the brown
bald patches of earth at the edges of newly made car parks and in those places which
have been left out from the spreading bitumen.
The suburb which used to consist of old houses complete with gables of corrugated
iron, bullnosed verandas and turned wooden veranda posts began to present a picture
of neglect as the houses were taken over for business offices and consulting rooms
for specialists.
A dog lost in a garden, which is no longer cherished as a garden, gazes at the
passer-by with mournful eyes as builders and cranes and concrete mixers follow in
the wake of demolition. In the once quiet residential streets there are now tall
buildings, floor upon floor of offices, all faced with gleaming windows, some lit up
and some dark. At sunset, those windows facing west glow as if on fire. The buildings
rise from parking lots all similar but unrecognizable. Small trees and bushes planted
hastily as ornaments offer a few twigs and leaves - a poor replacement for the
previous riot of colour, the pink and white oleanders, the apple-blossom hibiscus
6
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with their richly glossy, dark green leaves and the masses of red and purple
bougainvillea. Perhaps the image which might be peculiar to Western Australia is
that the buildings are not at peace with their surroundings. They have been forced
to be a part of the landscape and are an imposition. They do not match or
complement each other and they have taken away any tranquillity, any special quality
of human life the streets may have had once.
There is too the ever growing disaster, the evidence of great wealth in some suburbs
where, it seems, people caring even less about each other no longer want to be able
to see the light of the rising sun through a trellis of leaves and branches or to hear
the doves talking softly, to and fro. The million dollar mansion and the high density
luxury apartment, the crowded supermarket and the fashionable boutique, the
American ice-cream bar and the expensive sea food restaurant are taking over from
the weatherboard and iron, the bleached grass and the pressed tin. The Easter lilies
pushing through cracked cement herald the Easter moon. The moon hangs in the
branches of a single tree left between the new buildings.
The new images of Western Australia, the enormous hotels, one with an atrium
and another built to resemble a ship forever in harbour, the casino, the ballooning
quilted stadium and the flourishing pawn shop not too far away are universal. It
is difficult for the traveller, waking up in his hotel room to remember which city,
which country he went to bed in.
It is a good idea to feel car sick coming down the long hill on the Toodjay road.
There is, by an outcrop of granite, a place to pull off on the left side of the road.
From high up there is a wide view across the sand plain of the Swan Valley. It is
especially fine when the weed, Paterson's curse, is in full flight and the neat green
ribs of the vineyards are framed in a delicate purple mist. Beyond the vineyards
is the changing sky line of the city. And shining blue, beyond the buildings, is the
joining of the sea and the sky. The rim of the sea gleams, catching at the horizon
a last light from behind a bank of cloud. And at sunset the sun disappears in a
miraculous flash of green.
The Easter moon races up the sky. The stunted ornamental bushes look as if torn
white table cloths have been thrown over them. The buildings are like cakes which,
having taken three days to ice are now finished. Perhaps it is the kind of icing which
breaks when it is cut and which is impossible to eat.
The moon and the lilies cannot be claimed as images of Western Australia. Others
will claim them too.
It seems on reflection that there is something which does seem to be an image
which can be said to belong to us and that is the dead tree which goes on standing
among living trees. It is as if the dead tree has a strength which keeps it a part of
the vulnerable living forest. Sometimes a tree which looks completely dead has a
strip of bark which sustains life and a branch, sometimes a whole tree, sprouts and
grows from the side of the gaunt ghost.
Like the dead tree which still offers life perhaps the lilies are a reminder and a
comfort. Without fail they flower at Easter. Forgotten till they flower, an unsought
simultaneous caution and blessing.
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ALEC CHOATE

Two Views of the Milky Way
Desert country, an unclouded night,
with the moon no more than a strip of rind
and the stars showering closely,
the Milky Way most of all
tempting our hands to bathe in its foam.
As we assemble, high on the hill,
to search for the comet,
the astronomer's voice is as sparkling,
lit with his science excitement,
its vision where we are blind.
We listen, queue to the telescope,
coated and scarved to the autumn frost
and our shiver of nothingness
in the chill of the tally of light years
and the unbelievable stillness
of stars yet reeling
from their Big Bang nativity.
It is only when my tum comes
to witness the comet
that my mind is massaged and thawed
by the surprise of a daub of white powder
on a dark satin cheek,
bare through a veil whose threads
are a spatter of jewels
or cristallized droplets of milk.

8
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No wonder, when I snuggle down
in my sleeping-bag for the last hour to dawn,
that my triggered imagination
brings into play Tintoretto
and his vibrant painting,
Jupiter plunging his infant son in the cushions
of Juno's naked and unwarned breasts,
and the young lips slurping
her milk with such violence
that drops spurt into the sky
to kindle the Milky Way.
As I drowse,
the voice of science itself
cannot help but come to me singing
one antique name after another
which to our good fortune
still oddly and humanly colour our heaven.
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ALEC CHOATE

Roadside Grave
From the grave's centre the acacia rises
with its leaves a fountain of life,
but in our human
and monstrous obsession with death,
we who halt by the desert road
are at once entwining our thoughts
side by side with the roots
among the bones in their cleansing darkness.
Minutes sigh past us and die
before we discover how the slender branches
are likewise entwining
the wood of an unnamed and undated cross,
its white paint sun-blistered
and scoured by the wind.
Someone remembers the stor)!:
Not far from the road,
and rippling flanks of red earth
on the noon's mirage,
the abandoned railway embankment
struggles to plunge itself back
to the desert's alluring tracelessness.
Here, fed by sleepers whose fibres were treated
against white mouths they could also feed,
the campfire, night after night,
flapped the cold
from the fettler's sleep,
even till dawn sparked its own huge fires.
The man breathed the arsenic into his dreams
and when his last sleep went on beyond waking,
his burial happened through a few lonely words
in the place that had been his bed.
As we push back more leaves, lean closer,
we see how the white ants' slow fury
tunnels and tears at the cross.

10
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ALEC CHOATE

Vietnamese Refugee Woman
A council clean-up,
rubbish heaped on street lawns to be trucked away,
the ad massed consumer-hoarding of months, of years,
crap that we never needed, mostly.
I dump the last corroded metal, split timber, cartons,
then find my eyes drawn to a street tree's branch
lined with a vein of hurrying ants,
each with a pinhead load, bemused too
with some itch of collecting and keeping.
Ant-watch and traffic murmur hid her coming,
and when I turned she was there,
unassuming beneath my shoulder,
a woman of post-spring age, as slender as my thigh,
face lined with the deltas of her wounded country.
More than her stumble of words
her smile apologised for her frail daring,
but could she take these pieces?
Her small hand flickered
towards a rusted stand that once nursed flower-pots,
a crippled pram chassis with wheels,
a spade with a broken handle,
though I hardly saw them, watching
her lips' brave tremble, surprised she asked
what anyone was free to scrounge.
I nodded, and her dark eyes lit with thanks.
She lived three streets away, but when I offered
to be her carrier, she shook her head,
and, shuffling one piece in another,
neatened her bundle
and hipped it with that ease
which seems near grace among her peasant people.
Crossing the road, she walked the pavement
within the opposite line of trees,
now hiding, now quietly flagging the white of her blouse,
her thongs silent, yet with each step
increasingly drumming my memory
with the footfalls of thousands
who shared with mine the protest of conscience
against her war we took side in
then scrambled out of, weighed down with the litter of guilt.
WESTERLY, No.2, JUNE, 1988
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DIANE BECKINGHAM

To The Goldfields
Along O'Connor's dream-path
a silver snake carries water of life
past old pepper trees, marking ruins
through bronzed gimlet and mallee
where wind waves bark streamers
like limp maypole ribbons.
A brief storm, a double rainbow
and the pot of gold lies
in Coolgardie.
Friday 5pm in Moran's store
natives unroll fresh dollars
loading up with Muscat flagons.
Beneath the dark verandah
grey men meet to talk
of old friends terminally ill
of boys who look for work.
The Bungarra Trading Co. is closed,
the queenly Marvel Bar Hotel
houses video shop and R.S.L.;
above its central arch
cornucopias spill out fruits
in stone.
In the cemetery
condensation weeps beneath the glass
of plaques which tell of unknown men
buried here in gold-rush days:
" . . . there was not time for them
to identify themselves
before they died . . . "
Facing east to the chill of morning wind
an Afghan knifed by assassin
sleeps beneath blood-red soil.
Mallee bark snaps sharply underfoot.

12
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On the low wall of Giles' grave
exploring tourists have scraped their shoes.
He's safe now from ants, heat, flies;
dreams of water, plump pigeon, wallaby
sometimes of lost Gibson's ghost.
Nearby are graves of German and Jew
child and nurse, typhoid claimed.
1895 was its vintage year.
Nearing the end of the road herself
Nurse Mercy Gregory lent comforting hands;
her memorial now in the green park
is a drinking fountain where travellers rest.
In the Open Air Museum wagons and wheels
winches and pulleys, barrows and bellows
are rusting into the ground.
The town is rich with its colourful past.
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DIANE BECKINGHAM

A Vase of Fresh Fish
For Angela Rossen

In a catch of silver garfish
expiring gently on the sand,
an artist sees a breath of beauty
and paints them in her whimsy
arranged like lilies, in a vase;
a vase of vibrant flesh whose
rainbow symmetry, elegant droop
could grace a hallway stand.
Pastel sprays of glowing scales
petal out from liquid eyes
trail down the spikes, the leaves.
The artist's wry arrangement
gives a new sense to life:
garfish no longer taste the same,
my beds of petunias smell of the sea.

14
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ROSS BUNCLE

The Garden of Weeds
I don't know why I've always been fascinated with the amateur. That "don't know
why" is the key, perhaps. It's the artlessness, the naive faith, the honesty of the
amateur that appeals to me: no reason informs their work, the only reason is the
work itself. No crafty layers of meaning built in, no craftsmanship at all. What you
see is what you get; undisciplined, unselfconscious, unmarketable. With a raw
enthusiasm, a wildness, and a "don't know why" that takes me back.
There came a point in my life when I had to decide: to dream or not to dream.
Do you at last forsake what you have so long held precious and secret, the impossible
but true, or do you at last surrender for better or worse? I surrendered. The shape
of my surrender is modest, ordinary: a small shop off the backstreets of a student
shopping strip.
My shop is an outlet for amateur creations, possibly the only one of its kind in
the world (I admit to some pride at that thOUght). I accept anything - poems, stories,
novels, music, pottery, sculpture, paintings - anything that no one else will take.
Much of the literature is handwritten and unfinished, the music barely listenable,
pottery deformed, sculpture unfathomable, art most delightfully flawed.
I rarely sell anything, of course. The market for the unmarketable is rather limited
and my shop is obscurely positioned. People infrequently pass by, and then only
randomly, like driftwood. This part of the neighbourhood is poor and drab. The
students live in the bohemian sector, now being eyed narrowly by real estate men.
When the renovators move in rents will rise like a stockbroker's blood pressure and
most of the students will be forced out. Perhaps they'll bohemianize this area and
gather in small groups around my window, to point and guffaw at my fine display
of, I don't know what, they'd probably call it kitsch.
However circumstances may change, I doubt if my business will benefit. My
customers don't come to buy and sell. They come to give. They understand I can't
afford to pay them. All I can offer is a while to talk, a coffee, and a sanctuary for
their creations. It's enough. Our currency of exchange is worth more than money
(a point not easily taken by my landlord).
When I first opened my shop, it was empty of all but my imaginings. Now the
room is pleasantly cluttered with canvasses and tapes and artistic all-sorts. The
literature section is stacked towards the ceiling at the back of the room and requires
careful cataloguing. Not that the catalogues are often browsed. Occasionally though,
one of the authors returns for their work, to re-read or re-write. Once these
manuscripts leave they don't return. I put an asterisk beside their titles in the
catalogue. I've had to white out only one asterisk. It's next to a poem, "To My Love"
by c.P. Rafferty. The poem is handwritten on pastel blue note-paper with two pink
hearts at its head. The writing is masculine, childish and ungainly, hindered by the
flat-point nib from which it issued. I remember c.P. Rafferty bringing it in the first
time. He was about 20, thin and bony but not tall, white-haired with a long, pink
face and fair eyelashes. He was with his beloved. She had a pretty face. Her pretty
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face looked up at me with awe as I accepted the poem, bound in red ribbon and
offered solemly by its author. Looked up from a long way down. She was a dwarf.
When they left, I carefully untied the ribbon:
"To My Love"
by C. P. Rafferty
I want to take my
Golden knife
And cut a large slice
Out of yore life.
Will you be my little wife.
I had to smile at the sheer dreadfulness of the verse. It could have been taken
for a murder threat as much as a proposal of marriage, until the last line. Which
itself teetered on the balance between insult and endearment. Yet to the poet and
his diminutive source of inspiration, no doubts existed. To them the poem was a
simple and sincere declaration of love, and now filed away eternally in my collection,
a pledge. They had entrusted me as custodian of their pledge. When I looked at
the poem again it was through their eyes and no longer amusing.
c.P. Rafferty stood before me some weeks after, stood alone and asked for his
poem. He returned it later the same day. The red ribbon had been removed and
the last line deleted. I haven't seen him since.
One of the few students to come here provided me with a permanent window
display. He staggered in bearing the fruits of his Sculpture and Pottery elective.
"These are yours, no one else wants them but I can't throw them away", he said.
"Thank you", I said.
"You probably don't wa.nt to know what they are, but I'll tell you in case someone
asks."
A quick glance was enough to be assured that someone wouldn't.
"Great, great", I said.
"This is a swan", he said.
And at this I became extremely interested. The sculpture he held up was a strange,
oblong shape, carved out of pine and blackened with a blowtorch in parts. What
engaged me was, of all possible shapes it was least like a swan's.
"I can almost see it on a lake", I said.
He looked at me as if I was something smelly and offensive.
"Then you'll find this one self-explanatory."
It was pottery, I suppose. Three cylinders of lumpy clay, small, medium and large,
huddled together sharing each other like Siamese triplets. The small cylinder
concave-ended, the others hollowed-out vessels. They rested on an uneven base and
rocked unsteadily when he prodded with his finger. I couldn't imagine what it could
be. No matter how hard I pounded at the gates of my imagination.
"It suggests so much, I can't see the probabilities for the possibilities", I offered
feebly.
"There's only one possibility." He was finding me hard to tolerate. "It's a vasebottleholder-and-ashtray-in-one."
"Yes, um, that's really very practical. One of those things too obvious for most
people to even think of", I assured, desperately sincere.
He regarded me suspiciously, rightly detected no sarcasm, and decided he was
pleased.
"And this ... "(I could sense the piece de resistance coming up) "this is ... go
on, guess!"
16
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His eyes were twinkling. I love to see them delighted with themselves like that.
It makes this whole non-enterprise of mine worth every cent it doesn't earn.
"The feeling I get is that it's rather abstract. I don't think I can guess it."
He was bursting with news. "That's right, it is abstract, it's very abstract! It's called
The Critic.' "
I looked at it. Splintered dark wood set in blobs of clay splattered with black
and white paint. It was the vaguest thing I've ever seen. And enormously unlikeable.
"Do you like it?"
"It's very ... ah ... extremely ... "
"Awful?"
"Appalling, actually."
A silent second then his face broke its banks and he howled with laughter. We
capsized together.
He showed me the rest. One was called 'Kangaroo.' A shape more unlike a
kangaroo will never be conceived. It made The Swan look almost bird-like.
We drank coffee and I told him his sculptures were the worst in my vast experience,
that I loved them and considered myself privileged to be able to display them in
my front window. He was genuinely honoured and with the high praise of a world
authority in unmarketable creations ringing in his ears, closed the door on the
afternoon. Outside he paused, cast a lingering gaze over his exhibits already
comfortable in the window, and departed with a happy wave. I closed early that
day. The Swan, the vase-bottleholder-and-ashtray-in-one and The Critic bid me
adieu, shamelessly grotesque, strangely dignified in their shamelessness. I felt
somehow vindicated, don't ask me why.
Sometimes as I sit here trying to write, I wonder about my surrender and its price.
Was it truly to my dreams I surrendered, or was it to a fear of life? I am grateful
that I am not able to resolve this question. The price depends on the answer; it could
be too high to bear.
That point I spoke of, when you have to decide to follow or forsake your dreams,
came for me at a time of great anguish.
I've always been a believer and when my greatest dream came true I believed
in her too much. Then she was gone. I had nothing left to lose but what remained
of myself and that I determined never to betray, or to entrust again to another to
betray as she had. So I harnessed my soul and closed my eyes and ears against
the babble of the world and clung on like a bull terrier, and here I am. Custodian
of pledges, champion of the failed, tender of weeds in the garden of art.
There are times, like today, when my faith falters. The rent is two weeks overdue,
the landlord has been on the phone. I closed the shop for a couple of hours and
walked up to the shopping strip. It was cold out. The street was grey and nearly
deserted, the few shoppers hunched in heavy winter coats, grim-faced. I left the main
strip and turned down a forlorn side-street. There was a little girl coming the other
way pushing a pram. I glanced into it as we drew level and was surprised to see
not a doll or teddy bear but a real, live human doll. My eyes flitted to the little
girl and I stood there dumbfounded as the pretty face of a vibrant young woman
beamed up at me not, this time, in awe, but brimming, radiant.
"Hello", she said.
"Hello. Your baby?"
"Yes."
"Can I look?"
I knelt. The tiny face peeped out of a creamy crocheted blanket, all baby-soft
and delicate, a white pom-pommed beanie askew over its forehead. Blue, blue eyes
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under fair lashes fixed widely innocent on mine, infant mouth agape in perpetual
fledgling wonder.
The adult face behind the pram, now level with mine, gently declined towards
the child, softly luminous.
"He's a beautiful baby."
"She."
Something inside me melted. 1 stood,
"I stand corrected",
and doffed an imaginary hat.
It rained as 1 walked back to my shop. Drops trickled down the window. For
a moment 1 paused like a passerby looking in. Then The Swan winked at me, and
the odd shapes, the unplayed tapes, the unhung paintings, the unread stories and
poems, smiled through the dripping glass like a face, ordinary and unremarkable,
smiling through tears. But there were no tears. Just the simple grace of one who
has had the courage to try, and now the humility to accept.

18
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YU-LI HU

Room for One
The clock oozed four red, liquid-crystalline noughts into the gloom. He tried to
guess the time by studying the darkness and gave up. The room had no window.
He performed one magnificent sit-up and pinched the roll on his belly.
The corridor echoed with his foot-steps. He had never seen any of the other
tenants, nor did he ever find the bathroom occupied whenever he went there. It
was always spotlessly clean and dry. Once he thought he saw a hair in the bathtub; but, when he tried to pick it up, it turned out to be a crack in the porcelain.
The kitchenette had a window. It opened on to a ventilation shaft, as did a dozen
other windows of a dozen other kitchenettes. He reached a hand out to retrieve stilldamp socks and jocks. Sometimes the shaft would reverberate with the sound of
talking, laughing, singing, crying or love-making, and he would stop to listen.
The front door locked itself behind him. A sign said, "No Visitors Allowed in
Rooms!" He never ever got to break that rule. Around the corner, he deposited five
twenties into the automatic teller. The smaller notes and coins he would need for
giving change.
The cafeteria at the depot served breakfast, lunch or dinner from three a.m. to
midnight. From twelve to three, the roaches cleaned up. He ordered the breakfast,
since it was his first meal of the day.
"If you put one scratch on that new car, I'll cut your heart out!" The supervisor
had a steel plate smack in the middle of his forehead where it had hit the steering
wheel in the days before seat-belts. He saw a tiny man in the steel plate smile
sheepishly and touch his fore-lock.
He raced the cab down the ramp and up Glenmore Road, spun right at Oxford
Street and headed towards the city. When the main gates of the Victorian Barracks
came into view, he automatically slowed down to look. He would slow down to look
every time he passed that place that night.
When she first appeared there several months ago, he thought that she was waiting
for a bus; but she was still there when he finished his shift at four a.m .. When she
was there again the next night, he realised that she had taken up residence. There
were not many places where a homeless woman could sit at night without being
set upon. The flood-lights at the barracks-gates lit up the bus-shelter and the sentries
were always there.
As the weather turned, she put on more and more clothing until a very red face
was all that he could see of her. When he slept, he dreamed of Ukrainian peasant
women being cut down in the snow by mounted Cossacks,just like in "Dr. Zhivago".
Sometimes, on quiet nights when the radio-operator had dozed off and he was tired
of cruising, he would park the cab and sit on the other end of her bench. She was
always awake. They never spoke.
One cold night, on impulse, he bought two cappuccinos in paper cups with plastic
lids. He sat a polite distance away and held a cup out awkwardly towards her. His
fingers started to burn. Finally she turned and shook her head. For an instant their
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eyes met. He slowly put her drink down next to her and retreated to his end of
the bench. He drank quickly, scalding his tongue, and left.
The next night, the shelter was empty; and the next; and the next; but he never
stopped looking for her as he drove past.

20
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RODNEY GOODBUN

The Wanderer
Like the clouds that call no place home, the Wanderer lives up-rooted. His days
spent sailing 'cross goldfields and sheep belt, east to west and north, merge into
constant stream.
He has a head like a bear with legs and arms to match. Not a beautiful creature,
but neither is the land which he inhabits. His sly smile, quick wit send doom
richocheting down the spine of those he greets; Christmas Day, Darwin, Ash
Wednesday, Granville. He escaped, hundreds didn't. And in Kalgoorlie where there
hasn't been rain for months, the Wanderer pulls a thunderstorm from the sky and
turns the streets to thick, red gravy that would strangle a man before it drowned
him.
In a Nullarbor hotel, Wanderer spars with the Irish innkeeper; joke for joke, quip
for quip, jug for jug. Excitement, like the tension before an electrical storm, swirls
around their table stirring up eddies of dust and sweeping the crippling outback
slowness into the corners of the room. The moon has stopped and peaks in through
the open door. Days, wind, dust, heat have travelled far to gather at this table where
experience is played like a hand holding a full house.
"Last drinks folks."
The tension dissipates and we stumble homeward over broken bottles, dirt mounds
and horse shit, wary in the company of Disaster lest he should drop his guard and
let an earthquake rumble from his boots.
Wanderer pulls clothes from under his bed, stuffs them into a bag and dons heat
coat for highway travel. It is dark grey, knee length and insulates him against the
pure, harsh Nullarbor sun. Inside his coat diminutive cyclones are forming, lightning
limbers up and tidal waves arch their backs around cuffs and collar. He has only
to dive into a pocket and throw down a disaster like a jumping jack and a town
is destroyed or a beach dislodged.
Without a word or a nod, Wanderer turns on his heels and departs. There is no
need for farewells, we will meet again; in a headline, a news broadcast . . .
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FAYE DAVIS

Things Visible and
Things Invisible

To reach the southern tip
you cross the sandplain: a road
running forever ahead.
There are road-verge flowers,
rockery-bright;
mallee, gimlet, white gum.
You see the sky: a sea,
clouds as white as icebergs floating
before you reach land's end
where sea and sky are one
(the seams barely showing).
And an Antarctic wind
blows, pure and cold.
11

What phenomenon is this:
salt lakes on a sand plain?
one pink as blossom, one
grey as the heron's wing,
and one the green of tissue
wrapping on an apple.
Water-masses: the residue
from some dried-up river
flowing in tertiary times,
of glacial origin,
or inland sea as sought after
as the myth it would soon become?
I cast out in deep water
for clear-cut explanations.

22
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Here, overlooking the bay
I see a jetty,
a set length, dimensions.
I could count the pylons
if so disposed.
The jetty is a fact,
is measurable,
visible,
like yacht masts west of the groyne
small as small toys floating
in child's play,
nevertheless real, seen,
understood.
IV

Harbouring in small bay waters
I hear the change of gears,
a truck ascending a far-off
hill (like Sisyphus
attempting to outwit
laws incomprehensible);
a frog sounds deep in the garden,
hard to locate, yet understood.
Once, Eyre, too-long exposed
to expanding horizons, staggered
to this bay: overcome by the need
to prove what he already knew.
He reached harbour.

v
You still need a jetty running
a fixed distance, pylons,
sounds near at hand,
a filled biscuit jar placed
on the table
on which your own arm rests,
a hand placed gently
on your shoulder.
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FAYE DAVIS

Mill-Site
Life is over, you might say. Felled
(a mighty act to fall your whole height).
Sawn, despatched, even by Scania
funereal enough, to mill-site, to dry,
to weather. Elephantine bodies greying
in sun, in rain, foliage-, limb-free. Each
circumference packed tight or otherwise
according to a past: exposed wind-shake,
dry-shake, heat, a tree's own journal of drought,
fire, cruel disfigurement. And heart
to mend some monstrous scar, grow outer bark
about the injured part. It seemed
a hand well-used to hone a blade,
a hand (already scarred) too near the scream
understood the substance of the wood.

24
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FAYE DAVIS

Colour of Hide
On the road, on the side, where the gravel and dust
begin, is a shoe. It is the colour of dust, and is
dried out hard: the texture and grain of leather bleached
out. It is neither a durable, high-cut workboot a farmer
wears about the cowshed, nor an elegant evening pump one
might have seen once on a country dance floor. But the
kind one sees sometimes lying like this, miles from
nowhere, second, third-hand perhaps.
The shoe (a left foot shoe) does not have the
discarded look of the empty flip-tops, the stubbies,
but a deliberately, even reluctantly, stepped-out-of
look. Vacated. Size nine, ten, once, it is curled up
now, turned back, the inner sole gone, the stitches
broken, the seams gaping, open more to the wind, the
rain, the sun. And the ties gone, the tongue is
protruding, dislocated, and quite grotesque, a tongue
dried out, in a drought, in a hide stepped-out-of.
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FAYE DAVIS

Bootmaker
The trellised vine has gone,
has not withstood the squeeze
as Nobile Geracitano
has: squeezed in, not out,
in instant-development
somewhere between SUPERPRICE PHOTO PROCESSING,
TINT-A-CAR, WINDSCREENS
REPLACED WITH SAME-DAY SERVICE
and WEBSTER'S SMASH REPAIRS.
I thought you'd gone, and place
shoes, worn-heels up,
on his counter top.
I'll never shift from here,
he grins, rising from
the pile of shoes he's buried
under. When you want them?
Still obliging, this small dark
man who once made boots,
leather boots, leggings,
for Mussolini
and the cavalry.

26
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Now, aware of same-{!ay
expectations, swamped
by deadlines overlooked
(or boots some might have grown
too big for) Nobile grins
a three-{!ollar grin
on those who wear out shoes
despite the slashed price
on retreads. By word of mouth
his reputation outgrows
the shop with hand-painted
sign: BOOTMAKER
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FAYE DAVIS

Pelican, Matilda Bay
It must have been the pelican, mind,
bobbing there beyond reproach
or ridicule, and morning traffic,

which recalled in one epiphanic
flash what Aristotle said
when speaking of the mass, that
in this stream of cars, trucks, buses,
cynicism could flap wings,
lift ungainly gait, great
beak drop that it might catch
more than a mere minnow or two.
The driver with panes of window. glass,

.

the electrical man in his van, the bus
driver, commuters, properly neat:
innumerable faces behind innumerable wheels:
each an important individual.
All because a pelican sat
beyond reproach or ridicule.
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FAYE DAVIS

Sandpipers
Walking, we see them,
tiny absolutes
of unmade poems.
They skitter
on thought-thin legs
frail as note
over sand and weed,
move as we move,
are swept
by wind, or follow
some other whim.
Skim the edge, a shoal
wing to wing,
display
an age-old bird-lore,
something pure.
They turn, arc back, ahead
of us, elusive
as poem
or word itself.
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FAYE DAVIS

Othello to Desdemona
He speaks to her of cannibals, of men
who did each other eat, the Anthropophagi,
whose heads grew beneath their shoulders. And
she listens, seriously inclined, as both
men and women listen still to tales
of those in distant places (in jungles dense
as any mall), look with far-away look
to far-away regions of the mind, shudder
with the gentle Desdemona to think
upon a man who eats another man.
Now.heads no longer grow beneath shoulders.
Now we live inside an erect head,
laugh at cartoon sketches of cave-dark men
boiling wandering missionaries, and reason
that our appetite for flesh has evolved
beyond that early time.
Now Desdemona
listens, her head inclined, to catch the tales
her Moor spins. And as his eyes take her in, her woman's eyes
devour him.
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PETER COWAN
Gold and the Novel:
Western Australia In
The 18805 And 18905
In 1904 a review of a novel about Western Australia noted the local setting, and
that the book was jointly published by a Perth bookseller, and written by a man
who had lived in Perth. It noted also that the writer in seeking 'the romance of
the West' had 'preferred the newer life of the goldfields to the old romance of the
early settlers.'1
The review might have remarked that the old romance of the early settlers had
attracted no novelists at all, but by 1904 the romance of gold had brought the novel
to Western Australia.
There was some irony in this. The discovery of gold in the eastern colonies in
the l850s produced a flood of descriptive and factual writing, novels, journalistic
and pictorial accounts, but none of it quite took hold of the imagination of West
Australians. Some twenty years after the gold discoveries a local writer in one of
the early commentaries on Western Australia remarked that the discoveries:
produced an almost frantic state of excitement amongst a community already disturbed
by fears and misgivings as to their future prospects; and the consequence was that large
numbers of settlers left for the diggings. and at one time it seemed probable that the colony
would be entirely deserted.

He concluded that 'comparatively few persons returned to Western Australia
because of its remoteness. It can therefore be easily imagined what a disastrous effect
the discovery of gold produced in this colony.'2 The effect may have been more
imagined than real. In the ten years between 1850 and 1860, as the same book shows,
the population increased about threefold. While the basis of the increase lay in the
arrival of convicts, the desertion of the colony hardly seemed a prospect. The
newspapers noted the phenomenon of the new fields, yet the wealth and social
upheaval, the romance and brutal reality of the Victorian diggings, were distant,
almost events of another world.
The discoveries made West Australians aware of the possibility of gold in their
own colony, there were, and had long been, rumours of gold known to the aborigines,
a few private expeditions were mounted, but without real conviction that Western
Australia might in this respect follow Victoria. It was remarked that if the colony
was to progress, the discovery of gold was needed. The hopes of gold were partly
responsible for Anthony Trollope's gibe of the 'Micawber condition' of the colony:
If only gold would turn up! Gold might turn up any day! But as gold did not turn up,
- then would not Providence be so good as to allow something else to turn up! 3

But the real interests were different, as Robert Austin's difficult and dangerous
expedition of 1854 showed. Travelling from the salt lakes known as CowCowing,
Austin went north and north west through unknown country to an area he named
Mount Magnet, then turned towards the coast. He reported on the country about
Mount Magnet:
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We have, in this hitherto unexplored and imprudently neglected portion of our territory,
probably one of the finest GOLD FIELDS IN THE WORLD. I have noted many
important facts in support of these opinions, which, if you wish me to lay before you,
I shall have much pleasure in submitting for your consideration. 4

That consideration was cursory. Austin could report no safe new pastoral areas,
the difficulties of the journey were not encouraging to new land seekers, and his
expedition was seen largely as a failure, however courageous. The Murchison
goldfield, in fact discovered by him, was not an offical reality until 1891.
In 1870, in something of a pioneering attempt to publish a description of Western
Australia, W. H. Knight, a local civil servant, after making his comment on the exodus
of the population to the eastern goldfields, remarked on the difficulty of obtaining
reliable information about the colony, and the 'ignorance that consequently prevails
in the mother country.' In a postscript he referred to the discovery of alluvial gold
recently made by a shepherd near the Upper Irwin River. Knight was cautious of
the find, but stated:
many experienced diggers ... confidently anticipate a rich field, and some have gone so
far as to predict that the 'Peterwangy gold-fields' as they are now called, will rival Ballarat
in richness. 5

This, Knight warned, was speculation and the present evidence hardly warranted
such a conclusion. Austin had been forgotten.
The initial discovery of gold, at the Kimberley field in the mid eighties, and
Southern Cross later, produced a cautious reaction, in the case of the Kimberleys,
a negative one.
During those years two prolific Australian writers noticed Western Australia, with
something of surprise, admitted by one of them, James Bonwick, who in 1885 put
together a small handbook on the colony:
It may excite surprise in some, that a colony which has slumbered for over fifty years
should have suddenly so awakened as to call forth considerable attention. What could
have happened recently there?"

It was not gold that had drawn this attention, though 'an extensive Gold Field ...
is confidently expected', a comment Trollope would have appreciated. 'The most
immediate cause of the sudden popularity of Western Australia' Bonwick believed
to be the recent address of the Governor Sir Napier Broome, before the Royal
Colonial Society.
How real this sudden popularity was in fact seemed uncertain, but Broome's
administration had seen some enthusiasm and an attempt at long delayed public
works in the colony, giving some optimism of progress. However, Bonwick warned
against any hasty departure for Western Australia without careful consideration. His
'little work' had been prepared to 'save disappointment, and to promote the real
good of place and person.'
The same interest may have led Ernest Favenc in 1887 to compile a very slender
handbook, elaborately printed and designed. He and Bonwick drew on a variety
of opinion, government statistics, and at times hearsay, for their information. Favenc
noted the Kimberley rush, but conceded it was a disappointment. Western Australia's
hope now lay in 'the advantage of thousands of square miles of untouched land,
as yet untrodden and untried.' Gold, it seemed, was not to have much effect on
Western Australia.
In 1892 two books appeared which suggested the general attitude of West
Australians and of the outside world to Western Australia. Agreeing in some respects
on the past of the colony, the books differed in their views of its future.
32
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Gilbert Parker in Round The Compass in Australia8 combined articles he had
contributed to Englishjournals and to Sydney papers covering his travels in Australia
between 1888 and 1891. His visit to Western Australia in 1890, though he tried to
be a fair observer, did not impress him. He quoted the comments of a lady in
Melbourne on hearing of his intention to visit the colony.
'Oh, you are going to Western Australia, are you? Why, people are considered rich over
there if they have a 10 pound note, and you are looked up to if you have half a crown
in pocket-money always by you. The colony is a hundred years behind the times, and
a long hundred years, too.'"

Parker, less cynically, was to echo that opinion.
There is an idea among many West Australians that their colony is poor, and that it can
never be rich, and there are, therefore, those who are afraid of immigration, and regard
the incoming of strangers as prejudicial to their interests. 10

His opinion of some sections of the popUlation was brutally clear:
But I must speak frankly, though it displease, and say that the average of intelligence among
the lower classes of Western Australia, so far as I could see them, seemed very low ...
I should say that there is a type of citizen in Western Australia which gives one little hope,
for nearly all the people will soon be voters. Isolation, belated progress, narrow life, and
no political or social teaching, have done their work, and torpid brains and low intelligence
in the lower orders are the result."

On the other hand he considered there was
... as gracious and gentle a life in this Western capital as would be found in some good
old cathedral city in England. And one meets here, also, more gentlemen of the very old
school than in any other place in Australia. I say the very old school, because some of
them are a type of what has become very much modernised in the other colonies, and
even in England. '2

He seemed to agree with the lady who had warned him of his journey:
There is little wealth in the colony. I do not suppose there is a man in Perth worth 100,000
pounds, and perhaps there are not four in the colony who could sign a cheque for that
amount ... The poor are poorer than they are elsewhere, and though the rich are not
so rich as they are in Sydney or Melbourne, they fare no worse in reality.13

The gold discoveries so far did not impress him either. Perhaps with Kimberley
in mind he felt they were dangerous to build hope on. 'Even among the knowing
ones of Perth there is doubt and uncertainty.' His book went to press too early for
the spectacular finds that were to come.
Parker's account was not all dismissal or condemnation. But it indicated clearly
enough a view he did not expect would surprise or be contradicted.
The subjects of this kind of criticism, this polite dismissal, did not evade what
was being said. They were already familiar with Parker's views. In March and April
1890 the West Australian took the serialisation of Parker's West Australian account
from the Sydney and Melbourne papers. The articles did not include Parker's
introductory comments, or his Melbourne lady's advice, but did not avoid his general
lack of enthusiasm. His book included an array of statistics, more impressive to those
outside the colony than within it, and acknowledged the work of Favenc and Knight.
Philip Mennell published The Coming Colony in the same year as Parker's book,
but took from the beginning a different tone.
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have no desire to get up what is called a 'boom' in Western Australia, though that peculiar
phenomenon has often uprisen on slighter grounds than those which are now directing
public attention to the undeveloped resources of what, in a sober and sensible spirit, may
justly be styled the 'Coming Colony.'14

o[

Mennell in some respects endorsed Parker's views, he commented on the
relationship between employer and employee, noting that West Australia was almost
untouched by the influence of trade unionism, though 'this halcyon state of affairs
for the employers is not likely to last long':
At present there is no public opinion in the colony to speak of in reference to any matter
of political concern. Very naturally, considering its stagnation, the people regard the
material development of its immense area and equally immense resources as the main
and immediate duty of the Government. 'S

Mennell tried to give a fair and reasonably factual account of those resources and
their development. Like Parker, with this book he was too early for the main impact
of the gold discoveries.
About the same time Francis Hart published Western Australia in 1891 16 a
compilation of facts and figures, 'of official and other reliable information', which
seemed to avoid expectation of gold altogether. Hart claimed his book concerned
a colony 'to which many interested eyes are turned, and about which there are many
eager inquiries from various parts ofthe world.' Hart believed the interest in Western
Australia to be due to its new political independence. He claimed a year later that
interest warranted a second issue, 'considerably enlarged and improved.' In this he
confirmed the Southern Cross goldfields and Coolgardie, and gave a restrained
report of finds, some of them in fact sensational. For Hart, Western Australia was
to be seen as a whole, and not overshadowed by its gold discoveries.

I·U IT r~EST I;';L"NIl. SALT I.AKES M..,. WllItKs.
Western Australia (1981) F. Hart. Illustration M.E. Forrest.
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Camp at Cunlc:aslna Pool,
Western Australia - Its History and Progress (1894)
Albert F. Calvert. Illustration A. F. Calvert.

The books of Parker and Mennell might be seen as representing a general
perception of the colony, from outside and within, the way it was seen, the way it
saw itself. Neither could suggest a lively interest from outside, rather that little had
changed in the forty years since Henry Melville's wry comment: 'The colonists of
the neighbouring possessions know little about the Swan River people.'17 While
Mennell was optimistic in this respect, the books did not suggest a very lively interest
or belief from within; if anything, a disdain of that which lay outside, of such ideas
and criticisms. Neither attitude did anything to encourage writers from beyond the
colony to investigate its possibilities as a setting for fiction, nor for writers to explore
such possibilities from within. There was in fact no fiction; there were, to all intents,
no writers.
The gold discoveries beyond Southern Cross, and in the Murchison, changed all
this. The interest Mennell had forseen developed, the new gold fields roused interest
in the Eastern states, in England and America. There was a great deal of newspaper
coverage of a place almost completely unknown. Africa was not darker than this.
The few early books that had attempted to introduce Western Australia seemed
forgotten. The need for some knowledge of this place, beyond the speculation of
newspaper articles, prompted for the first time some more substantial accounts. It
was perhaps too late, by half a century, for the kind of excitement revealed in the
books of the Victorian gold fields. Excitement was more likely in the financial pages
of a world press, where it took some odd forms. The books of the nineties, few enough
in number, that detailed this new development, saw their task as introducing a
country little known, of reassuring the public that while there was a good deal of
interest to be found in Western Australia, particularly - sometimes it seemed
exclusively - in the goldfields, there was also security, that this was no wildcat
discovery, no artificial boom. In the main they seemed to succeed.
Albert Calvert was interested in the goldfields from the time of their early
discovery. A mining engineer and newspaper proprietor, he wrote widely on Western
Australia, and on Australian exploration. In 1894 he produced a book, Western
Australia: Its History and Progess,lS which was in fact a history of the colony,
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however deficient - a task that seemed to have eluded local writers. His preface
showed the interest gold had roused:
The publication of this little volume may possibly serve to remind many of my readers
of the existence of the large number of handbooks, guide books and text books dealing
with Western Australia which have already been issued, but the rapid change and unceasing
progress that is taking place in this great colony renders such books speedily out of
date ... 1'

This was a different tone, these were words different indeed from those of Parker.
The reference material Calvert referred to was necessarily piecemeal and ephemeral,
but his book had the virtue of putting together a more coherent picture. He wanted
the book to be widely available, and published it at what he admitted would be
a likely financial loss, the astonishing price of one shilling.
Plainly printed, Calvert's History probably carried more information than any
other account up to that time, and was illustrated with charts and maps, recent
photographs, and his own sketches and drawings. He clearly hoped it would reach
emigrants and speculators.
The gold discoveries also drew Julius Price, who visited them in 1895. In the
following year he published The Land of Gold,20 a perhaps misleading title for a
general account of the colony, and of his own visit which began at Albany and
extended to the goldfields. Price was an 'artist correspondent' of the Illustrated
London News, some of his sketches and text of the book appearing first in that
paper.
Price shared Calvert's view of an interest being shown in the colony, and prefaced
his account :
Australia has recently attracted so much attention and interest amongst Englishmen, and,
indeed all over the world, that last autumn it occurred to me that a record of a visit to
the Western districts of the Colony might prove of some value to the public. 21
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Englishmen may not have noticed some confusion in that introduction, and it
seemed they did read Price's book. It was attractively produced, with an imaginative
golden cover, illustrating a miner working underground, and was a fairly literal
description of his journey, place by place, at times mile by mile, suggesting an
accurate, and informative, account of what Price experienced. He used, as Calvert
did, government records and statistics. Price's sketches were often close to the realism
of the camera. At times the reader might have to look closely to distinguish the
photographs and the drawings.
Readers who recalled the books of the Victorian gold rushes with their depiction
of that extraordinary upheaval may have felt these accounts of a later gold find never
achieved the sense of strangeness and adventure of books like those of Kelly and
Sherer. The time had changed, there could be nothing again like those early
goldfields. Time had changed too for the illustration of such books. The drawing
of Price and Calvert did not hold the imagination, the force, the often grim humour
of the earlier illustrators, artists like S. T. Gill, W. A. Nicholls, or the attractive colored
lithographs of books such as C. Rudston Read's. Photography was competing with
the illustrators, and Calvert was to remark, only a little after Price's book :
'Journalists, photographers, and mining engineers were not new even in the bush,
but a real artist with a sketch book and the power of filling it with familiar objects,
was a man to make much of.'22 The writer's approach was also more careful, more
factual. Readers could only marvel at some of Kelly's Victorian stories, and wonder
if indeed this was the raw material of the fields. Writers like Price and Calvert wanted
to be accurate and to be believed.
Calvert also edited and largely wrote a journal which had been started under the
title of Calvert's West Australian Mining Register in September 1893. This became
The West Australian Review, and from it Calvert took articles written in 1893-94
to form a collection Western Australia and its Welfare. 23
Calvert's aim in these articles was to promote Western Australia, to assure investors
that the gold discoveries were not simply a boom, that this was a stable and safe
community for investment. He drew a generally reassuring picture of the colony
for overseas readers, and told local readers what a large section of them wanted
to hear about the life and activity of the colony. He was not concerned with the
kind of edge the Inquirer had so often displayed, nor the radicalism of some of
the new goldfields papers, and he was not looking to criticise the government. He
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stressed often the difficulties in the way of commercial advancement and prosperity
for Western Australia, its false starts, its expectations that had never matured. This
time, with the newly discovered mineral resources, it had to be different. His articles
were not all homilies; they touched topics as varied as the discovery of coins and
wreckage from early Dutch ships at the Abrolhos, claim jumping, the use of bad
language by West Australians. If his reassurances were at times fulsome, he was
capable also of a kind of formal irony.
In 1897 Calvert published a book which contained much of the background
material of his earlier books, this time in the form of a travel diary, a form readers
had apparently come to appreciate. In this book Calvert gave scope to a lUXUry
of publishing denied in his earlier books on Western Australia. He felt the time had
come to draw together some of his material on Western Australia and present it
in an attractive form. And he clearly believed there would now be readers for such
a book. My Fourth Tour became the best known of his books.
Since I first wrote about Western Australia in 1889, the Colony has progressed by leaps
and bounds, and whereas in that year nine out of ten Englishmen were practically in
ignorance of its very existence, the aptly named 'Coming Colony' is now as well and widely
known as any of the great British possessions. 2'

The illustrations, mainly, perhaps entirely, by Walker Hodgson, included vignettes,
text headings, and full page drawings, every page carrying some form of decoration.
There was a lavish use of photographs, particularly of the goldfields. The description
of his travels was aided by anecdotes and stories of events. His style, not too
ornamented, often humorous, could be forced to the euphuisms of the period, as
with his description of Japanese in the country north of Roebourne, and in Broome.
Near the river (the Harding) there is a Japanese village. In nearly all the towns of the
North-West dwell frail sisters of the East. Carnarvon alone refuses to countenance this
form of social evil. The other centres are content to ban the aliens from the European
quarter. The Japanese courtesan is always young, sometimes comely, and invariably partial
to plenty of soap and water ... Jap-town is always kept closely under supervision by
the police, but whenever they are called upon to quell a disturbance, the European not the alien - is found to have occasioned it. 2s

If Calvert was conventional in his views, he was in the main fair, and offered
a wide ranging view of the colony in what his readers found a lively, informative,
and attractive book.
The same year saw the publication of a book rivalling Calvert's in production,
and far extending the material of his History. w.B. Kimberly claimed his History
of »-est Australia26 to be 'the first (historical narrative) yet published on Western
Australia', which ignored Calvert rather obviously. Calvert's History was modest
in every way in comparison with Kimberly's book, yet it had been published three
years earlier. Kimberly announced he had worked for two years on his compilation,
which contained accounts of discovery, exploration, political history, resources, and
a large selection of biographical material. It was to remain the major source of
information for many years.
Kimberly, if he was personally responsible for all the text, had a style of some
resonance:
The world was old before Australia was wrested by navigators from her primal gloom
and obscurity. Throughout the long roll of centuries of ancient greatness the oceans were
unexplored. Their refiuent, rippling, glassy vastnesses were even more impenetrable than
the densest forest thicket .. ,27

The book was produced in a form remIniscent of the opulent days of book
publishing in Victoria in the eighties. Its very substantiality - and it was an
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interesting publishing comparison to Calvert's earlier book - seemed an indication
of a new confidence and assurance.
By the first decade of the new century interest in the goldfields was clearly
established, as it was, to a lesser degree, perhaps, in Western Australia. The sources
for writers of fiction drawn by this interest were at hand. Yet local writers explored
all this only in occasional short stories, and there were few such writers with even
this interest.
If the goldfields produced little in the way of local fiction, they did produce an
array of versifiers and a mass of verse. In 1907 in an article in the Christmas number
ofthe Sunday Times, a writer, possibly Andree Hayward, commented on the amount
of verse published in local papers, and notably the goldfields papers. He went so
far as to pronounce: 'Nowhere else in the world is verse such an essential ingredient
of the local journalism.' It was a verse free of 'repulsive mawkishness', with 'none
of the sickly eroticism of the later Bulletin school', the 'subtle nastiness of sex problem
stories'. It was writing that scorned 'the banalities of saloon-bar intrigues' to be
concerned with the 'wild, free life of the goldfields, the emotions engendered by man's
grim battle with the mulga, and the sacred institutions of mateship and bush
womanhood.' Given this prescription, the writer hoped that somewhere in the Jarrah
forest or striding through the mulga was the genius who would interpret Australia
for the world. That genius had not arrived by the time of the article, and by 1907
even the impetus of the goldfields verse was slackening, as had the rushes and the
numbers of men finding a living battling the mUlga.
The new goldfields had not been altogether ignored by novelists, though their
aims and methods may have found little sympathy with Andree Hayward and the
many versifiers of the mining towns. If the majority of those living on the fields
in those years were t'other siders, so the novelists who found them of interest were
also from outside. Many were writers practised in the romance novel of the period.
They realised the interest in the gold discoveries, and they had access to the new
books on the goldfields which enabled them to write of a place they had never seen.
All of them saw the new goldfields as offering a fresh and topical background.
Nat Gould was at the beginning of his writing career when he saw the possibilities
of the West Australian goldfields as background for a novel. His experience as a
newspaper writer and editor gave his writing a certain style and approach - before
long hardened to a formula. He had a grasp of facts and an ability to relate them
to his narratives, giving his fictional backgrounds a sense of reality, perhaps more
obvious in his earlier novels, and had in the main some accuracy. For his style,
journalism may have been a less happy influence. His stories moved fast, his
descriptions were usually brief and relevant, he kept to his main line of narrative.
However, he was led into journalistic asides and predictions, and at times to outright
sermonising. And he had an undying faith in the cliche. Added to a taste for
melodrama this could produce lines in which one cliche capped another to give the
effect of an 1890s stage melodrama in parody. Those melodramas may indeed have
influenced him. Or he may have seen these stock phrases as a short-cut to his
particular, extraordinarily wide, audience.
In The Miners' Cup - A Coolgardie Romance, 1896,28 Gould's characters set
out from Sydney for the new discoveries at Coolgardie. Gould gave some actual
figures for the miles they travelled from Perth, figures which, given the existing road
and tracks, may have been accurate. Throughout the novel he was given to prophecy,
and speCUlation on a number of topics. He had an understanding, not shared by
many of the romance novelists, that it was not only wealth that drew men back
to the fields, and often drew them back to an existence that appeared to have no
attraction.
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To Alec this wonderful discovery in the Golden Land seemed like a dream. Sometimes
he would lie awake at night and fancy he was in the sandy waste of West Australia again
- fancied he was eagerly searching for a drop of water, with the fierce pangs of thirst
clawing and gnawing at his parched throat. He knew that never again would he feel that
wild thrill of delerious excitement which came over a man in a whirlwind-like rush when
he first discovers gold.29

Alec, having made his fortune, thinks a good deal about the future of the country,
about how 'the march of civilization is spreading over West Australia as it has spread
over other parts of this vast continent', and he is angry at some of the comments
made about the country.
It makes my blood boil, Liuie, to read the brainless, sneering effusions, written by men
supposed to be more intelligent than their fellows, about this great land and its great people.
A handful of men pass through this wonderful world, and having touched its principal
cities, pretend to understand what Australia is, and to map out her destinies.
Their trashy utterances may be accepted by some, but men of learning, and men who
think, will see in these frothy vapourings merely out-pourings of would-be travellers intent
upon paying the expenses of their so-called explorations out of the pockets of a gulled
public.]('

Gould did not name these writers. His anger touched the strong nationalism of
the nineties. Alec, asked if he thinks that in years to come Australia will become
a great nation, expresses an amalgam of nationalism and empire.
Oh yes. Everything points to it. Where she now asks she will in future demand. No Colonial
Office will be able to dictate terms to her ...
Australia will rule the southern seas as England does the northern. Her banner will float
over a powerful fleet, but it will be the fleet of merchandise, not the fleet of war. Commerce
will overpower war, and mutual advantage will band all the English-speaking lands
together. 3I

Commercial gain was indeed to be the ruling force of this land 'at last ... forced
to yield up her treasures on the advance of man'. Alec was convinced that 'the men
who go out to West Australia now have just as much chance to succeed as the old
pioneers of Victoria or New South Wales'. Western Australia was no longer a
Cinderella.
England seduces Alec after the Golden Land, travelling to London he sees it as
a 'New Babylon', and having himself had what gold could offer, rather ironically
notes of the people he meets:
their whole conversational powers were limited to discussions in which gold was the one
thing needful in life, and the making of money was the only object worthy of
consideration. 32

The platitudes fall heavily, and there is some equally heavy moralising in the final
pages, in the midst of which opportunities for irony subside. The Miners' Cup never
attempted the adventure or fantasy of some of the later novels that used the same
background, Gould was more concerned to suggest at least some clearer realism
of time and place, and he saw his novels, at that stage of his career, as capable of
taking some of the issues of the day to a wide audience - in this case issues strongly
debated in Australia.
Hume Nisbet had published a book on travel in the Eastern colonies, and used
his experiences in a number of novels. He called at Albany in 1887 on the way to
a tour of the other colonies, but otherwise appeared to have no first hand knowledge
of Western Australia. His novel The Swampers - A Romance of the Westralian
Goldfields, 1897,33 took its title from the term given to the gold seekers who flooded
into West Australia during the gold rush years. Whatever the relevance of the subtitle,
the novel began in Sydney and never lost its focus on that city, or its evidence of
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the author's violent dislike. The introduction acknowledged the assistance of the
publications of Calvert and Mennell. Nisbet's knowledge of Western Australia
evidently derived from these books, from newspapers, and conversations with
Mennell and others.
The introduction's comments on Sydney offered a mixture of Nisbet's irony and
condemnation of matters that met his disapproval, an aspect of his writing likely
to occur in any of his novels.
Regarding any mild criticism that 1 may have written throughout these pages concerning
the fair City of Sydney, 1 have no apology to make other than that perhaps my various
visits may have been timed unfortunately when the inhabitants were suffering from some
insensate epidemic. Perhaps they have lucid intervals between these public and social
epidemics of folly and unreason ...
As for that worm 'Puffadder', with his blasphemous, brutal, and poisonous organ, 1 do
not think any self respecting colonial will care how much a reptile like this is criticised
or censured. He may spit out his venom ... His unsexed contributors may also snarl and
yelp, while his senile admirers ... doubtless will gnash their gums and cry for gore ... 34

This led J.F. Archibald to identify himself with Puffadder and the Bulletin with
Nisbet's notorious Guillotine. Through his solicitors Archibald threatened
proceedings against the writer, publisher, and printer of The Swampers, seeking
an injunction against the sale of the book, and warned Angus & Robertson of action
if the book was sold.
Nisbet's story began in Sydney, and was a narrative of criminals, people not
excused nor condemned by Nisbet, but seen in a society where the term is relative,
and which offers no real place for them in any other role. The protagonist, Jack
Milton - he could hardly carry the name of hero usual for this kind of novel becomes involved in the robbery of a bank and pawnshop by means of a tunnel
from another building, a plot used earlier by Conan Doyle, and ever since in fiction
and film. To escape the police Milton makes a journey overland to Kalgoorlie.
Explorer's journeys ~ and in some instances' their journals - provided a
background, indeed the concept, for many such fictional travels across the country.
Giles, Forrest, Eyre, had made the journey, and the most ill equipped hero of fiction
could do the same. To Nisbet's credit, only the aborigines enabled Milton to complete
the journey. They save him from the police, for whom they have no love, and he
is welcomed to their camp. Camp is hardly the word for the place Milton discovers.
Perched upon the side of a sterile and treeless mountain was a cup-like cavity carpeted
with the greenest of grass, in the centre of which was a mountain lake of pure and sweet
water. All round, strangely fantastic masses of red sandstone, with outstarting croppings
of quartz and conglomerate, rose into the air six and eight hundred feet high, from a dreary
desert where not even the dreaded spinifex appeared to be able to find a footing ... Fancy
an ampitheatre of the extent of the Colosseum, open at the one side and walled round
by a semi-{;ircle of wild bare rocks pierced by caves and with shelf-like ledges overhanging
and casting cool shadows upon this secluded spot. An oblong pool of water of unknown
depth, with sloping sides like a great Roman bath, and round it a level sward that
terminated as abruptly all round as if it had been trimmed so far up the hard quartz
sides ... 35

One of many such places discovered by fictional wanderers. The valley lay as a place
of refuge, of peace and plenty, where black and white can live together, and the
disrupting forces of an alien progress and society are locked out. It is a fleeting vision
rather than an essential of the structure of the novel, a structure episodic and which
in the end tends towards a man made paradise. This man made paradise was one
Nisbet himself did not believe in, any more than he seems to suggest the reader
should be too concerned with the idyllic concept of his valley. It was never safe to
take Nisbet too seriously, he enjoyed parodying other writers, as he appears to parody
Conan Doyle in this novel - and elsewhere. Doyle's shadow of course fell across
this valley,- as possibly did that of Boldrewood, though Boldrewood was not inclined
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to leave his reader in much doubt of the symbolic purpose of his Terrible Hollow.
Terrible Hollow lay not so much under green grass and trees as a detritus of
moralising that grew thicker with time. The reality of such places was everywhere.
James Martin during an expedition to the Glenelg in 1863 offered an early example,
noted by other writers.
. . .we entered what we may well call 'the Happy Valley'; this was a valley running to
the southward, of no great breadth (sayan eighth of a mile in the widest), clothed with
a very carpet of green grasses. The first pines we had seen here, fringed our track and
formed, with the old red sandstone walls bounding the valley on either side, picturesque
clumps of eights and tens intermingled with palms, acacia, eucalypti, and melaleuca, of
great variety and beauty. A deliciously cool and clear stream of water flowed everywhere
along the valley ... The 'Happy Valley' terminated in a happier circular plain of about
half a mile in diameter, covered with the most luxuriant grass ... 36

Happy Valley or Terrible Hollow. For the novelist, in plain fact the flat, dry
country, the low broken rises, the few bare ranges of the typical goldfields areas
were too prosaic. These oases in the desert were essentials of the novel of adventure,
whatever aspects they were to assume.
Nisbet's John Milton rejected his paradise. The aborigines show him an abandoned
gold working. In what was also to become a constant of the goldfields novels, there
is a cave of gold. Milton reaches Kalgoorlie, meets enemies and accomplices, but
returns to take the gold. The cave is found to have a greek inscription engraved
on one wall ~ this presumably a jibe by Nisbet at the current enthusiasm of the
popular novel for hieroglyphics, and perhaps their use by Conan Doyle. Behind the
wall lay a fortune, conveniently left by those who had done so much work that no
one ever knew about.
Pure nuggets of all sizes from a few grains up to pounds in weight; lumps of quartz and
hornblende veined like black and gold marble, with the dim tinted ore clinging to each
piece in delicious filigree tracings. There were camel loads of it, all selected and arranged
for the packingY

Milton and his friends leave the country, to live 'comfortably and honestly,
respected by all who supply them with the comforts of life since they can meet their
responsibilities', in a new land, presumably Cosme, part of Lane's planned Utopia,
which Nisbet made the subject of another novel, A Dream of Freedom. J8 Like the
conclusion of Gould's novel, there are ironies in this, but perhaps deeper implications.
Nisbet's actual knowledge of the West Australian goldfields never appears
extensive, and clearly did not go beyond his admitted sources. For the purpose of
his narrative it did not need to, though a novelist with some actual experience and
insight of the new settlements could have held considerable interest, particularly if
Nisbet's sympathy for the dispossessed and the battler ~ enshrined by the versifiers
~ had also been shared. Nisbet's depictions of the towns could have come from
one of the illustrated periodicals:
The scene where this playful bandinage took place was in a Hessian drinking shanty in
Canvas Town, Kalgoorlie. Outside the moon was shining almost as bright as sunlight in
England, while on the roads crouched the camels, making night hideous with their
demonaic shrieks. Between the tents stalked the majestic Afghan drivers of the camels,
giving the Australian landscape a strangely picturesque appearance, in spite of its familiar
bareness, dust and heat.
Inside the canvas shanty, men clad in flannel shirts, dilapidated trousers and battered hats,
sat playing cards or drinking champagne, for this was one of the crack shanties of the
place, and these were all successful speculators and mine proprietors, many of them
gentlemen accustomed to the West End of London, others a mingling of all nationalities
gathered here on the one common game, gold hunting....
Bob Wallace drank his champagne slowly, then, lighting a fresh cigar, he strolled leisurely
outside to the moonlight, where the camels, dromedaries, and Afghan drivers were lying,
and making the township look picturesque. The canvas tents and Hessian huts gleamed
pale under the silver lustre and cast brown, deep shadows over the sands. Paraffin lamps
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and coloured lanterns burned richly inside the open Japanese shanties, where sights and
sounds of debauchery helped the picturesqueness and blent with the doleful shrieking of
the desert-ships. Ghostly gum trees started from the waste, with the skeletons of the mine
scaffolding, making altogether a weird and foreign-looking picture. 39

Nisbet's concern as a painter and illustrator showed in his descriptions, and,
however accurate, may have led him into more detail than some later writers offered.
Two novels that followed The Swampers in the next year shared the interest in
a similar background. Neither novel was seriously concerned with Western Australia,
but accepted the new possibilities for fiction. J.A. Barry was a member of the editorial
staff of the Evening News and a contributor to Chambers Journal, Windsor
Magazine, and others. He had worked as a station manager, a seaman and chief
mate, and went to the Palmer Diggings in 1870. Like Nisbet, he had written a good
deal about Australia, his fiction had at times a similar closeness to fact, though he
was less critical of social institutions and conventions. In The Luck Of The Native
Born,40 his central character, Ned Linton, is drawn, like Jack Milton, to Western
Australia because of its gold discoveries.
At that time Coolgardie had just begun to be a name to conjure with. It was in all men's
mouths as representing a Western EI Dorado, where gold might be had for the picking,
a veritable Tom Tiddler's ground. In Sydney bars and restaurants, around 'the Block',
indeed in every public resort, little else than the new and fabulously rich discoveries were
talked of. Great slugs of the precious metal, labelled 'from Coolgardie', gleamed dully in
shop windows; 'wild cat' prospectuses of imaginary mines occupied columns of the daily
newspapers; steamers packed from stem to stern with cheering crowds left the wharves
at short intervals, bound along the pathway of the sun to the new land of gold. But nowhere,
as yet, did one hear of the drear wilderness in which the battle was being fought; of the
long waterless stretches to be travelled; of the famine prices; of the utter desolation of
the place; the bleached skeletons found covered with the drifting sand .. 41

Barry had a knowledge of the processes of gold seeking and the routine work
of the men. He had an awareness of the social currents of the period, though in
The Luck Of The Native Born he displayed this in a shearers' dispute which had
more relevance to Queensland than to Coolgardie and the oddly assorted mass of
men gathered there. The new gold town he saw in one respect as Nisbet did:
Coolgardie, at this time, was merely a heterogeneous jumble of tents, drays, waggons,
teamsters, camels, horses, men, and it would perhaps, be only fair to reckon flies. Fifty
pounds of flour cost £5, and a gallon of brackish water 3s. No place, Coolgardie, clearly,
for men with a limited income 42

However, he objected to some aspects of the way Coolgardie was being represented:
Coolgardie they found as busy almost by night as day. And it was all strict, stern business,
containing no admixture of pleasure, or any attempt at trifling whatever; very unlike the
typical goldfields town, as written of in novels and stories, was this new settlement thrown
hurriedly down on the barren ridges of wild Yilgarn, where, only a month or so ago, the
myall had roamed undisturbed. The rowdy, drinking, gambling digger of romance and
his picturesque accompaniments found no place in early Coolgardie ... Even the most
reckless fully realised that, having come so far, they must make the very best of their chances
ere the great main army swarmed Up.43

His prospectors make a gold discovery, but the novel moves away from Western
Australia, to adventures at sea, and the eastern colonies. Barry's characters were
of a different type to those of Nisbet's swampers. Barry offered the more usual
romance convention, characters were good or bad in society's terms, some were weak
and could be redeemed, a few repented. Barry subscribed to the widespread
conception of the Bush Girl:
Although far from being a beautiful, or even a strictly pretty girl, Ellen Gale was very
far from plain ... Essentially a feminine girl, she disliked intensely any approach to that
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fastness becoming so popular with a certain class of her sex, and against which her love
of all wholesome exercise was a very certain safeguard ... Nell was an excellent example
of perhaps the finest of all female Australian types, i.e. the girl who has passed her early
life in the Bush, then migrating to the City, mixed there in the best - not by any means
necessarily the 'highest' - Colonial Society. And be it noted, that the Bush girl, of almost
any class, speaks far better English than her sister in the Capital who talks mostly with
the twang of Bow and Stepney.44

Nell had in common with Rosa, of The Swampers, a strength of character and
a determination common enough to the women of most early Australian fiction.
She could, however, scarcely have conceived the kind of world Nisbet's characters
took for granted.
If Nisbet could claim The Swampers to be a novel of the Westralian goldfields,
G. Scott Firth could as well claim The Last Lemurian45 to be a 'Westralian Romance.'
Scott had published two novels, and his book on Australian exploration appeared
the year after The Last Lemurian. His interest in Australian history and exploration
was evident in some of his fiction, his writing was forceful, his plots usually strong
and easily followed, his narratives never short of action - as a reviewer remarked
of his first novel: 'As a story of the early colonial days it is bound to almost surfeit
the mind of the most exacting lover of adventure.' He perhaps did less than justice
to his book on Australian exploration, at least in the eyes of later readers, by his
statement that the book was to show 'some of the deeds by which the mysteries
of the 'silent sombre land' were first solved, and the boundless wealth of the islandcontinent made available to the all-conquering sons of Britain'. He hoped the book
would advance public interest 'in the history, the romance, and last, though not least,
the vanishing but fascinating aboriginal race of Australia. '46
The Last Lemurian was unlike Scott's earlier novels, or those he was to write.
It began with the narrator, working in South Australia, hearing of the gold finds.
Three days later I was by myself riding westward, for I had heard of the new finds of
gold in Western Australia - Westralia, we called it - and fancied working my way over
and trying my luck.'7

It was one of a number of such journeys made in The Last Lemurian. Did Edward
John Eyre see these books? Scott Firth was spared the trouble of describing the
boom town of Coolgardie, a character who joins the narrator in what becomes an
elaborate adventure simply dismisses the new area.
I don't think much of that part myself. I've been over the country, and - well, I may
be wrong, but I reckon there's going to be a lot of money dropped there, if people don't
mind and watch it.'"

The two head for a less definite region in 'the Never Never Country of Westralia.'
There they find a deep oasis by a huge rock outcrop. The pool has its own guardian,
a weird creature they call a bunyip, since they can find no other name. The interior
of the rock outcrop is the home of a strange tribe of pygmy-like creatures ruled
by a woman, 'yellow-gold' in color. Within the rock there is gold everywhere. And
there is a sleeping girl who waits the man who can revive her from her trance. The
novel moves between the rock fastnesses, Albany, and England, the final key to the
developing mystery laying in England.
A work offantasy, The Last Lemurian drew on the current interest in spiritualism,
reincarnation, older civilizations and the discoveries from the Egyptian tombs. And,
as a centre, the interest in the legend of the lost Lemuria. It was highly imaginative,
the fantasy held by the realistic detail which was a feature of Scott's other novels,
and by a tone of disbelief finally suspended as the man who returns to find an
explanation in England accepts the events which explain the mystery - as far as
explanation may. But the book, however imaginative, was not original, though it
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The Last Lemurian (1898) G. Firth Scott. Illustration Stanley Wood.
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The Last Lemurian. Illustration Stanley Wood.
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made spectacular use of its material. J.E Hogan in The Lost Explorer, 1890, and
W. Carlton Dawe with The Golden Lake, 1891, had used similar scenes and plots.
Behind them all the influence of King Solomon's Mines and She could hardly be
disputed. Strange caves in huge rocks, native guardians, godlike women, escapes
from caverns that were sealed by massive pivotting rock doors and by subterranean
water courses, it was all there in Africa. Translating it to Western Australia, or to
Australia, did not seem to bother readers, who must have found Scott's novel exciting
and imaginative reading - however little it enhanced their understanding of Western
Australia. For its strange mixture of fact and fantasy, past and present, grotesquery,
normalcy - forebear of science fiction and Dr Who - they no doubt felt it could
not have had a better setting.
George Cossins was a less prolific writer than Nisbet or Barry, he was interested
in exotic backgrounds for his romances. In an advertisement for his Ishan-Israel:
A South African Story, the Glasgow Record noted: 'were the title page torn out
the reader would unhesitatingly put down the book as coming from the pen of Mr
Haggard.' The South Australian Register called the book 'one of the most marvellous
and thrilling stories ever penned.' Perhaps the Register had missed The Last
Lemurian.
Cossins' novel, The Wings Of Silence. 49 was concerned with the tangled
relationships of two parties of prospectors who found their way to Coolgardie. The
story moved from England to Australia and back, exploiting the device of assumed
identity; the character supposed dead returns to England, in reality another person,
deceiving relatives and friends, something of a timeless device, accepted and popular.
Cossins was not concerned with fantasy to the extent of The Last Lemurian, his
gold prospectors work in a practical way at gaining gold from difficult country. The
site exploited by the prospectors had, however, obvious similarities with those places
in which the explorers of the other novels found themselves. There was the rock
. outcrop, here curiously formed and named The Wings. Of Silence, the cave in which
riches were discovered, a fertile valley and the pool of water.
. . . the sun was high in the heavens when they reached the base of the short range which,
beginning in a low ridge of red, slab-like rocks at either end, centred in a big tower-like
bluff, flanked on either side by perpendicular and peculiarly shaped cliffs of the same
colour, having at a distance the appearance of two immense wings .
. . .At their feet lay a steep wooded valley covered with grass, yellow and withered in
the more exposed portions, but still cool and green at the bottom. Midway down the hill
on which they stood trickled a tiny little stream shining in the sunlight ...50

Relics left behind in the cave, and two skeletons, indicated the Chinese might have
been there before the present party, but that again was something other novels had
speculated on. Cossins showed some licence rather than imagination in the discovery
that the cave held not only gold, but 'diamonds, rubies, amethysts, emeralds'. As
one character remarked: 'Fancy here, in the centre ofthe most sterile and apparently
worthless portion of Australia, coming upon such a find as this'. Cossins, in the
opening chapter, displayed an interest in the significance of the land to the aborigines,
and offered an explanation of the naming of the great rock cliffs, from aboriginal
legend.
Hubert Stewart, in 1904, opened his Ungodly Man - A J#st Australian
Goldfields Story51 with a poem - or piece of verse - which could perhaps be seen
as a wildly exaggerated sample of nineties bush verse, or a hoax. It was some kind
of preparation for what followed.
By the time Stewart wrote, the railway had reached within forty miles of
Coolgardie.
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The sun blazed as from a furnace o'er a scene so strange, wild and grotesque that for
some time he could view it only in a state of bewilderment. On an arid flat was a
heterogeneous, confused mass of bipeds and quadrupeds, Europeans, Aborigines and
Afghans, shouting, swearing, whistling and jabbering; dogs, horses, mules, donkeys and
camels, barking, whinnying, braying and bellowing, all making a babel, unearthly, hideous
and deafening enough to split the welkin, whilst numerous teams, and tents for the plying
of various trades and businesses, occupied the remaining vacant land within a radius of
about a mile. 52

The reader, trying to find some bearing in all this, is also in a state of bewilderment.
Ungodly Man was a melodramatic story of plot and expected counter-plot, of chases
through desert and forest country by criminals, police, heroes, villians, a great
melange of false accusations, and general corruption on the part of the police,justices,
Afghans, gold diggers, and the keepers of grog shanties. Ungodly men indeed. There
was at times an irony in the work of other novelists of these goldfields, particularly
that of Nisbet, but Stewart leaned to farce. It is difficult to know how he meant
a reader to view any of it. The style, cliche ridden, verbose, melodramatic, seems
to mock itself. The use of names is deliberate farce, or melodrama, and perhaps
Stewart's stage experience as a playwright suggests this - Lockwell, Lofty, Evelyn
Towers, Myra Woodlark - Basha Gool, Bien Fluffen, Hashimali - Corporal
Eaglebird, Richard Flash the company promoter, Magistrate Fairlily - the names
indicate their function and standing. Stewart intended these labels of vice and virtue
obviously light heartedly, but the novel never held enough substance for satire.
Stewart was at least aware the goldfields region was not simply desert, that there
were large areas of forest, though miners, deepening shafts, and the demand for
the mining furnaces reduced them dramatically. But the novel sees them as stage
props, and only a short distance from the mining area the characters discover the
cave so necessary for this kind of venture, and a valley more luxuriant than that
of Boldrewood's .
. . . a secluded, verdant vale in the wild interior - an oasis amid the vast arid waste.
A series of low-lying grass clad hills, in the shape of a crescent and fringed with trees,
rose before them, between which lay a creek choked up with the most luxuriant vegetation
- ferns, palms, willows, creeping-plants and trees of great variety, all tangled together
in wondrous confusion, and along its narrow bed, from a natural permanent spring, trickled
a stream of pure crystal water, gushing in places over obstructing objects like miniature
cascades. 53

It is no surprise that near 'a thick cluster of peppermint trees' there is 'a black,
yawning cavity large enough to admit three men abreast', though the peppermints
are something of a surprise, and the discoverers seemed to have got out onto the
Nullarbor, except for the vegetation, or the south west corner of the State, except
for the distance from the goldfields. In another passage a pack of dingoes attack
the prospectors' camp, in a scene more properly from the Alaskan wilds and the
attacks of wolf packs from the pages of The Wide World, though it was also an
ingredient of much earlier fiction. Stewart's sources seemed various and oddly
assorted.
All these novelists worked within certain conventions, and expectations on the
part of their readers. They attempted some balance between realism and fantasy,
an attempt to offer the best of both worlds, to move towards the realism of the
nineties, to an extent disapproved at least by a section of reviewers and public,
overseas and Australian, and an escape into romance. They were probably not much
concerned if at times that escape seemed more fruitful than their realism, in which
in any case they were fairly much restricted. They used certain constants, their lost
tribes and forgotten civilisations - a theme that could appear in the nineteen thirties,
Val Heslop's The Lost Civilization 54 as one example. There was the gold discovery,
the Lemurian rock cave, the pools of water, the brief stretch of fertility in desert.
Some of such landscape had a counterpart in reality, much was stereotyped romance,
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much from Lemurian legend. They were perhaps less concerned than later readers
with the concepts of symbolism and myth suggested by these elements. They worked
at the edge of a perception of the Australian landscape as harsh, forbidding, alien,
a clear enough reflection of fact, and they confirmed this perception for overseas
readers. It was landscape with an element of mystery, beyond the unknown, a concept
they exploited easily enough, though they were not concerned to extend it, unlike
the poets and short story writers of the period. It was an oddly pervasive concept.
A paragraph in the Sunday Times of 1907 noted the response of an editor, Frank
Vosper, to an everyday story in a mining town:
... a couple of prospectors came in, and ... told a tale of discovery away in the semimythical desert to the North-East. Next morning Vosper had a whole page about it entitled,
'A Mountain of Gold', with innumerable sub-heads - seven columns constructed out of
probably seven sentences. It related to an enormous honeycomb quartz outcrop called
Mt. Catherine, in which a few specs of gold were found .... So far as Mt. Catherine
is concerned, it is still out there, waiting for anyone to capture its mountain of gold, that
creation of poor Vosper's imagination55

J.E Hogan in his novel The Lost Explorer quoted some lines from Kendall either abridged or from some manuscript not acknowledged - that might have stood
as an epigraph to so many of these novels.
Voice surpassing human voices - high unearthly
harmony Yet shall tell the tale of hero in exalted years to be!
Name of him who faced for science thirsty
tracts of bitter glow,
Lurid lands that no one knows of - in the
distant long ago;
On the tracts of thirst and furnace, on the
dumb blind burning plain,
Where the red earth gapes for moisture and
the wan leaves hiss for rain,
Past the waste of thorny terrors, did he reach
a sphere of rills
In a region yet untravelled, ringed by fair
untrodden hills?
Was the spot where last he rested pleasant as
an old-world lea?
Did the sweet winds come and lull him with
the music of the sea?56

Stewart may have felt the time had come to parody this perception and the
conventions exploited by the popular novelists. If so, he tangled with a vision more
enduring than his parody.
Gold apparently attracted another novel to a West Australian setting, which it
treated lightly, as it did the current Australian novels and the whole idea of the
romance novel. The Magic Of Miss Aladdin, by Paul Herring, appeared in 1906,
with the subtitle A Humorous Romance.
There was a squatter in West Australia who owned a sheep station and an entire landscape
of grass and shingle on the Murchison. In trying to improve the most sterile part of the
prospect he drove his plough between boulders of gold and knapped them. He spent some
time collecting his thoughts and the broken gold .. y

The squatter's daughter, Miss Aladdin, becomes an artist and a designer of posters
that she believes:
... bring the exquisite pinewood into the town streets, they colour life for passersby, they
form the business man's romance nowadays - the only form and expression of beauty
he has sufficient time to observe. 58
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The Magic of Miss Aladdin. Paul Herring. Illustration by Penrhyn Stanlaws.
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Miss Aladdin meets a bushranger, Ned Nugget, who becomes a subject for her
posters.
At the back of him you saw the salty glare of No Man's Land, with a few flat colour
masses which suggested interminable red sand, and all else dead of drought. One side
of the picture was scrubby with Australian timber, and flowering across it was a woodbine
of scarlet with a trailing green stem. Here and there yellow flowers flared up like fires.
And with a horse-pistol pointed direct at Aladdin Lane, a gentleman in tattered brocade,
wearing a rough mask and possessing eyes which seemed to have burned slots in the
material, rode a grey horse with silver trappings. He was all that the highway man had
ever been. He was Romance off the Great Road bushed in Australia, and his threadbare
brocade showed how old-fashioned it was, whilst the glare around him, his stock-riding
attitude, and many little details were quite colonial. The trailing woodbine threw out
tendrils in the form of a gibbet across a tree stark and blackened by lightning. Here was
Tyburn close to hand. S9

Paul Herring was another who felt the assumptions of the romance novel, and
perhaps certain national assumptions, were by now fair game. His humour ranged
widely, and his view was not restricted to Australian writers or attitudes. The book
was illustrated attractively in the manner of Charles Dana Gibson by Penrhyn
Stanlaws. The publication - rather oddly - carried advertisements for Phillips
Oppenheim, Rider Haggard, and a full list of the works of Guy Boothby. Perhaps
readers took Miss Aladdin with some seriousness.
It was left to Rolf Boldrewood to provide the most realistic depiction of the new
gold fields. The Last ChancefiJ had the realism marking much of Boldrewood's
writing, a credibility of fact and event which gave his stories a conviction many of
his contemporaries were not concerned to attempt. His novels, on this basis, were
found by some to be dull, pedestrian. Compared to the novels which turned, however
briefly, to the West Australian goldfields, this could be said of The Last Chance.
The narrative sense which carried novels like Robbery Under Arms, and The Miners
Right, was never apparent in The Last Chance. It was Boldrewood's last novel and
perhaps it was only incidental that it was set in the West Australian goldfields. Much
of the book concerned a goldfields warden from Victoria, Bannaret, who backs the
finding and development of the West Australian mine, The Last Chance. On its
success he goes to England. The Bannarets buy an English estate where they live
comfortably and reflect on many things, England, Australia, the state of the world,
the threat of 'the Yellow Peril' for Australia, and even hold a Walter Scott evening
where everyone offers a favourite passage from the writer who was Boldrewood's
own favourite.
The Last Chance kept clear of the fantasy offered by some of the earlier novels
of the goldfields, Boldrewood pointedly dismissed 'wild exaggerations, and rumours
of Aladdin caves', yet was happy to replace these by the concept of wishes fulfilled
and worth rewarded. Boldrewood seemed glad to resolve events by cliche solutions,
and to echo attitudes that had little in common with the political and social awareness
and struggle apparent on the goldfields and evident in its poetry and journalism
at the time he wrote The Last Chance. This struggle Boldrewood seems to try to
minimise under the bluff suggestion of mateship, that nineties panacea for all things,
an all will be well when the excitement dies down attitude. As one character remarks:
'we are a baby nation, so far, but will calm down to the regular, steady, solid AngloSaxon march.'
Boldrewood was nevertheless aware of some present realities, and had a concept
of the future, of change, and what the gold finds would bring. Perth, to Bannaret,
was in
far Westralia ... another colony [a] small old-fashioned town - so long settled - so
sparsely populated - so meagre in tokens of civilisation, in contrast with the cities of
the East. They were not, of course, over-fastidious. There were decent hotels - even a
Club for people with introductions. 61
52
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Presumably the Weld Club. Nisbet's prospectors had not expected much of the
goldfields, nor had Barry's. Bannaret was appalled:
The 'township', when they got there, was such a one as the Commissioner had never before
seen in all his varied experience; never in his dreams had he imagined such a mining camp.
A person of restricted imagination, of feeble sympathies might even have described the
landscape as 'unspeakably desolate and ghastly'. A certain appearance of grass, even if
trodden down, and fed off by horses and bullocks, had always been visible on goldfields
where he had borne rule formerly.
Here there was none, absolutely none. Dust of a red hue, subtly pervading all nature,
was the chief elemental feature. Water was more or less available for sluicing, puddling,
cradling, or other purposes connected with mining operations, - here there was none
to be seen except in the small quantities required for partial lavation and for engine
work ... the township bore a family likeness to other mining centres, - one long main
street, with others branching off at right angles, the frontage to which was filled with cabins,
huts, cottages, tents, of every size, shape and colour. The roofs were chiefly of corrugated
iron, which, unsightly as a building material, yet enabled the possessor to collect rainwater. When the walls, or rather sides, were not of the same material they were of hessian
- of slabs, or weatherboard ...
. . . What timber there was consisted chiefly of scrub and brushwood, mulga or mallee.
Some of it was available for camel food; but, in a general way, it appeared to the
Commissioner as a land accursed of God and man - unfitted for providing sustenance
for man or beast. 62

By 1905 West Australian readers at least were familiar with this reality from a
wide range of photographs, from those of newspapers to those of a lavish production
with its two and three page extended reproductions such as Twentieth Century
Impressions of W.A. However, Boldrewood recognised the presence of those who
had no intention of getting too close to the dust and hardship, or of staying too
long in even the relative comfort of Perth. The speculators, the mining promoters,
the pushers of bogus schemes would all come and go, and Perth and the State would
be altered. Boldrewood's characters did not leave the fields as soon as they had made
their find, but formed a syndicate and began the business of financing the
development of their mine. They were involved long enough in this to be aware of
change.
Meanwhile the city, which had grown and flourished around the once bare, solitary Pilot
Mount, had reached a stature - a transformation, indeed, resembling one of the dreamcities of the Eastern story-teller - broad streets, bright with electric lamps, and gardens
watered by an aqueduct fed from a reservoir miles di.stant.63

It was a long way from Mr Bannaret's first view. Change was a reality, and
exploited by many. Despite these admissions largely ignored by other novelists, The
Last Chance seemed curiously remote from the actuality of the setting it attempted.
Boldrewood's memories of an earlier time and place may have been too strong.
Though the analogy is obvious enough, in the time between the novels of Gould
and Boldrewood the surface attraction of the new goldfields for writers had petered
out, as the surface gold had receded for the many who had sought it. There were
a few late ventures but by the end of the century, Western Australia was still no
more than a conveniently remote and little known setting for romance and adventure
- just how unknown was suggested by a novel of the last year of the nineteenhundreds, Willis Of Ryde, published and written by Walter Collis of New South
Wales. At the end of the book Collis resolves the problems of some of his characters
by sending them to Perth. They head from there to an unnamed destination - 'the
terminal station' of the railway.
The ... three travelled along, humping their bluey, until at last they came to a goldfield.
They pegged out some blocks and commenced to dig, which they found hard work, the
perspiration running into their eyes and dropping off the end of their noses. It was an
alluvial deposit they were working and they came across some nuggets.
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There were no more details, but after six months:
it appeared they were all anxious to get back to New South Wales. They sold their interest
in the lease and found they had managed ... to make £6000 a piece.""

Of those who had shown an interest in the goldfields as a basis for fiction none
could be called in any real sense local writers. There were some, including such odd
companions as Gould and Hayward who regretted this. Hayward had made his
objection to subject matter and attitude clear in his comments on the goldfields verse.
He and others would appear to have applied this criticism to the novelists. The
Murchison Advocate in August 1899 gave a leading article to what Australians were
reading, lamenting the 'sickening trash that goes into circulation'. There was a vast
amount of 'Deadwood Dick literature' that formed the 'staple reading of thousands'.
There were also a large number of 'worthless papers - comic offal' - printed in
London and being read in Australia. The writer of the article, presumably Hayward,
regretted the lack of teaching in the history of the country, a knowledge of which
might induce a better taste and understanding in reading.
The article was not specific, but believed excellent work was being done by 'the
new men' in Australian literature, though Boldrewood's later novels were deplored
as 'arrant rubbish.'
The sickening trash, the Deadwood Dicks, the comic offal, read in Australia and much of it printed in London - may have taken in all the romance novelists.
Indeed, who was it meant to exclude? This writing, however vaguely defined, was
seen as being detrimental to Australian authors. Some of the writers this referred
to might have been easy enough to guess. But Hayward could hardly have seen the
few novels that took in these new goldfields as detrimental to Australian writers
- some were the work of Australian writers. Even Nisbet had written so much
on Australia that Gould apparently thought he was an Australian. Hayward may
have objected to their subject matter, he may have regretted the mass of local poetry
and journalistic writing from the goldfields was not matched in volume by the
novelists, hardly a realistic expectation. The real complaint seems to have been the
lack of a propagandist stance by the novelists, the stance so favoured by the versifiers.
The novelists, whatever their shortcomings, provided some glimpse of a new and
vital region for a wide audience. They had their constants and their stereotypes,
but so did the versifiers of the goldfields; the harsh land, hardship, loneliness, a stock
view of women and children - not shared by all the novelists - mateship, class
distinction - and much of it was as unrealistic as anything ever penned by the
novelists.
The verse of the goldfields touched stock subjects and elicited stock responses;
in a way it was a kind of club poetry, instantly accessible, easy of response, assured
of a given audience. A.G. Stephens, in a preface largely an apology, however well
intended, remarked:
This Western Australian poetry is often inartistic; it is often a poor thing considered as
literature; but how broadly and strongly it appeals to our humanity! how graphic it is!
how humourous or tragic! and how natural!65

This mainly ballad type poetry hardly involved the intricacies of the least
convincing of the romance novels. In the hands of the goldfields writers it was often
- perhaps essentially - political; as Stephens said 'manly' writing, 'rough' writing.
Its appeal and its relevance lasted no longer than that of the romance novels, was
often forgotten far sooner. It was not realistic, though its proponents and practitioners
vowed it to be. Hayward may have hoped for a Bret Harte or a Zola of the goldfields,
but he might have been very unhappy at what such a writer produced, might have
54
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refused to see so many 'noble' sentiments wither in the light of realism. And whether
Hayward approved or not, the novels, most of them published in England, had an
audience far beyond the verse of the Murchison Advocate or Coolgardie Miner.
The real question was why there were no local novelists to look at these goldfields,
however and from whatever angle they might have regarded them. Gold brought
the novel to West Australia, as it brought the 'manly verse' of the goldfields, but
it could not sustain either.
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ASA LE TOURNEAU

Filming
Up and over the sandy rise
Swooping down onto the beach
Barking dogs and ladies' hair frustrated in the wind
Turn to the sea, lurching and sloshing over the
brave little jetty, edging and retreating,
anxious from waters itching her beams.
Off like a bullet and running faster towards the
jetty, long and narrow before us, all the way to
the horizon, thin line deep enough to drown the sun.
Looking back and wide angle, the coast, the beach,
the rocky cliff twisting around the Big Hotel,
snaking off around the town, keeping the world
from falling into the sea.
Close-up of a strolling couple, battering the wind,
giving up, running across the beach to the hotel room,
under the blankets, each other's warmth.
Rewind, close-up of a strolling couple, even closer,
their laughing smiles, the excited dog, giving up,
close-up of the bed, under the covers, the childish
giggles, the fire's warmth.
Turn to the sea
Frame the sea and the jetty and the sky
Heavy grey clouds laden with black
a storm approaching in the distance
spray from afar felt on the cheek
and the little jetty pushing still further out
into the sea, feeling the weight upon its shoulders.
Head down to the jetty floor, slow approach of distant
feet, little stomps trundling down the narrow hall
Excited faces behind the uncut fringe, the freckled
skin, red and delicious.
Jostle to the end, midget group peering over into
the waves, dare the one who boasts, not much to see,
so back to the beach, the outstretched arms and an
icecream at the zoo.
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One stays, fumbles the wriggling worms onto
the rusty hook, casting proudly into the angry sea.
The waves swallow the weight, the rusty morsel
Close-up of the clock, behind the hotel
Close-up of the pouting face, impatient hands
"A bite?"
"A bite!"
phantom from the waves, wrenched from quiet life,
gurgling in mid-air, seeing the boy, his frantic
movements, dancing on the jetty planks,
another weight to bear
"A bite!"
His first fish, useless in itself, an event
Dropped like lead onto the floor
The standing driftwood
Blowing up like a basketball and all the time
his mad shadow dancing over you
See your skin swell up before your eyes
and then from above the clumsy foot
bursting you apart, you tragic fish.
Up into the sky, leaving the dancing boy
and the final flick
Higher up above the jetty and the sea, the beach
and the coast, the Big Hotel now a smudge,
and the sweaty couple in their hotel room.
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SHANE McCAULEY

StJudas
A portrait missing: one wide-eyed
Rendition of gravity the less. But
All other saints are identical save
For the colour of their beards. Why
No traitor as well? Who, even, at first
Viewing would tell the difference?
The sombre harmonizes with inlays
Of gilt, stiff candle-flames are caught,
Illuminating hollow cheeks, haloes
Like space helmets holding heads
In perpetual sanctity. Tenderness,
Brotherly love, simply fading colours
On walls, an entire epoch in stasis,
Only the culprit missing, he who found
No better way to betray or be betrayed
Than in sudden dolour of a ki'ss.
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DOROTHY HEWETT

Silence, Exile and Cunning:
the Poetry of Randolph Stow*
'I really have nothing to say about poetry in general (except that mine tries to
counterfeit the communication of those who communicate by silence), and these
poems are mostly private letters.'
Thus Randolph Stow, poet and novelist, commenting enigmatically on his own
poetry in Alexander Craig's anthology, Twelve Poets 1950-1970. 1
Only one other poet amongst the twelve is even more enigmatic: 'my views on
poetry are few and private,' writes Michael Dransfield, tragically dead in his twenties,
who shares certain attitudes and stylistic devices with the younger Stow, particularly
the lyrical, elegiac tone, the sense of isolation, and the idealisation of an ancestral
heritage. 2
Stow's ancestral heritage, the pioneering West Australians, who inhabit the renamed homesteads of Malin and Sandalwood, is based on real people and real places
in the Geraldton hinterland. In Dransfield's poems the decaying homestead of
Courland Penders, and the ancestral acres, are all invented, although one could argue
that in both poets the colonial hearths are as mythological as each other.
Both poets then are mythmakers, both are romantic lyricists, but there the
identification ceases.
Dransfield's poems have gone on to a celebratory, popular life after his death,
partly due to the work of his indefatigable editor, poet and novelist Rodney Hall.
Without denigrating Dransfield's very real gifts, one cannot help questioning whether
his early death, and open adherence to a fashionable drug culture, has also helped
to preserve him as a romanticised cult figure, while Stow's poetry, more mature,
and less self-indulgent, remains mysteriously neglected.
In fact the general critical view of Stow's poetry is reminiscent of the conservative
Australian critical reaction to his early novels. Even Anthony J. Hassall, a deeply
sympathetic critic of Stow's work, writes:
'While Stow's reputation has rested on his novels, his poems, which are more private and
more difficult of access than the novels, have been comparatively unregarded.'l

Stow's poetry is no more private or difficult than that of any other modernist
poet, with a commitment to the personal lyric; in fact most of the poems are a good
deal more accessible than most modern poetry. Why then has this peculiar view
of his poetry as strange and idiosyncratic gained such currency in Australian literary
criticism?

* This essay is based on a paper given at a symposium on the theme of 'The Writer's
Sense of Exile' in the Literature of the Asia-Pacific region, held at the Centre for
Studies in Australian Literature at The University of Western Australia, 2-7
December 1987.
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The paucity of critical comment is partly to blame, and also the stubborn
Australian critical adherence to the public rather than the personal voice in the poem.
Also, although he was early on the scene, perhaps too early for the majority of
conservative critics, and has written poetry throughout his writing career, his actual
output has been relatively small, and a good number of his more recent poems remain
uncollected in literary journals and newspapers.
Stow's first poetry collection, Act One, was published in 1957, when he was only
twenty-two; Outrider, lavishly illustrated by Sydney Nolan, appeared in 1962; and
his last collection, Selected Poems: A Counterfeit Silence, published in 1969, was
not reprinted until 1977.
In Act One the familiar themes of many of his mature novels and poems are
already present, even if imperfectly assimilated. 4
In the poem 'Complaint Against Himself,' he struggles with the theme of the
incapacity of words to express a new and a personal vision:
There is no thing of beauty that this hand,
Too careful with a pen, has not some way
Enfeebled, made more concrete, and less rare. 5
'Why do you not give up the struggle; he asks himself, 'words are frail and shipwreck?'

In this early poem, conventional, derivative and clumsy, he is already trying to
come to terms with one of the central concerns of his work, the problem of language
and communication.
One of the problems of course has been that Stow, incidentally a gifted linguist,
wrote out of an anti-lingual society. His ideal clan were country men, tight-lipped
bushmen, who suspected the gift of the gab. At his back he must have always sensed
the stiff-necked ancestors in his 'sad-coloured country, bitterly admired.'6
He came to prominence in an Australian literary culture still wedded to realism,
suspicious of experi~entation in style and language, uneasy with the 'inner life.' The
first Australian criticism of his work must have made him feel that communication
was even more difficult, more potentially impossible, than it normally is. It must
also have contributed to his concept of himself as outrider, outsider, Ishmael, to
a literary inner circle that was small, conventional, rigid, and inbred.
'There is much I must invent, much that I have not seen, guesses, hints, like pockets of
dust in the crevices of conversation. And Tourmaline will not believe me; cries the Law,
the recorder of the testament of Tourmaline. 7
'But dear God! What is Tourmaline - and where? I am alone. I write my testament for
myself to read. I will prove to myself that there has been life on this planet.'8

The Law's dilemma is Stow's dilemma as a writer, and the Law's soliloquy often
seems to stand in for the voice of the writer addressing dead letters sent to him
who lives, alas! away.
'Silence is a habit as enslaving as the most delicate vice. I find that there is no speech
that is not soliloquy. And yet always I sense an audience."}

It is almost impossible to discuss Stow's poetry without reference to his fiction.
The themes are interchangeable, the language and style are closely related. Often
the novels seem to work like further extensions or meditations on the poems, and
the poem 'From the Testament of Tourmaline' is a further meditation on, and
explanation of the novel Tourmaline lO
In a recent Meridian article, 'The Art of Randolph Stow', Bruce Clunies-Ross,
points out that the opening pages of Tourmaline are a prose poem in rhythms of
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loose blank verse, with the lines approximating pentameters, interspersed with lines
approximating tetrameters: II
I say we have a bitter heritage
But that is not to run it down
Tourmaline is the estate
And if I call it heritage
I do not mean that we are free in it.
More truly we are tenants!
Tenants of shanties rented from the wind
Tenants of the sun-struck miles. 12

Finding an audience, or even proving that there was life on the planet, must have
been doubly difficult for a young West Australian writer living thousands of miles
across desert and sea from the centres of whatever literary culture existed in the
East.
In the early poems in Act One there is a strange admixture of the Antipodean
landscape, and the European heritage - all that 'lovely lumber' of his reading affixed
to this weird continent of upside-down seasons, animals, birds, trees, flowers and
foliage.
Many of the poems are pastoral lyrics, remembrances of childhood, both
mythologised and real, where we can see the young poet struggling to find his own
individual voice, and a language that can humanise his fractured universe.
As one might expect in a child brought up in a small West Australian town, clinging
to the edge of a seascape that is only a rim for the great dry hinterland lying behind
it, the dichotomy of the sea and the land, and the theme of voyaging, are central.
He sees 'legends in the seasons' and 'carols in orchards' - he tries to heal the breach
between innocence and experience, child and man, that he believes is the poet's final
task.
The first image in 'The Farmer's Tale' is of the lady into fox (reminiscent of Ann
Maguire in her confrontation with the female fox and her cubs in Stow's first novel,
A Haunted Land). 13
'The lady into fox' becomes the image of the country in a marriage of Australian
and European imagery. The pastures are 'burned' and scattered with white bones.
There are clumps of wool caught in the rusty wire fences, but all these real objects
are described obliquely, in a strained 'poetic' language:
and weeds of wool grow fungus on the tynes
Of ochrous wires. 14

It is a landscape of death and cruelty, where all green things are stillborn, and
the cattle have gone dry. The confrontation of the boy 'too green to hate' and the
fox woman is the confrontation of the young poet and the cruel land. In the spring
the boy conquers the fox sexually in a classic rape of pride, hate and anger, thus
conquering the land, and bending it to his will.
The verse is formally patterned and stressed, using alliteration, rhyme and half
rhyme, the language is dramatic, verging on melodrama, and the energy of the lines
is self-evident. Nature is both fertile and springlike, yet she is also the bringer of
violence and death. It is a division in Stow's perception of man and nature, which
is never healed until the vision of the Green God in The Girl Green as Elder-jlower
gives him the means to reconcile both savagery and rebirth as an integral part of
the human condition. 15
The idyllic world of his Geraldton childhood in the poems 'Seashells and
Sandalwood' and 'Sea Children' previews his semi-autobiographical novel, The
Merry-Go-Round in the Sea. 16
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'Sea-shells and Sandalwood' uses an alliterative, run-on line, with a lilting
onomatopoeic movement. The listings of objects create the pell-mell world of
childhood with its richness of sensuous association . . . sea-shells, sandalwood,
windmills, yachts, ploughshares, keels, hills, waves, sunflowers, ant-orchids,
surfboards, wheels, gulls, parakeets, sandhills, wagtails, horses, porpoises, aloes and
clematis. The objects are subtly organised to create a counterbalance of country and
sea, a technique later realised in such loving and precise detail in The Merry-GoRound in the Sea. 17
The young poet is obsessed by time, by the passage of time, how to capture the
moment and make it eternal.
Capture this sun, this smell of grass, and then
Make me a crystal shell to cup this moment in. 18

Stow has described 'Madame Yuan Ying Disoriented' as his first published adult
poem. It uses a lyrical broken cadence, preshaddwing his mature poems, and the
effect is one of a faltering voice, lost in time and distance, struggling to communicate
a complex vision.
For this poem he has chosen a landscape of tapestry and myth, where the
accumulative images of bright streams of silk, a decaying swallow's nest, a crane,
a band of musicians, and an orchard, blooming white in the distance, are held in
a decorative counterpoise, stitched together in a tapestry, and so organized that it
is difficult to separate the 'real' world of the poem from the representative world
being created on the embroidery frame.
The lady, owing something to the Lady of Shalott, sits in the western room tearing
silk to make her tapestry till her fingernails are bloody. The act of creation is therefore
presented as both isolated and painfully difficult, the lady acting as both host to
her artistic inspiration, and labouring peasant in the hard work of creation.
In the second section of the poem the lady, now speaking in the first person, has
let the stranger into her garden of Art, and he now proceeds to destroy her quiet
silken world of the embroidery frame:
Where is the simple real and unreal world
I knew before I opened up my gate?

The artist both lives in and creates an ideal world that is both real and unreal,
but she cannot hold her gentle, isolated, pastoral landscape intact against the
destroying power of the invading stranger. The poem ends in the third section with
a rhyming couplet:
Lady. outside your autumn room the night
grows, and there is no way back to light.

The poem is an allegory on the destructive power of the outside world, of time,
and perhaps even death, on the enclosed, imaginative act. The final couplet chimes
with loss, but the poem suggests that the experience of art itself is perhaps always
only a chimera: 'The phantasm is lost.'19
Unlike the Lady of Shalott this lady does not leave her web and loom to chase
after Sir Lancelot. She is rudely interrupted by another importunate person from
Porlock.
Stow has divided his Collected Poems into three sections: Juvenilia, 1957-62,
includes 14 poems from Act One; Outrider includes poems written between 1957
and 1962; and there is a more recent section entitled Stations which was a suite
written for broadcast for three voices and three generations. The poems in the last
section are dated 1962-66.
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The Outrider poems are juxtaposed around the familiar themes of sea and land,
but the landscapes are more varied, and although the old nostalgic pull of the family,
and the lost homestead, are still present, there are more dark and destructive poems
about voyaging, with their longing for sleep, suicide and death.
In many of these poems the journey appears to be abortive, and the ship remains
beached or becalmed in some time warp, while the voyager-protagonist, half in love
with a stasis that is like death, seems almost to welcome being cast away, 'past call
of shore and star.'20
'Kapisim! 0 Kiriwina' is set in the islands of New Guinea where Stow worked
as a patrol officer, before a serious illness and depression forced his resignation. The
images here are the exotic island ones of colonnades of palms, coral sand, coconuts,
and tropical rain, but for the protagonist the island is ruinous. In spite of all its
fecund life, or perhaps because of it, it is the island of death, and a sudden storm
has driven his boat from the harbour. Everything is drowned and bloody, the village
people are waving goodbye, he can hear and recognise the voices, but, fevered, he
can't reply to them. The lugger, with all on board, is a ship of death, driving toward
shipwreck. Only the saving grace of an old dark woman's prayer in the village church
beaches him back into life ... into fear and trembling.'21
One of the important qualities of the West Australian landscape for Stow is the
quality of 'haunting', the haunting role of the ancestors who will try to humanise
the empty landscape:
Dead eyes have loved and changed this land I walk
in the grief of time, watching the skins of children
harden under its sun. 22

He hides from time in the sun on the wide verandah of his great-grandfather's
house, but the sand plain and the Christmas Tree, and the black boy, and the crow,
and the white cockatoos, are eternal, and tougher than ancestors:
The love of man is a weed of the waste places
One may think of it as the spinifex of dry souls. 23

And in this haunted, dry-souled country, silence is illuminated to the condition
of blessedness, and the longing to rest and to sleep runs like a prayer through the
poems.
Sleep: you are my homestead, and my garden;
my self's stockade; identity's last fortress,24

To say his last farewell to his oasis, his 'discovered homeland', he takes on the
persona of Ishmael to write a tender, elegiac lyric in his favourite form of the twoline stanza. 'I shall not,' he writes, 'return to this uncharted spring,' and invites the
desert and the sky to take him, and the wind to strip him of softness and love 'leaving
a calm regard, a remembering care.'
This poem could be read as an inhuman and rather frightening nihilism, but the
tone contradicts this reading, as indeed do the last moving lines:
And what have I to leave but this encumbering
tenderness, like gear forever unclaimed.

The exiled poet, who spoke from the heart, has had enough of speaking:
my ghost will not come creeping
One night for words ...
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But his encumbering tenderness will be the gear forever left unclaimed on some
country siding, by the close-lipped, inarticulate countrymen who could not receive
his love. 25
This poem is a dress rehearsal for the final sequence in A Counterfeit Silence:
If my words have had power to move, forget my words.
If anything here has seemed new to you, distrust it.

I shall mistrust it, knowing my words have failed.
In the silence between my words, hear the praise of Tao. 26

The Tao, as a philosophy of acceptance, is Stow's final attempt, in this collection,
to heal the divisions in the self, since he first began writing - the conditions of
exile and the spiritUal sickness at the heart of western society.
Stow is the inheritor of both the Romantic and the existential dilemma - the
isolation of man within nature, and the alienation of man in the modem world.
It is a dilemma which could only be exaggerated in its Australian context, where
the dream of the lost paradise, the small communities living close to the earth in
a beneficent sunlight, was held briefly, and lost most bitterly, and fmally forever.
'Remembering.
Remembering. '27

Pools.

Remembering.

Eyes.

In an interview Stow said: 'I tend to adhere to Taoism, which is a very pragmatic
religion concerned mostly with time and change, action and inaction. '28
The Tao softens the theme of endurance, and is, I suspect, the ultimate answer
to Rick Maplestead's 'smug wild boyos in the bars' with their eternal cry of 'relax
mate, relax, before you get clobbered.'29
The Girl Green as Elderflower is his novel of reconciliation. Subsumed into the
green world of'Seely Suffolk' he affirms the beauty and inexhaustibility ofthe natural
world, blessed by a tentative faith and Christian charity. In this novel Stow has taken
three twelfth-century Suffolk legends, 'The Lord Abbott's Tales', and set his central
character, the writer Crispin Clare, the task of translating them from the mediaeval
Latin.
The Suffolk tales are heart-rending stories of the cruelty, mishap and violence
visited on a company of exiles, visitants to the Suffolk world, and in the telling of
their stories, Crispin is healed of his sickness.30
This is Stow's most benevolent and life-affirming novel, but it was in the title poem
of Outrider that he first commemorated the leaving of his Australian birthplace for
the greener accepting world of Suffolk, with its long human history, haunted by
benign ghosts and sprites, and the quiet spirits of his English ancestors ... a healing
landscape that has rescued him from the fear of death, from 'that planet (ah Christ)
of black ice', and has bequeathed to him
a dim low English room,
one window on the fields.
Cloddish ancestral ghosts
Plod in a drowning mist.
Black coral elms play host
To hosts of shrill black fish. 31

The poet has exiled himself voluntarily from the children barefoot on the burning
roads, from the centaur children cantering seawards, from the roofs of the shanty
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town. He has left behind as his epitaph 'his lies' which bestrew the air and, diseased
with memories, he now starves on those lies.
It is a contradictory poem, betraying the love-hate relationship Stow has for his
native land, but it is in the delicate, repetitive three-line refrain that the tenderness
and regret, 'the gear forever left unclaimed', reasserts itself:
My mare turns back her ears
and hears the land she leaves
as grievous music.

The poem ends with a terrible image of death as a mocking, ironical horseman,
a kind of Erl King on his last wild ride, who 'sings to my timorous mare, and will
neither hush nor draw rein', until the poet is drawn with him into the planet of black
ice.
So finally the vision of the homeland is of a haunted land, a country of death,
bitterly loved, and escaped from, where you may live only at your peril.
The poem enacts the dilemma of the exiled European consciousness of the
immigrant, who leaves his colonial hearth and returns to the mother country, only
to find that from now on he must always come to terms with his divided heart.
But the bitter truth is that the colonial hearth was always only a rented one anyway,
rented from the sunstruck miles, and the haystacks and the golden light of lovely
Petra were a chimera, a vision that could not hold:
I alone mourn in the temples, by broken altars
Bowered in black nightshade and mauve salvation-jane. 32

Yet it is precisely out of his quarrel with himself, and his country, that Stow has
created his own powerful and original voice, and helped to give this recalcitrant
landscape a habitation and a name.
He had always been an inveterate quoter, and in The Girl Green as Elderflower
he uses, for the first time, a quote from one of his own poems as the epigraph to
a new novel. The epigraph is from Outrider, that poem which brings together the
dim low English room, the cloddish ancestral ghosts, and the mare who turns back
her ears to hear the grievous music of the land she has left behind.
Thus he brings the two sides of his life together in this healing novel. Or is this
his final farewell to his birthplace, the 'upside down hut' at the other end of the
earth?
Asked to comment on 'being an expatriate' in a recent issue of Westerly, Stow
replied in a letter that he could think of nothing to say on the subject.
'As you possibly know,' he wrote, 'I've lived outside Australia for the greater part
of my conscious life, and my change of address was quite comfortable and
unremarkable, so that I take it entirely for granted.'33
But the conscious and the unconscious life are totally different countries. Perhaps
in the green Suffolk land of his forebears Stow may heal the problem of counterfeit
silence, and the sense of bitter exile that has always haunted his work.
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KIRSTEN HOLST PETERSEN
and ANNA RUTHERFORD

Sojourn in the Sky: Conventions of
Exile in Philip Salom's Sky Poems""
Calling exile a convention, or worse, a classic convention, as we do in our title,
is subverting the word, or more precisely, the concept. Surely exile is an unhappy
state, unwillingly suffered by victims. It is that of course, but it is also a literary
convention which enables a writer to pass critical comments on his own society by
affording him the overview created by distance, and by offering the possibility of
a pseudonym to guard his safety, so the two meanings of the term are not in
opposition, rather they are related, graded by degrees. Early classics of this 'letters
from abroad' genre include Montesquieu's Lettres Persanes from 1721, Defoe's Tour
Through the Whole Island of Great Britain 1724-6 and Goldsmith's Citizen of the
World 1762. For a declaration of intention one could look at Southey's, found in
a letter to a friend in 1804 'I am writing letters from England by Don Manuel Alvarez
Esperilla, in which I will introduce all I know and much of what I think respecting
this country and these times. The character personified, that of an able man, bigoted
in his religion, and willing to discover such faults and such symptoms of declining
power here as may sooth or gratify the national inferiority, which he cannot but
feel ... The book will be very amusing and may very possibly pass awhile for a
translation ... I calculate upon greater profits than anything has ever yet brought
me in'. I
To start on the flippant side of comparing Southey's book with Philip Salom's.
Salom did win the 5000 pounds sterling Commonwealth Poetry Prize for Sky
Poems. 2 On a more serious note, Sky Poems does include much of what Philip Salom
thinks abopt earth and earth dwellers. The sky gives him freedom from natural laws
and logics rather than government restrictions. 'The thing about Sky' Salom says
'was that it provided me with a position or a stance which gave me complete
freedom.'J
Philip Salom does not, of course, write under a pseudonym, but in another and
more profound sense he adheres to the tradition of a donned persona, in fact many
personae. Constantly changing and overlapping perspectives are some of the
advantages which Sky can offer, as it facilitates time travel, identity shifts and wish
fulfilments. It departs radically from Southey's blueprint in two ways: first, it
completely lacks the certainty about earth-life which Southey has (the Spanish are

* This essay is based on a paper given at a symposium on the theme of 'The Writer's
Sense of Exile' in the Literature of the Asia-Pacific region, held at the Centre for
Studies in Australian Literature at The University of Western Australia, 2-7
December 1987.
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inferior to the English to such a degree that even they must be able to perceive it),
indeed uncertainty or open-ended ness is the one constant and non-equivocated factor
of Salom's volume. 'Life cannot intend a final truth', Salom says, quoting a poem
of his, 'Ghazals on Poets and Allegories': 'In the long run that means nails that seal
us in while still alive' (Int). In 'Epigrams For Performers In The Sky' he writes
The sky is a word-processor. You had one text
until you came and used it. Now you are
infinite in your editing, splendid in your visions.
Control at your fingertips, a virtuoso set of nerves.
Now to go loose among your incarnations.

Salom follows his poet/ persona's advice and in that lies his other important
departure from 'the letters from abroad tradition'; namely he includes himself among
the earth-creatures under observation. An important aspect of the book is an
obsession with mirror images, alter egos, palimpsests and endlessly small receding
lines of observers of self, witnessed by titles such as 'A Dreamer To His Observer'
or 'Narcissus Considers Himself or The Plastic Surgeon and His Closest Creation'.
This other theme of self-exploration is also a classic theme in the literature of exile,
but it belongs to the more, if you like, serious strain of the tradition: enforced exile
furthers self-examination, and a sojourn in an alien land becomes the background
against which an existential crisis or a search for a personal identity takes place.
A recent Australian use of this tradition is David Maloufs An Imaginary Life.
Malouf describes Ovid's search for self in the terms of a mystical experience or a
Jungian individuation in which Ovid first loses everything, most importantly
language, and then slowly gains himself. Guided by the wolf-child, he 'enters the
dimensions of self' through variations in the familiar pattern of quest and in the
course of this he confronts dreams, or mirror-image aspects of himself. This is how
he regained speech: 'And something came out of the depths of my sleep towards
the point where we stood facing one another [his dreaming ego and its dreamhorse],
like a reflection rising to the surface of a mirror. It was there, outside me, a stranger.
And something in me that was its reflection had come up to meet it. I woke, cried
out. And the word I uttered was not in my own tongue.'4 In Sky Poems Philip Salom's
poet/ persona also searches for self through layers of watchers and internal divisions.
In 'Narcissus Considers Himself' he says
It is not enough to simply live inside my body,
I want leave, to be expatriate, to step
outside its sensual continent.
And so I do.

It is at the intersection of these two traditions of exile, the social commentary and
self-absorbed introspection that Philip Salom's poetry exists. He says 'what I am
doing by looking at people and events from the sky is to look at both the external
worlds and the internal worlds of people, hopefully at the same time. The notion
of Sky almost automatically allows you to make a link between the inner space of
a human being and outer physical and metaphysical space (Int).' It is an entirely
self-created space, made possible by Philip Salom on the one hand writing himself
into earth-history, suffering himself to be observed as well as being the observer,
and on the other hand, creating one or many clearly distinct poet/ personae who
can be observed to be observed and thus permit introspection without postulating
a fixed point or angle.
You toy with a planet you may have left,
holding it, then, with an exile's hands.
You must create it to enter it again.
'Instructions For Living In The Sky'
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This can become complicated, but then there are Sky rules and instructions to help
out. It would, for example, be good to know where Sky is located. 'Up there, for
me, is really, of course, in the head' (lnt) says Salom, a notion that is reflected in
his poem 'Images From Cartier-Bresson':
There's a blue opening in the brain - the sky light,
The chute upwards to the place of flight.
Below it we feign to be land livers but for moments
can throw off this delirium of the ground.

Sky should not be confused with Paradise, for people's dreams don't often come
up to such high standards. This is made clear in the introductory poem 'Sky Arrival'
where 'apples [may] fly upwards' and 'You are the only one, the greatest at everything
you do', but even though 'Artists work up only master-pieces' and 'are acclaimed'
they 'prefer to make up nasty portraits of their rivals'. 'It sounds like the old world
after all.' Philip Salom comments: These poems represent any possibility. So in fact
it is the world of desires, the world of visions, the world of ideals ... and the world
of delusion, failure.' (Int) Philip Salom's Sky world abides by the law, set down by
Ovid through Malouf. 'But we are free after all. We are bound not by the laws of
our nature but by the ways we can imagine ourselves breaking out of those laws
without doing violence to our essential being.'5 This is obviously an exile that takes
some courage, and in a sad poem called 'Wandering The Sky' the poet/ persona
describes the ones who do not measure up to the challenge of his exile and in so
doing also incorporates the satirical tone which often characterizes this kind of social
criticism.
Astonished, I see what some will not let go:
A woman has brought her boorish husband ..
Here the sky is stuck at 9.15. Desks
stretch into the distance like grave-heads at the Somme

The poet tests his own Sky courage, both on the introspective and the social
commentary level with remarkable frankness and he homes straight in on the most
difficult and possibly painful areas.
This quality of touching the raw nerve of experience, whether it be pain or pleasure,
is a constant quality in Salom's poetry. In his first collection The Silent Piano which
won the Commonwealth Poetry Prize in 1981 he explores childhood memories of
growing up on a farm in Western Australia. The harsh aspects of this life, the
droughts, the slaughtering of animals and the relentless hard fight against the land
are explored in images, the sharpness of which give lie to the idea of rural life as
uneventful tedium. In the same way the people shaped by this landscape are seen
as fit subjects for strong and serious poetry. His next collection The Projectionist
(1983), adds to this quality a search for a mediated angle of vision, the world as
a film with characters as actors, projectionists and viewers. In Sky Poems this theme
is further developed, making Sky balance between an immigrant rejection of the
Australian landscape and way of life and a Boeotian (in the sense that Les Murray
uses the concept) eulogy of it. Salom creates a space in which, paradoxically,
harshness creates both tenderness and beauty.
In this, his most recent collection, Sky is a place of voluntary exile from where
the poet is at liberty to comment upon the foibles and illusions as well as the more
serious problems of Earth. But it is also firmly located in each person's head and
hence tied to the limits of the person's powers of imagination and ideological
fixations. The poet does not pretend to be God, or be innocent of the wicked ways
of the natives he is observing. He can't, as he is all the time observing himself as
well. Nor does he have a "Platonic absolute, or a transcendental signified to fill in
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the gaps or still the doubts. From this privileged, or semi-privileged point of view,
he offers opinions or comments on political and social problems of Earth, and this
forms one of the themes of the collection. However, as his own earth-part is squarely
Australian, his comments centre on the problems of that area, and what could be
closer to the Australian bone than the Anzac myth. The next section will discuss
in some detail the poem 'Seeing Gallipoli From The Sky'to try and determine what
a sky view has to add to this already well quarried subject.
'Seeing Gallipoli From The Sky' advances an argument or even an opinion, and
this degree of unopposed or unequivocated commitment is unusual in the collection.
It has ways, however, of doing this without at the same time locking the poet/ persona
into a fixed or static position, which would undermine the mUltiple, shifting and
open-ended and self-questioning nature of the poet/ persona. The poem opens with
three images of the Anzacs, available to all but the youngest of present day
Australians - the veterans looking 'translucent', an Anzac Day parade and a picture
of a platoon about to embark for the war. Interspersed with words like 'ghosts',
'shock' and 'nightmare' these brief lines set a well known atmosphere of war poetry
as such, 'the horror that is war' theme. This is narrowed down to the specifics of
the Anzacs - they were 'without a template of history' but 'they got one, and nothing
could shake it.' A template is defined in the dictionary as (1) a metal plate used
as a guide in cutting or drilling (a term for architecture) and (2) a pad to carry a
concentrated load. Both these meanings are applicable, providing a two-fold vision
of the ideological ballast of the Anzacs. They were given an inflexible, straight-lined
and steel-hard version of history and their role in it, and they became carriers of
a heavy burden. As a consequence, they were ideologically confused victims. Philip
Salom has called them 'naive warriors' and 'a kind of shock-tourist' (Int). This 'lambs
to the slaughter' version is not undermined, but subtly questioned in this section
of the poem when it is suggested that they were willing victims. The version of history
which they were fed 'fitted their bodies perfectly' and became 'a kind of hair shirt
that could be worn with bounce.' A hair shirt is not just a burden, but one which
is donned voluntarily and with a certain awareness of its significance, particularly
if it is worn with 'bounce.' A willing victim is at least a part accomplice.
At this point Sky vision takes over, obliterating natural laws and permitting a
view of the dead, by now skeletons scattered underground, and the personal poet
performs one of his recurring healing acts (another benefit of sky life). He carefully
and lovingly mends them and puts them together restoring their bodies to them,
but encounters a problem when he gets to the point of restoring their dreams to
them. Even though he has removed the dead soldiers' oppressor, the enemy, the
Turks, they (the Anzacs) still all face towards the east because says Philip Salom
'they are still in the east, still fighting Turks' (Int). A source of energy, described
as light, animates the soldiers. This light has high tension magnetic energy and it
is connected with Australia - 'this is where he is intense, this harsher light must
be Australia.' Australia here remains undefined, but as a perceived motivating force
behind the soldiers it has mUltiple layers of historical thinking, containing the various
aspects of the ideological complex of Anzac thinking and rethinking. It includes
the notion that the Australian soldiers were braver than others (mainly the English),
possibly the only notion shared by the Anzacs themselves and present day myth
makers, but it also has room for the subsequent idea of the 'enemy within', not Mrs.
Thatcher's union leaders, but the generals, the old men in A.D. Hope's poem,
'Inscription for Any War'S or the subject matter of much of Sigfried Sasson's war
poetry.
Animated by this magnetic energy or perhaps ironically 'seeing the light' the
soldiers get up in a series of mechanical break-dance movements and continue the
'chronic and nervous' shooting which had obviously only been interrupted by their
death. The tenderness of the poet/persona's restoration of the bodies indicates a
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wish to accept guilt to make up for the betrayal, but the feeling of contrition is blocked
by the soldiers' dreams over which he has no control, for example, the mechanical
desire to continue fighting, which constitutes one extent of their dreams. Their degree
of complicity, hinted at earlier, bothers him, and he abandons his attempted
resurrection. As the soldiers persist in their mechanical pursuit of war there is
obviously no 'coming of age of Australia' in the experience. Philip Salom has labelled
this idea 'a simple-minded approach', and to drive home this point he resorts to
another Sky trick: he outlines the life these dead soldiers did not have. They did
not return and do all the mundane things, or starve during the Depression, vote
conservative and go to war again, which they would most likely have done, if they
had lived. In this manner they avoided becoming returnees for the second time,
luckily for them, the poet! persona thinks, because their world view, which he calls
'slow meccano' 'would crumple, seem obsolete.' The repetition of the war experience
and the mechanical response makes a mockery of the notion that a special insight
was gained in the first instance, but as the slow meccano response has become
'obsolete' at least some change has been effected. (The response to conscription for
the Vietnam war could be an indication of this change.) The poem thus outlines
a series of positions, both political and emotional, and leaves it there. It rejects the
Anzac's attitude to the war, or war as such, but it feels sorry for them in their role
as victims of wholesale slaughter. It still evinces a certain irritation that they were
so gullible and such poseurs, hankering after perceived glory. Australia learned
nothing from the experience, as evidenced by the next war, but all the same
something has been achieved. These points may not fit together, but they do
unarguably co-exist.
In the interview Philip Salom comments on the social political aspect of Sky and
on this poem in particular: 'I thought that the Sky also gives the possibility to repair
the past. I suppose you can't repair the past, but you can look at it in a particular
way. And even the act, the enacting, of an incomplete or doomed repair draws
attention to feelings and emotions and ideas' (Int). The coming of age still has to
take place, and in a later poem Philip Salom takes up that theme again and suggests,
not what it will consist of, but some of the things it will have to reject and what
will be the significance of that rejection. In the poem 'The Bloom Has Not,' it is
suggested that the worldly wisdom which characterizes present day youth can be,
or is as much an illusion, as the innocence of the Anzacs. But 'yet it is the country
coming of age.' The poem has a metaphysical flavour, setting up a paradox and
solving it with an involved metaphor. The 'old Aussie'
Sensible to the point of paralysis, conservative,
until it sounds dispirited, says
he trusts no one, but deep down he is allied
with the Men tightening the screw ...

and his wife of similar, but female qualities, are dethroned (in fact taken off the
Cross like Jesus), but they are of course not saviours, so there is no 'image of
resurrection', 'no solid ground.' They leave no clues, they are harlequin figures in
Wilson Harris's terminology, in that they do, in fact, portend renewal by necessitating
their own dethronement. That is the moment of coming of age, when suddenly the
virtues of courage and compassion once more become operative to bring about the
'pain' and 'dreaming' necessary for a new vision. The discourse in this poem is
thoroughly Australian, pre-supposing as it does a familiarity with the 'coming of
age'debate and suggesting alternative possibilities. The terms of the discourse also
have a familiar, if slightly heightened tone. The old Aussie was clamped here between
two brass jaws,! one stiffening his neck, one up his backside', and 'He grew up in
the clamp. That is, with his head! jammed into the bottle of childhood.'
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Philip Salom has expressed objection to an over-liberal imagination, which he
describes as This kind of aimless, wishy-washy, "Oh, I am open to everything" kind
of morality' (lnt). That this does not clash with the determined open-ended ness and
self-questioning of the poetry is well illustrated by this poem. The poem makes both
a strong linguistic and ideological statement about something specifically Australian,
but it does not offer solutions, and the last line of the poem 'Welcome to the world'
diffuses any undue emphasis on the national aspect. Whilst the coming of age is
a public debate, the attitude to 'the old Aussie' is also an intensely personal one,
and the poem can be re-read with this in mind.
This leads on to the introspective aspect of the collection, and here the poet again
bends an old tradition to serve his purpose. 'Narcissus Considers Himself' sounds
tautological - what else do we expect him to do? There are, however, hitches to
such a simple view. Narcissus in this poem may consider himself, but he does not
look at himself, he invents images of himself, or to put it more strongly, he has a
series of fantasies, most of them sexual. Andrew Taylor says in his book Reading
Australian Poetry, that 'metaphor signifies by signifying awry, by declaring
something by declaring it something else. '6 Narcissus in this poem is considering his
feelings about his fantasies. The fantasies themselves are at the core of the complex
of Narcissus lore. The poet cuts away centuries of polite mirror gazing and
mentioning of pretty eyes
I am a sun-lover lounging with my woman
my silken g-string just sufficient

and to complete this fantasy, he needs not a woman but a female body next to him,
purely to enhance his and our admiration of him.
the dark lenses of my glasses [are1the black space
for my gorgeous satellite: she lives utterly
where her reflection curves, given force
by the plunging sling of her bathers.

She lives only as a simulacrum, a reflection on the black surface of his vision.
She is the reflected admiration of other sun-lovers and of our remark, 'look at that
gorgeous looking chick with that man. He must be something.' It is in other words
a frankly mean fantasy. Narcissus, who in this poem at least is a thoughtful character,
is aware of that and goes so far as to mock himself, commenting on the plain vulgarity
of his fantasies.
Nor am I without
a sense of fun: I have a way with mirrors
and with Tiger printed backwards on my buttocks
she can see it romping on the ceiling.

Having thus - aggressively - outlined the space which Narcissus inhabits, the poet
goes on to enlarge it in a surprising direction
All moods belong,
including openness: this contemporary virtue
of mauling others to find yourself
but keeping blame and body that bit distant.

All those whose courage was not up to identifying with sexual fantasies can start
squirming now. We are all in it. Narcissus reflects on his prediliction, and concludes
that it is not really the perfect body he wants
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...(a perfect woman
would give me far more pleasure; and perhaps my twin,
to live across the mirror in three dimensions!).

There are poems about this aspect of self as in 'His Dream As A Woman In The
Sky', but this is clearly different. The essence of his pleasure is the seeing.
. . .It is the fetish of imagery
that thrills me; this is the ribald and almost holy body
where Narcissus lives. Its genitals are eyes,
taking the world in with myself at centre.
It is the double, of viewer and viewed:
lusciously, in an endless silk of seeing.

This world, making a fetish of imagery and of openness, is obviously the world
which the poet inhabits as well, and he has come to terms with this suddenly rather
pejorative view of his craft. At the end of the poem the poet/ persona or Narcissus
is enjoying himself watching the sunlover and his woman when the sunlover suddenly
turns and stares him in the eye, and the classical Narcissus situation is enacted in
reverse
Only then, this body turns, unexpectedly stares
straight at me as I observe what is myself.

This destroys the fantasy or the dream, and the poet wakes up in bed. Unlike
the classical Narcissus he is obviously aware that the fantasy is not real, not even
a mirror image, but a complete fiction. The relationship between viewer and viewed
is not arbitrary, neither is it mythically timeless and immutable - the aggressively
contemporary and frank imagery rescues it from that. As the poem is, among other
things, about writing poetry, the poet/ persona has to come to terms with this image
of himself as a voyeur of his own fantasies, and in the end he calmly, if a little
surprisedly, accepts this 'The pain is not what I would have thought' - and this enables
him to continue writing poetry. The extravagance of the imagery makes the poem
an exercise in exorcism of guilt by naming, and here one is reminded of Jameson's
discussion of the relationship between literary style and subject matter. 'A given style
is a projected solution, on the aesthetic or imaginative level, to a genuinely
contradictory situation in the concrete world of everyday sociallife.'7 Whatever else
he does, this modern Narcissus is not going to pine away and die of unfulfilled
longing.
The poems in the collection echo into each other, and the self-reflective ones like
this one have a bearing on the political commentary, the 'letters from abroad' part.
In a poem called 'Bicentennial-Living Other Lives' Australia looks at itself in a
moment of suspended time, which is also 'beneath the surface of our words', and
at the end of the poem there is a suggestion that this 'endless silk of seeing', this
'fetish of imagery' could perhaps be coming to an end:
They have all gone, as finally as Holt beneath the waves.
A public peace. Only this second death can give it.

It is the possibilities for this kind of reading and cross-referencing which make
us see the poetry as incorporating the two aspects of exile literature, as we have
defined them, the political social commentary and the introspection. This particular
way of looking at the poems is, of course, not the only one. Whilst it offers insights
into one aspect of the poetry, it excludes others, and we are aware that important
aspects of the poetry remain unexplored in this article.
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I.

Letter of Southey's quoted by Jack Simmons in his introduction to Robert Southey's Leiters from England (Londoo, Alan Sutton,
1984), p.XV.
Philip Salom, Sky Poems (Fremantle, Fremantle Arts Centre Press, 1987). All further references are to this edition and are included
in tbe text.
3. Anna Rutherford and Kenneth Ramchand interviewed Philip Salorn in London in November 1987. A section of this interview will
appear in Kunapipi in 1988. Any statements made by Philip Salom in this paper are from that interview.
4. David Malouf, An Imaginary Life (London, Picador, 1978), pp.24-2S.
5. op.cit., p.67.
6. Andrew Taylor, Reading Awtraikm Poetry (St. Lucia, University of Queensland Press, 1987), p.96.
7. Frederic Jameson, TIll! Political Unconscious (Ithaca, N.Y., Cornell University Press, 1981), p.22S.
2.
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ROSEMARY BUSS

Twenty One
There was a time when
The party
Of swilled warm beer
Pulled up azaleas
Lipstick smears
And dingo jokes
Was obligatory.
Now we eat at Pizza Hut
Accompanied by old partners
And play charades
In the sobriety of our own fiats.
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KAY BORMAN

Birdcage
You look at me
Swift darts of head
Through the bars.
Out here
The sunlight soars and reaches
Creeping into spaces
Unseen breeze waves dancing leaves
And smorgasbord keeps fresh
For collection at my leisure
There's opera every morning
And courting to be done.
I'm awayMy friends are calling.
You're gone -leaving me
Pinned behind the flyscreen mesh
With books out, cramming facts'
Wings clipped and broken
Trapped in this house
My cage.
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ANDREW LANSDOWN

Quatrains, Swan Valley
i. Foam
It seems the egret roosting
on the rock in the river
is moulting, shedding white
feathers to the flowing water.

ii. Loss
The wounds have healed.
And yet the leafless vines
look like rows of stitches
on the face of the field.

iii. Aspiration
To the last: aspiration.
As they die and dry
mussel shells hinge open
as if trying to fly.

iv. Anticipation
Did I step on it or
merely startle it? the cicada screeching
in the shed leaves.
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ANDREW LANSDOWN

Five Tanka
for Naomi. aged three
'I heard a song and
it was pink,' she says, pestering
me to come and see.
I follow her to the front yard
as the ice-cream van drives away.

*

*

*

'He thought I was lettuce,'
she says, stroking the rabbit
that bit her. It nestles
in her lap ~ the little rodent
that her brother named 'White Fang.'

*

*

*

'We saw a different
owl with a big, big, long beak.'
Grandma is impressed.
Such things at the zoo! Mother
says, 'She means a pelican.'

*

*

*

'Is the moon having
babies when it's fatter?' 'No,'
I say. We're driving
home. The night holds a full moon.
She says, 'Well sometimes moons do!'

*

*

*

'Do Kookeeburras
eat cookies?' she asks. The bird
laughs again, rattling
it out. We are bush-walking.
She holds my hand, my heart.
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STEPHEN FAULDS

Johnny Snowball
Johnny Snowball. He was a little feller, black as tar. From his size you'd say he
was about eight or nine but his face was much older, almost thirty. I knew from
his admission card he was eleven. The day he arrived from the airport, I met him
on the footpath. The driver dumped his suitcase beside him. It had a split lid with
broken locks and was tied with dirty string.
His eyes were like burned craters. His face had the deep lines of an adult. It made
you think you'd seen it somewhere before, it was so incongruous on such a small
boy.
"G'day. You Johnny Snowball?"
"Yeh." He looked at his bare feet. It was summer but the pavement didn't bother
him.
"Did you like the plane ride Johnny?"
"Yeh." I picked up his suitcase.
"Come on. We look inside eh?"
Johnny was from Meekatharra. He was a petrol sniffer; his card said chronic.
He'd been sent to us to dry out. I had opposed the admission. We ran a hostel,
a government-owned house in the suburbs for problem kids. We had no detention
facilities or medical expertise. We weren't equipped to take responsibility for a
biological time bomb. In my view, that's what Johnny was. He'd been on the juice
so long, the lead level in his system was close to lethal.
I know two things about lead. It kills brain cells and it stays in the body a long
time. No one could tell me how much more sniffing if would take for Johnny to
kill himself. I presumed it wouldn't take much at all.
Fortunately we had low numbers at the time and we were able to rationalise staff
to give Johnny constant supervision. I was on day shift and took responsibility for
tutoring him in schoolwork. Johnny seemed to settle in quickly. Apart from two
sixteen year olds who were at work experience all day, the only other lodger was
an aboriginal girl called Sarah. She took to Johnny like a big sister and that helped
him to feel at home. Sarah gave a good impression of being mildly domestic around
the hostel. Her nocturnal flights to the city didn't seem to interest Johnny so I figured
she was a positive influence.
For a bush kid, Johnny was generally quite passive toward his new environment.
I think it was selective focus. He only tuned in to things of immediate interest. He
didn't let all the new sensations crowd in on him at once. That was my theory. There
was a staff joke which put it down to the high lead content of city air. With his
big dark-ringed eyes, he certainly gave the appearance of being constantly stoned.
Tutoring Johnny was primary school stuff. He barely knew the alphabet and used
his fingers to count. I set up a blackboard in the games room and had him copying
letters and numbers onto pieces of butcher's paper. He used a set of draughts as
counters for his sums when he ran out of fingers and toes. When he grew tired of
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this and colouring in pictures of aboriginal artifacts, I read stories to him. A Walt
Disney picture book was his favourite.
Most afternoons I took him out somewhere: to the beach, the shops, the zoo,
a museum. Nothing surprised him. He studied everything silently. If he saw a dog
or a cat, he'd want to pat it, but apart from that he just looked and spoke only when
spoken to. He spoke in single word sentences, mostly 'Yeh' or 'Nuh.' I tried a variety
of questioning strategies but he never responded with more than one word at a time.
In some ways we kept Johnny fairly sheltered from the white urban society he
had been brought into. We gave him controlled doses. The only sign I saw of culture
shock was his reaction to medical examination. He naturally protected his body space
from white people. By contrast, he would hold Sarah's hand and allow her to fondle
him. Everyone else had to keep their distance. The first doctor's examination was
visibly traumatic. He was like a spooked animal until we left the surgery.
I asked Sarah to come with us on the second visit but she refused. She had suffered
her own indignities from white doctors and wouldn't have been any comfort to
Johnny.
The waiting room opened onto a courtyard which led to a children's play area
with sand pits and a swing. The receptionist, a plump, sharp-faced nurse, suggested
Johnny might like to play there while we waited. She gave him a bucket and spade,
or rather, she gave them to me and I took him out to the sandpits. He was a little
more relaxed out there and I left him for a while to play by himself.
He came diffidently when I called him but offered no resistance to the doctor.
He had the same worried look on his face but seemed less disturbed by this second
examination. As we were leaving, the receptionist stopped us and asked Johnny to
get the bucket and spade from the play area. He looked at me. I pointed across
the courtyard and said "Get the bucket and spade Johnny".
He went and returned a few moments later with the items. The bucket handle
was missing. The sharp-faced nurse frowned. She immediately accused him of
breaking it. I intervened. "Where's the handle Johnny? Did it come off? Break?"
"Yeh." The nurse gave an impatient groan.
"Go get it Johnny." He looked at me again and walked slowly off in the direction
of the play area. After a couple of minutes I decided I'd better go out and hurry
him along. The play area was empty. Scattered leaves indicated where he had climbed
some shrubbery to get over the high wall. Half an hour later, I found him in a tree
further down the street.
Once I assured Johnny I wasn't taking him back to the surgery, he came out of
the tree and got willingly into the car. I didn't think it was necessary to take the
matter any further. I blamed the nurse for the whole thing and figured Johnny would
soon get over it. I should have mentioned it to the night-staff; the next morning,
Johnny was missing. He had taken a knife from the kitchen and unscrewed the fly
screen to get out of his window.
One of our neighbours brought him home after breakfast. He had prised the petrol
cap off a BMW and was in lulu land. He stared vacantly out of bloodshot eyes,
recognising no one. Sarah gave him one disgusted look and left the room. With
his head hanging down, he dragged his feet to a comer and slumped to the floor.
It was a game after that. He lost interest in everything I had to offer. He just
watched and waited for opportunities to slip away. Over the next week, he succeeded
twice. Each time we found him, he was zonked out of his brain. Each time, he had
managed to get hold of a soft drink can, remove the lid, fill it with petrol and cover
it with an old rag.
The Detox unit was on the seventh floor of the city hospital. I went with him.
On the way up, he reminded me of a cat. He kept looking back the way we had
come, along corridors, through glass doors, in and out of elevators.
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They locked him in. A small corner ward with windows on two sides. As 1 was
leaving, 1 looked back from the end of the corridor. He was perched on the bed
watching the television.
The first time 1 visited, 1 took him a set of toy cars. He played with them for
a while then became bored. 1 said "You keep those Johnny." He walked over to me
and put his hand on my arm.
"Go."
"You want me to go?"
"Yeh."
"Okay." 1 was puzzled. He had been pleased to see me.
"You want me to go now?"
"Yeh." He stepped to the door. The penny dropped.
"You want me to take you."
"Yeh." 1 sat down, shaking my head.
"No Johnny, I can't take you." His head fell and he walked to a corner.
That night I went through Johnny's file. 1 usually avoid reading case histories,
they're too depressing. 1 prefer to get to know a kid and handle him according to
my own instincts. Johnny's file certainly didn't cheer me up. Father unknown. Mother
died an alcoholic when he was four. Began sniffing when he was six, possibly a
throwback to when he was a baby and his mother put him to sleep with petrol on
a rag. Unofficially barred from school when he was eight. Lived around the camps
after that by begging and stealing. The tribal elders made him an outcast, thinking
he was possessed by a demon. Then they asked the Welfare to take him away because
he was teaching other kids to sniff.
"Johnny, where is home?" Johnny tilted his head over his shoulder.
"Meekatharra?"
"Yeh."
"Do you want to go back to Meekatharra?"
"Yeh." He put his hand on my arm. "Go."
"I wish 1 could take you Johnny. I wish it was that simple." He sat silently as
though understanding. It was difficult to believe that his own people didn't want
him.
"What do your people call you Johnny?" He lowered his head. "What is your
name in Meekatharra?" 1 put my finger under his chin and lifted his face toward
mine. There were tears in his dark eyes. He pulled his head away.
"No Nam." It was the first time 1 had heard him use two words.
The hospital rang the next day. Johnny had been taken to the toilet and locked
in as usual. By the time the Orderly came to collect him, he had taken the only
possible exit, the laundry chute. They had found him within twenty minutes in the
car park, stoned. In that time, he had found and opened a can, removed a petrol
cap and siphoned out the petrol.
"You been out Johnny?"
"Yeh."
"Petrol?"
"Yeh."
"No good Johnny." He turned the television on and squatted on the bed, watching.
I watched with him for a while. I'd noticed that the cars I'd brought him were missing.
"Where the cars Johnny?" He tossed his head.
"Outside?"
"Yeh."
"Where Johnny?"
"Go."
"Tell me where they are." Johnny sprang to the floor. Around him were various
toys and books. He grabbed at several objects and arranged them in front of himself.
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I knelt beside him, puzzled. I pointed.
"This placeT'
"Yeh." It was a map.
"Show me where." Johnny's finger traced a line from the front of the hospital,
through the car park to a garden by the street. It stopped where I remembered a
tree. Johnny looked around and pointed to a red book. "This." His finger went on
into a narrow alley behind the car park and stopped again. Johnny pointed to a
green cup. "This."
Under the tree, I found the red car and in the alley behind the car park, the green
one. I took them back to Johnny, grinning. He inspected them casually and slid
them along the floor to his pile of toys.
"Go."
"No Johnny. You stay." He switched on the television and climbed back onto the
bed.
Johnny stayed in the Detox Unit for three months. For reasons best known to
themselves, the Department then sent him home. Six months later another boy
arrived from Meekatharra. I talked to him soon after he arrived.
"You know Johnny Snowball?"
"Yeh."
"How's Johnny?"
"Gone."
"GoneT'
"Yeh."
"Gone where?"
"Gone." The boy turned away and blinked.
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GERALDINE WOOLLER

God is Merciful
When the 'phone rang, the budgerigar, who was inherited, rather redeemed, from
a large, noisy family, shrieked as usual, "I'll get it!"
The disembodied voice on the other end was muffled. These were tones coming
from underwater, or a sleeper dragging herself from an incubus.
We made a meeting date, and I noted yet again how wrong one can be in forming
visual impressions. She had sounded like a fat, lethargic, big-woman-with-a-tinyvoice. The person who came to my office was an emaciated, hunch-backed woman
with straight hair, an inability to say much at all, and with very regular teeth which
were often bared in a determined smile.
What did she want, coming to me? She wanted to "talk" - that is to use my ears
to off-load forty years of utter bewilderment at the ineffectuality of her atrocious
life.
When Nola was two, her mother took her to an eleven o'clock picture show on
a Saturday, placed a packet of milk arrowroot biscuits in her baby hands, and never
returned. The usherette noticed her at five o'clock.
"And so, who brought you up?"
"I was brought up by the Welfare Department."
It is a sobering image, seeing a child reared by a grey stone building, with The
Department planting a kiss on its pinched face, wiping its bottom and bathing it.
"But who, exactly?"
"Oh - a series of foster parents." And she waited.
"And did they treat you well?"
"A couple of the fathers ... molested me. But on the whole I was better off than
lots of others." And she smiled her dreadful smile. There is a type of human visage
that wears the tragic mask disguised by the smiling one, and it is repellent.
I let her see I was looking at her with complete attention, and in fact I was looking
for signs of unmitigated fury. One clue of malaise was a wracking bronchial cough,
which she cured by stopping her mouth with a lighted cigarette. The shivering of
her matchstick frame subsided.
"You got married when you were twenty-two."
"I was twenty-one really - I couldn't get my birth certificate for a while."
"Where are your children and husband now?"
"The eldest boy is in the same prison as his Dad. I've got the youngest with me.
He's fifteen."
"How is your relationship with him?"
"Not as bad as with the others. He used to get upset when Nick belted me. Now
he seems calmer and he's going to become a born-again Christian."
I nodded and kept writing it all down in between gauging her own assessment
of this load of misery. The meek shall inherit the earth.
Nola thinks her son becoming a born-again Christian is a step in the right direction.
A convert herself, she knows that faith is the ultimate panacea. After one particularly
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bleak session with me in which she described the betrayal of someone she loved
dearly, she shrugged as she told me how she sent him on his way with a blessing.
1 said 1 thought that was good, even noble of her, but she denied it.
"Do you feel you've had a lot to bear?" 1 asked.
"Not really. God is merciful."
After several sessions with me Nola at least started to come to grips with her real
responses to her life. Her health improved a little but she rang me at home probably
more often than a client should, in anyone's interests. When the half-strangled voice
from the depths of the ocean uttered my name 1 would inwardly shrink a little,
while trying to keep the exterior neutral. The bird always knew how 1 felt during
these calls and would croak in the background "She's not here!" or "Wrong number!"
To start accepting invitations to the beach or concerts would 1 knew, not be any
kindness in the long run. And 1 simply didn't want her company in any "social"
way. Any more than did her mother. Or her husband or older son, or the friend
she loved, or for that matter the priest who had started by being helpful. Once
discarded always discarded, and there you are: you can't even rely on professionals
to want you.
When she just happened to be in my area one day she called in for a cup of tea.
Knowing my birthday was due she had brought me a present of Dimple Scotch
- the one with the bottle so seductively-shaped you want to hold it and admire
it on the dresser before you tease yourself to a measure.
Naturally 1 asked her about latest developments, the most pertinent being recent
communications with her mother who was by now a far gone alcoholic. Nola gave
me her gallows laugh as she explained how her mother was harassing her now for
money.
"But it's not funny, is it Nola? She abandoned you for good, and now she's
badgering you for something you needn't feel you ought to give her. Even if you
had it. You're allowed to resent her."
"I know," she said unexpectedly. "I told her 1 hated her, in the end."
A breakthrough.
She wrote me a couple of letters after that; strange, shy missives with statements
of admiration, all written in an uneven, child's hand. She had only learnt to read
and write properly in her late twenties.
It was time to wean her; not that 1 believe she saw me as her mother, but as
one of the very few people who had bothered to give her a full hour's listening time
every week for several months. Nevertheless, the time had come.
It seemed to me that she had got herself thinking more positively, that she was
ridding herself of that strangulating resignation, and paying more heed to other
possibilities. At least this is how 1 rationalised my decision to start having her let
go. When 1 suggested that she come to see me less frequently, every two weeks for
a while, then every month, her lips stretched over her teeth in that grimace that
fooled me not a bit, even though she was agreeing to go along with this plan. I swiftly
explained that if she was panicky about anything, she could ring me at work and
make an appointment.
Very soon after that she stopped coming to see me altogether. Other cases filled
my time.
One evening as I sat at the kitchen table letting the warmth and comfort of my
house enfold me, I gazed at the dresser to admire my favourite glasses that sat beside
the Dimple. The Scotch was gone. Thinking I had absent-mindedly put it inside
the cupboard after my second sip recently, I had a good look. Then 1 looked in
every kitchen cupboard, in the oven (stranger things have happened), in the fridge,
bathroom cupboard, under the bed, then knew it was gone. Gone also was the spare
front door key from its concealed place on the porch.
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Now, I have a couple of friends who are practical jokers, and I rang them to get
to the bottom of it. By the time I managed to get hold of them to see if it was a
prank it was two days later. The disclaimers were so grave that I knew they were
true.
Other things were seen to be gone missing: my opera glasses; a favourite book;
fifty dollars in cash and my monogrammed pen. Yet the portable television, transistor
and clock radio had not been taken. On inspecting my neat kitchen I saw that things
were slightly misplaced. The tea caddy was crooked on the shelf; the biscuit barrel
stood perilously close to the edge of the high mantle; the empty flower vases were
just a little awry.
The stealth of the thefts was pronounced and the knowledge of them seeped into
my awareness slowly. One is reluctant to admit that someone unwanted has been
a regular visitor with one's spare key pocketed. Thieving hands had fingered through
my belongings, upturned mattresses, but all so deftly and with such an artful touch
it was only perceptible on close scrutiny.
Naturally I changed the locks, but I should have done it days earlier. One day
I came home and the budgerigar, who usually greeted me with a raucous "Have
a good day?" was silent. His little neck from which had issued forth endless nonsense
and words of encouragement, was broken. I held him in my hand and thought that
he'd been much more fun than any of my clients.
One recovers from burglary and assault as indeed one recovers from all outrage,
slowly. But the other evening I heard a key fall as I lay in bed, and when I investigated,
no one was there, yet the missing key had been put back in the hiding place. I'm
not sure of course who the intruder was, but some nights the rictus of a smile floats
through my bedroom window at me; it is feigning something good but its essence
is cunning, untrustworthy, unfortunate.
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CHRIS McLEOD

Rising
In my grandfather's backyard, ooze is rising, black ooze is coming up out of the
ground. Black blisters pushing through the sand from the sand's black heart.
It's a judgement, my grandfather says.
I am his legs, his eyes. I am a good boy, he says.
And I am.
He prefers his old man's room with toothcup and drawn blinds. Come on, I say,
I'll show you, take my arm. It's reached the surface, just little puddles now, but a
lake below. It's coming up. Take my arm, we'll go down over the dead grass.
But no, he prefers his old man's room.
I've known for years, since I dug the hole. I was digging to China. Chinamen
were yellow. There were millions of them. And millions. Their river was yellow.
But when I found it, it was black!
SSSSSH, it said to the shovel and smoke rose. But it didn't smell like smoke,
like cheery bonfires. It smelled like factories when you drove south and the air was
yellow and you wound up all the windows. God just farted, you'd say.
I threw in a small stick. Try this. Try beetles, bees, ants. Try butterflies. All sank
with smoke, the smell of factories.
I ran to the house, to the front room where my mother lived on the mantlepiece.
Over the fire when it burned. Grandfather's daughter - my mother. Behind glass,
in a frame of gold. Like an angel, he says she was.
I held her in both hands, eye to eye. She looked up at me like an empty plate,
landed face-up. The glass spilled open and she curled at the edges and was gone.
Not for the first time.
Something burst behind my eyes, a rainbow exploded. My arms shovelled sand
and shovelled, piled and piled. Flat ground again. My secret.
This is no secret: I have a father and no mother. But I can't live with him because
he might do bad things.
What bad things? What bad things?
The bad things he might do if you live with him.
The Welfare explained this to me.
But I want to live with him, I told The Welfare. It's all right. Honest.
I can't allow it. Because of the bad things.
What bad things? What bad things?
Sorry. Anyway, he's gone.
Keep digging. It's closer to the surface than last time. I found her watch, her ring.
SSSSSH, they said, SSSSSH SSSSSH. Keep the secret. Put back the sand.
I found some of her words, the way she said goodnight, her smell.
Keep digging. It's almost to the top, risen again. And so much now. Like a lake.
I found a story she used to tell me. About a tiger, Tiger Harry, he had no stripes.
I used to laugh and laugh. Quick, throw it in, all of it.
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She's almost gone. The black ooze keeps coming up and up.
My grandfather said she was an angel; my father said she drank like a fish. Two
possibilities, neither one necessarily wrong.
Do angels drink? Do fish go to heaven?
I don't know. I do know there's not much left of her now.
There wasn't much left of her then. At the end.
She was killed on the highway, crossing it. Blind drunk, according to my father.
Staggering kerb to kerb, she had a close encounter with a sheep truck.
A sheep truck!
SHEEP TRUCK TRAGEDY. It was in the newspaper. The driver said he saw
her at the last minute. He said that when he hit the brakes the truck slewed on the
wet road and tipped over.
There were dead sheep everywhere, myoid man said. The road was like a bloody
Berber carpet.
It was the will of God, my grandfather said.
The next morning there was a rainbow and someone told me that it was my mother
shining in the sky. Her new home. I didn't believe it, not for a moment.
Myoid man was fat. He was pregnant, his belly swelled, bursting with guts. I
ran hard at him with fists, headed his medicine ball stomach. It quivered and laughed.
I'll be mother and father to you now mate, he said.
The Welfare came around with her white car and her starched smile and her forty
four gallon bum and her questions: was there anything I wanted to tell her about?
Just between the two of us?
There never was.
At school, kids made sheep sounds. Sly little bleats.
BAAAA. BAAAA. BAAAA.
One niggled with his shoes at my shins, slap-slapped my cheeks.
BAAAA. BAAAA. BAAAA.
My temper leaped up, roaring like war, kicked him in the balls. My temper
swarmed on him, around his neck, bang-banged his basketball head on hard ground.
BOUNCE. BOUNCE. BOUNCE.
Kids gathered, circled us.
FIGHT. FIGHT. FIGHT.
His head.
BOUNCE. BOUNCE. BOUNCE.
Stand. By the desk. Close. The Headmaster was stuffed full of words and garlic.
He leaned forward with his breath: ... uncontrollable ... will not tolerate ... this
school ... your behaviour ... notify the police ... you ... your own good ...
the Welfare Department ... your father ... suspended ... .
I pumped him with air, blew hard till he was full, till I was light headed from
the blowing. Released him. He flew about the room, crazy as a balloon, crashed
off walls and ceiling, deflated back to his fat chair.
You're suspended, he said. And you can get that smile off your face.
MyoId man laughed with his belly, it fell about. Stay home then. Fuck him.
He's all right, myoid man.
He should be at school, The Welfare said. Irresponsible, The Welfare said. His
education. The law. A serious problem.
Her forty four gallon bum followed her to her white car.
Silly bitch, myoid man said.
His sand truck was a big International twelve wheel tipper. He drove it like a
road-god. We sat side by side. At the pit, I could climb soft slopes, slide down the
sandface while he loaded.
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WHEEEE ....
Or take giant downhill strides, look back to abominable sandman footprints.
I was learning to be a truckie. Of course. It was better than school.
Palm out for stop. Thumb up for tip. He showed me how. Don't forget. I stood
behind, watched his big rectangular face in the wing mirror. The truck came at me,
creeping backwards on twelve legs. Up went my hand. Up went my thumb. Up
went the tray on its one irresistible arm. Down came the sand.
Sliding down on me. The sand's turn.
It fell like a million tiny birds. Yellow birds. But it tasted black, beat about me
with black wings, bat wings.
SSSSSH, it said, slid into my mouth, my voice. A rainbow exploded somewhere
behind my eyes. Then just black.
The doctor said I was lucky. The doctor said building workers had pulled me
out.
Where's my dad?
The doctor said that it would be hard to prove. He said that to The Welfare. I
didn't know what he meant.
The Welfare said it was gross neglect. The Welfare said it was child abuse.
It wasn't his fault! I slipped, he couldn't see me!
The Welfare said it would have to be a foster home. For my own good. Anyway,
my dad was gone. She didn't know where he was.
The Welfare said she had just the lady for me. ~She had had lots of children. She
would love to have me.
She would have a witch-green face and gingerbread breath.
No way!
My grandfather, I said. I'll live with him. 111 go to school. I promise.

My grandfather has a car. His car, but he no longer drives. Too old, too tired,
worn out in God's work. His poor old eyes miss things.
Praise the Lord!
He hears angel choirs, does not hear the tick-tock of all-night clocks and no
grandson till morning as he sleeps in his old man's room with toothcup and drawn
blinds.
I'm a good boy, he says.
And I am.
I have worked and worked his car, each part apart and back. Worked till doorshine
fits sweet song of motor tongue.
A knack I have. In the fingers.
Till tyres speak to wet road. SSSSSH.
I drive all night. No radio, I listen to the road; it tells old stories of years and
years, catches my breath with sweet poetry and logic, sings and whispers to me.
I go on.
It's raining hard, the road is hissing, a river of silk, a thread that is unravelled
as I go, an unbroken thread that I will follow forever.
I'm passing the big swamp, the road fills up with small stains, a tide. Frogs.
Hundreds of frogs are on the move, maybe thousands, maybe a number beyond
imagining, sweeping out of the swamp, wave upon irresistible wave. They die, they
go on, the road fills up with corpses. I drive over families, clans, whole nations and
still they come to cross where they must cross or fall. The road sings of death and
hope, hope and death.
The song continues.
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SANDRA BURCHILL

The Early Years of
Katharine Susannah Prichard:
The Growth of her Political Conscience
Katharine Susannah Prichard's writing career was a long one, her major fictional
works spanning fifty years of Australian history from her first published novel, The
Pioneers (1915), to her last novel before her death, Subtle Flame (1967). Though
it is now a truism to state that Prichard's fiction and life were intimately connected
with her politics, many assume a sudden political transformation in 1920 when she
joined the nascent Communist Party of Australia. It is not realised that Prichard's
political awareness started very early in her life and that she had a youthful
acquaintance with socialism and an immature political and social conscience very
much concerned with injustice and inequality. Socialism had attracted her as early
as 1905 as she began to reject the political and religious ideas of her parents. However,
it was her career in journalism in Melbourne and London and her subsequent
involvement in social and political issues of the time which were to provide an
emotional and intellectual stimulus to her search for 'a logical explanation' of the
inequalities in the system.
Of mixed English, Scottish, Welsh and Irish blood, Katharine Susannah Prichard
was born in a hillside bungalow in Levuka, Fiji on 4 December 1883. She was
consequently given the name 'Na Nuve ni Cava' or 'Child of the Hurricane' and
this was to be appropriated as the title for her autobiography published in 1963.
Prichard's stormy entry into the world was subsequently to become a metaphor for
her inevitable embroilment in various personal and political storms. Never one to
resign herself passively to the idea of an impersonal destiny or the 'fates', as she
referred to it, Prichard often felt that she held some magnetic attraction for trouble,
believing almost superstitiously that the 'Furies' had pursued her always 'so far and
so hard.'1 However, using the technique her father advocated when teaching the
children to swim, that is, 'no matter how stormy the weather, we had to thresh about
in the waves and learn not to be afraid',2 Prichard became a survivor of life's many
violent storms in both political and personal spheres. Perhaps, indeed, she saw herself
as her own image of the 'stormy petrel ... a bird sensitive to subtle atmospheric
changes' - a description she had used when commenting on the revolutionary
impetus of both Bernard O'Dowd and Maxim Gorky. 3 Like Florence Nightingale,
who passionately proclaimed that 'A hundred struggle and drown in the breakers.
One discovers the new world. But rather, ten times rather, die in the surf, heralding
the way to that new world, than stand idly on the shore', Prichard was never one
to be a passive onlooker. 4
In the political realm Prichard chose to start her fight in the sphere of journalism
with the turn of the century issue of women's rights. Later she was to pursue stories
which took her into the battlefields of France and the slums of London. Although
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she would abandon journalism as a profession, her early involvement with a diversity
of humanitarian concerns and her feeling that perhaps the pen could be mightier
than the sword, laid the groundwork which would eventually lead to a concern with
the rights of all people living in oppressed circumstances and finally to her
involvement with communism. In 1917 when she turned her attention to the fight
against conscription, her involvement with a group of Melbourne radicals sharing
similar views led her to the study of communism. The American essayist, Emerson,
with whom Prichard was well-acquainted, wrote in 'Self-Reliance', 'For nonconformity the world whips you with its displeasure.' Her radical choice of nonconformity inevitably involved her in police raids, censorship of mail and
discrimination. It is ironical that her political activity began against conscription in
the First World War and that on the eve of her 86th birthday she was still fighting
against conscription for the Vietnam War.
On the personal front, Prichard's precarious health was, for most of her life, to
handicap her writing. She was plagued by recurrent bouts of what appear to be
stress-related headaches. The first documented case of this problem occurred in the
last part of 1914 when Prichard was in England a second time, working as a freelance journalist and writing her novel for the Hodder and Stoughton competition.
In the period when she was involved in the anti-conscription campaign, writing her
novel The Black Opal and associating with the 'Emerald' group of artists, she began
to experience headaches and 'blackouts', while in 1921 when she was organizing
communist activities and study classes in Perth, her health collapsed under the
strain. s The persistent migraines and 'blackouts' were to become frequent phenomena
from the time of her work on Working Bullocks.
Prichard was also deeply affected by the role of unemployment and financial
insecurity in the personal tragedies of her father and later her husband. Even in
her childhood which she represented as a time to sow wild oats, clouds began to
amass on the horizon of her youth, bringing financial crisis and dispossession, and
the concomitant pressure to mature quickly so as to help support the family. It is
nine-year old Han's rude awakening to the reality of the family's financial crises and
her father's depression (reflecting Prichard's own memories of her father's 'nervous
breakdown') which causes her to feel that 'the weight of the world seemed suddenly
to have descended upon her shoulders'. Shedding her childhood 'as the chrysalis
falls from a butterfly', she determines to 'grow up quickly and learn a lot, so as to
be able to work and earn money to help Father and Mother.' Prichard was to
maintain this as a goal throughout her early life, although it was accompanied by
a deeper sacrifice, the denial of a long-cherished hope of a university education.
She was to suggest at a later date that her own parents' 'struggle' created the natural
bond of sympathy she felt with other victims of the capitalist society.6
In 1898, a few weeks after Prichard's fourteenth birthday, J.B. O'Hara, poet and
Principal of South Melbourne College, offered her a half-scholarship to attend his
school, although there was some doubt at first as to whether the family could afford
even the half fees. For the next few years until she matriculated in 1901, O'Hara
was to encourage and nurture her literary talents as well as giving her a love of
some of the English classics and a desire to become a writer, while another teacher,
Irma Dreyfus, introduced her to French writers including De Maupassant, Anatole
France and Victor Hugo. Among the friends she made were Hilda Bull (later Esson),
who introduced her to Nettie Higgins (later Palmer) and Christian Jollie Smith, who
were both attending the Presbyterian Ladies' College. After matriculation, these
people went on to Melbourne University (Hilda to do Medicine, Nettie Arts and
Christian Law); Katharine was the exception. Nursing her mother through her
sciatica for six months, running the household, and quietly unenthusiastic about her
father's hope that she was turning into a 'domestic angel', she had missed the
possibility of winning a bursary for university. Her 'parents could not afford to pay
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her fees and expenses and so she spent a further couple of years housekeeping for
the family.
Following in the footsteps of her mother, Prichard later chose to become a
governess to various families in outlying districts of New South Wales, assisting her
parents with the younger children's school fees while she collected material for her
later fiction. On her return in 1906, Prichard also contributed whatever savings she
had, upon her mother's suggestion, towards a New Zealand holiday to help her father
recuperate from depression.
She then found employment, firstly at Christchurch Grammar School (St. Kilda,
Melbourne) and then as a pupil-teacher of individual students; the latter position
providing her with time to attend night lectures (in 1907) in English Literature and
Philology at Melbourne University, under Walter Murdoch. Throughout the whole
time Hilda had kept Prichard informed about the books on the university Arts course
and Prichard had been assiduously reading the masterpieces of overseas literature,
some in French and German. Together they had joined Nettie as members of the
Melbourne Literature Society and later in August 1909 heard Bernard O'Dowd
deliver his presidential address in the Atheneum Hall on Poetry Militant. O'Dowd
stressed the need for a poet to become Whitman's 'Answerer ... of the real questions
of his age' by pursuing themes of politics, religion, science, sex and social reform.
He believed that 'poetry should not bloom merely for the sake of blooming, but
for the sake of producing seed' - a rebuttal of art for art's sake - and emphasized
that the writer 'must absorb his country, his time, his environment.' Prichard later
recalled the effect of his address: 'He made such an impression on those of us who
were beginning to think seriously that, upon leaving the meeting, we were almost
too exalted and exhilarated to speak. I felt that my eyes had been opened to what
I could do, as a writer, to help relieve the woes of the world. '7
Looking back in 1956, Prichard recalled that she had always 'disturbed' her parents
by questioning their political and religious ideas (they were 'devoutly religious') but
that her reading and general study had taken her 'much further afield than they
imagined.' Prichard had first encountered socialism in her teens. She and Hilda Bull
had served afternoon tea to a group of ladies who had come to Mrs Prichard's home
to listen to a woman discuss the elections. The two girls were both highly amused
and intrigued by the woman's talk on 'the red Tiger of Socialism.'8 Later, when she
was working as a teacher and saving to go to Europe, she met Dr Rudolf Broda,
an Austrian socialist visiting Australia in 1905 to gather facts about social welfare
and legislation, anti-sweating campaigns and adult education and suffrage. He talked
in detail to her about socialism and she later contributed to his journals, Les
Documents Du Progres and Dockumente des Fortschritts, articles on Australia's
educational system, female suffrage, anti-sweating laws and literature. In the last
article, written in 1907 before she had heard O'Dowd speak, Prichard viewed the
early literature in Australia as one of 'imitation' but stated that now:
It has reached the age of adolescence, it is ready to do great things, it grows day by day
in power and in liberty. For too long its literature has fed on convict escapes, on droughts
and on the death of sheep. With the birth of national feeling we begin to examine with
a healthy and vigorous mind problems that concern our social and political life, and under
the veil of poetry and the novel we idealise the too cruel realities of our evolution.'

Two years later she attended a reception in her own honour arranged by Dr Broda
in Paris and then returned to visit him again in 1914 and was introduced by him
to a bohemian club of writers and artists.1O
Broda stimulated her interest in politics and economics and, in between teaching,
attending night lectures at the university and writing, she began to study economics
and the policies of the Australian Labor Party. When she turned 21 she cast her
first vote for Labor, a fact she hid from her father because he was ill and she felt
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it would upset him, although she also declared that she had 'never dared to discuss'
her 'secret' rebellious convictions with her father" I She had begun to form
independent opinions and also to feel economically essential to the family unit. As
her father's health deteriorated, Prichard, while still teaching, began to assist him
competently (to his astonishment, she stated later) in his writing assignments, and
it was perhaps this effort which pushed her towards journalism as a profession. By
June 1907 when her father suicided, Prichard not only had had several short stories
published in Australian newspapers and journals but she had been writing Tom
Prichard's weekly financial and political review for the Hobart Mercury for the six
months prior to and after his death. After the upheaval of Tom Prichard's slow
mental and physical breakdown and death, Prichard stayed at home a further year
to support the family, by which time her brothers, Alan and Nigel, were selfsupporting and could look after her mother and sister, Bee.
At the age of twenty-four Prichard took the unconventional path of travelling
to England alone, unmarried, unchaperoned and self-supporting. She intended to
maintain herself financially through her journalism and to make a literary reputation
in England and Australia. A writing career would have multiple advantages if
competent. It would allow her to help support the family (as her father had once
tried to with his journalism and failed), to compete with her university-educated
friends on a professional basis, and to escape the confines of the family and her
parochial lifestyle. In addition, it brought all the attendant advantages of travel,
experience, overseas recognition and enabled her to transcend the psychological
burden of Tom Prichard's death. Again in her autobiography there is the image
of the 'child of the hurricane' who must have the inner and outer strength now 'to
meet storms, and survive' alone.
Prichard's first trip to England was made in mid-I908 (a year after her father's
death) as a journalist to cover the Franco-British Exhibition for the Melbourne
Herald and to interview celebrated personalities who had been suggested to her by
William Somerset Shum, the editor of the New Idea. She later maintained that 'no
importance was attached tq a writer who had not gained'some distinction abroad ...
I went to London to convince the Australian people that I could write, and to induce
English publishers to produce the books I wanted to write about Australia.'12 Like
such contemporaries as Miles Franklin, Sumner Locke, Leon (Spencer) Brodney,
the Palmers and Bertram Higgins, Prichard visited England with the desire to win
overseas recognition, a pre-requisite, she believed, to gaining interest at home. In
a material sense, her success in London as an Australian reporter was to ensure
that her immediate future was secure with a guarantee of employment as a journalist
with the Herald upon her return. The experience, however, was also to have a lasting
impact: although she did not tackle many serious social issues in this early writing,
her contact in London with the wealthy and successful was to remain a dominant
impression, reminding her of the vast difference between rich and poor.
Her interviews with the famous concentrated, at first, on Australian women who
were sucessful in England: the concert singers, Ada Crossley and the Castle sisters,
a child violinist Prichard had met on board the Runic who was on her way to study
in England, and the actresses Alice Crawford and Marie Lohr. Sketches were also
written of special interest to Australia, such as Madam Marchesi who had taught
Nellie Melba and Ada Crossley to sing, Lady Dudley who was preparing for her
journey to Australia as the wife of the new Governor-General (the latter described
in glowing terms as one of Herrick's poetic 'Ladies of Quality) and Sarah
Bernhardt. 13 At her most patriotic in these sketches of the famous, Prichard had
an obvious identification with the nostalgic spirit of exile. At the conclusion of each
interview, Prichard contrived to have the Australian women she was interviewing
send home to their readers messages of love and pride in their country and its people.
Yet, they also emphasized that, although Australia had been the birthplace of these
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people of renown, London was the mother culture, an artistic mecca and a training
and proving ground for all such creative people. 14 Not surprisingly, Prichard later
confirmed in her autobiography that this was precisely her own feeling at the time.
On her return to Australia in late 1909, Prichard's commitment to socialism was
evident in her first play, The Burglar (1910), performed at the second of the Australian
Drama Nights organised by William Moore and Louis Esson in Melbourne and
attended by Bernard O'Dowd, Mary Gilmore and Hugh McCrae. 15 Although this
brief play is not great theatre, it is significant for its overt moralizing which shows
the early development of ideas on social injustice. A young governess, Sally,
interrupts a burglar, Bill, searching her bedroom for anything that he can steal to
pay for his education and so provide himself with the chance to become 'an ornament
for respectable society.' Sally challenges this artificial idea:
Do you know there is nothing more unrespectable than so-called respectable society. Really
it's a caucus of people. who never think, and are stupid and cruel to those who do, who
wear their beliefs like their skin, and cannot understand that what we believed yesterday
we don't today, or won't tomorrow, as they didn't the day before yesterday - the mind
is a child of the ages, and grows with time as children do.

Sally's answer is an extremely simple idea of socialism: 'I'm a Socialist you see, Bill,
and I've always promised myself that if anyone who'd got less than I've got came
looking for what I've got, I'd give it to him.' She sees a world divided into the haves
and the have-nots: 'One half of the world preys on the other half to hang these ice
flames [the diamonds] about its neck and arms', and envisions the ideal world as
one of childlike happiness and love - a brother and sisterhood forming a unified
whole with nature: 'I want to live in love with all the world, to kiss the children
in the streets, to talk with whom I please, wander and play, sharing my purse with
all who chance my way, faring along with my brother the wind, and my sister the
rain - happy, happy, in a common sympathy, a common love, a common sorrow,
with every living thing - bird, beast, flower, man or woman'. Ironically, the heroine
compromises her principles for the love of a man - a theme to be explored in much
of her later writing - and her independent attitude is undercut by the final scene
of her 'weeping passionately', a romantic victim trapped in the conventions of love
and marriage. 16
Although Prichard had made a foray into play-writing, her energies were directed
more strongly to her journalism in this period. As a relatively successful overseas
correspondent Prichard found that her journalistic career was assured when she
returned in 1909. She was offered by the editor of the Melbourne Herald (Colonel
W.T. Reay) the position of social editor of a full page section, the 'Women's World',
on the third page of his newspaper every Tuesday. It was this sort of work which
drew the highest salary paid to women in joumalism. 17 Miles Franklin, who was
offered the 'Woman's Letter' in one of the big Sydney newspapers, described in My
Career Goes Bung, the response of a friend who believed that it was a 'journalistic
job, which for women of any mental capacity was so devitalising - writing rot about
recipes and ball-dresses and becoming a disheartened and frustrated hack.'
According to Nettie Palmer, Prichard was, for a long time, 'a very busy journalist'
and, echoing the sentiment in Miles Franklin's book, she emphasized Prichard's
exacting but trivial job of 'chasing parties and meetings and verifying the exact initials
of the two Mrs Smiths at the Wombat Club.'18
Prichard's page was divided under a number of banal sub-headings which varied
with each issue but included such things as 'Household Helps', 'Homely Fare', The
Social Circle', 'Dress and Fashion', 'Home and Fireside', 'Events of the day' and 'What
women are doing.' However, despite the appeal to women who wanted to read 'rot
about recipes and ball-dresses' and what Prichard later referred to in her memoirs
as 'the doings of smart society', her page also performed a valuable information and
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educational service. What made the page so different and invigorating was the
emphasis on women's political issues, interviews with people like her 'heroine' Mary
Gilmore (who had returned from the 'New Australia' colony in South America),19
Mrs Powell, a member of the women's Anti-Sweating League, and the actress Nellie
Stewart. 20 There were articles which covered everything from women writers like
Marion Knowles and Mary Fullerton, to socialists like Mrs Montefiore and, of
course, the suffragettes, Catherine Lowe, Muriel Matters and Ada Pankhurst. 21 Lady
Dudley, interviewed by Prichard on her first trip to England, was now in Australia
raising interest in a scheme to provide district nurses for 'the poor and lonely mothers
of the bush', while the work being done for destitute and unhappy women in the
city at the Elizabeth Fry Retreat was also detailed. 22 Space was continually devoted
to informing women about the activities and issues dealt with by such organizations
as the National Council of Women, the Women's Political Association, the Young
Women's Christian Association and the Women's Literary Club. When a comparison
is made with the contemporary 'Our Women's Page', conducted weekly by Mary
Gilmore in the labour newspaper, the Australian Worker, a surprising similarity is
observed; surprising because the Herald was a much more conservative newspaper
and because Mary Gilmore was considered to be much more radical at that time
in her views.
In this period in Melbourne there were increasing numbers of female university
students and graduates, women's clubs and salons were mushrooming and Prichard
was consequently attending and reporting on their activities and concerns. The
'Swastika' club was started late in 1910 by women to promote social and industrial
welfare concentrating on issues like female domestic service, while the Austral Salon,
pioneered by Miss Hirst Brown, a Melbourne journalist, had as its objective 'the
intellectual advancement of women'. Lady Best's Salon encouraged women to use
their votes by inviting people like the State Treasurer to speak to interested women
on finance and State debt. Prichard's column insisted that females 'should be trained
- not only in the propaganda of party politics, but in the science of government'
for 'women, especially, have so many dark years to make up in this respect.'23 The
assumption that women were uninterested in world affairs remained a matter of
deep concern for Prichard even in later years; she believed strongly that a woman
not interested in political affairs demonstrated 'a denial of her birthright as a human
being with brains and ability. '24
However, it was also the larger political issue of the value ofthe vote which claimed
her attention. One column examined the 'price of the vote' for men and women
in Australia which had 'had its baptism of blood', stressing the fact that their
predecessors fought and died to secure 'the liberties we so carelessly enjoy' and
emphasizing that Australian women who 'have spilt no blood, borne no persecution
nor imprisonment' sometimes 'toy' with this right. The comparison, interestingly
enough, was made with Russia where men and women were 'fighting - giving their
lives and liberties in order that their countrymen may be relieved from the bitter
oppression of autocratic rule.'25
In 1910 Prichard supported Vida Goldstein, the first woman in Australia to stand
for Parliament, in her campaigning for the Senate. Vida Goldstein, a friend of Nettie
Higgins' aunt (though Prichard was introduced to her by Mary Fullerton), was
president of the Women's Political Association and on the executive committees of
the National Council of Women in Victoria, both organizations in which Prichard
had an interest. Prichard recalled in 1963 that after her support for Goldstein on
the women's page, she was 'called in by the editor and told I must not express a
personal opinion in this matter. I disagreed and walked out. The editor made no
further objection to my defence of the right of women to stand for Parliament.'26
She had weathered one of her first political storms.
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This was not Prichard's first involvement as a journalist in the controversial issue
of women's rights. The previous year (1909) the New Idea had published in their
May edition an interview Prichard had done in London with what the headline
termed a 'shrieking sister', the militant suffragette Christabel Pankhurst. It had been
introduced by the editor with an explanatory note affirming the magazine's lack
of involvement with politics but offering the piece as an interesting sketch of a person.
Prichard's sympathy with both the rebellious Pankhurst and the spirit of the
movement in England was obvious throughout this sketch, particularly in the
heightened tone of the language and her insistence that future generations would
regard this woman as a heroine. She cited Joan of Arc, Florence Nightingale and
Elizabeth Fry as other women who, like Christabel Pankhurst, believed in 'reform
for the welfare of the human race.' In the article Prichard was at pains to dispel
the stereotypical image of the emancipated female, describing this suffragette as a
'womanly woman' with grace, simplicity and charm. Comparing an aged, maledominated England with its hunger, poverty and conservatism, to Australia 'stirred
by the liberal and progressive ideas of youth', Prichard asked readers of her article
to meditate on the influence of women in their roles as 'helpmates' in 'the purification
of public life in Australia', concluding with Pankhurst's invitation to Australian
women coming to London to aid the movement in the knowledge of how they had
used their vote in the Antipodes. Not long after this, Prichard also interviewed
Beatrice Harraden, a British writer and close adviser of the Pankhursts, whose
commitment to the women's movement was also expressed in a paragraph on
Harraden's political pamphlets for the suffragettesP
With her feminist sympathies aroused it was natural, as a free-lance journalist
on her second trip to London (via America) in 1911, that Prichard would become
more involved in the suffragette movement. Thus, on 17 July 1911, Prichard attended
a march through the streets of London by 40,000 suffragettes demonstrating for
enfranchisement. It was led by Mrs Drummond and organised in part by the British
Women's Social and Political Union of which Prichard was now a member. 28
Prichard marched in the Australian and New Zealand contingent under a scarlet
banner displaying the Southern Cross and another depicting Australia saying to
Britannia, 'Mother, trust your daughters, as I have done.' She was in the company
of fellow Australian women such as Vida Goldstein, Mrs Batchelor, wife of the
Minister for External Affairs, Mrs McGowen, wife of the Premier of NSW and
Edith Onians, Honorary Secretary for fourteen years to the City Newsboys Society
in Melbourne. Describing the demonstration in her article for the Herald as a victory
over the voice in England which said that women didn't want the vote and as a
'flush of dawn in the sky', Prichard attributed its success partly to 'the testimony
of Australians with regard to the working of womanhood suffrage in Australia
[ which] has had something to do with the set of the tide here in favour of womanhood
suffage.'29
Her first experience at speaking in public was in a debate on women's influence
on history at the Primrose League, in Huntingdonshire, where she proselytized that
'women should have other means than their beauty and charm for influencing public
affairs' and (citing Australia as the prime example) that women's votes aided the
improvement of society. Also, during this time of feminist involvement, she had two
one-act plays produced in London by the Actresses' Franchise League, Her Place
(1913) and For Instance (1914). The Actresses' Franchise League was a satellite group
of Emmeline Pankhurst's Women's Social and Political Union in which Sybil
Thorndike and Mrs Langtry were prominent and it produced one-act plays on social
and suffragette themes. The manuscript for the second play is lost but an examination
of Her Place shows it to be an indictment of the English social system which produces
'selfish and idle women' of the upper class. The 'place' of such women, Prichard
proclaimed, should be at the feet of people like her character, Mrs Bunning, a
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charwoman, who in turn should be elevated to her place 'on a pedestal, or in a niche
in an old cathedral. '30
In her spare time from journalism, Prichard later admitted that she had been
associating with 'Fabians, Guild Socialists, Syndicalists, Theosophists, Anarchist
admirers of Kropotkin, Futurists, Surrealists, and the disciples of Aleister Crowley'
in the various London 'studios and literary coteries'.31 She was also attending the
Freewoman Discussion Circles, listening to their concept of marriage as a c<;mtract
in which women abdicate their sexual rights. The magazine, the New Freewoman,
promoted by the Freewoman Discussion Circle, a group of feminists who met for
lectures and discussions on sociological-sexual issues, was edited by Dora Marsden
(a feminist who split from the Women's Social and Political Union) and in June
1913 they ran an article on 'free love' by Theodore Schroedor. He asserted that 'if
it is to exist at all, love always must be free' and he discussed the attitude of 'women
who have broken away from orthodox thinking' and who asserted that ' "As soon
as love ceases between men and women, it is shameful for them to live together." ,
Termed 'free love' by people, he believed it to imply 'freedom to dissolve one union
[and] freedom to form a new one.' Such an unconventional idea is restated by
Prichard's heroines in two of her plays, The Great Man (1923) and Bid Me To Love
(1927), both of which have some autobiographical basis. 32 How far this attitude is
an accurate reflection of Prichard's own idealist attitude to her marriage remains
surmise.
As Prichard's interest grew in Orage's New Age and its idea of guild socialism,
she began to perceive such groups to be 'too feminist and anarchistic.' Meetings of
the Fabian Society were more impressive in that they showed her the true value
of work which sought to improve actual conditions by organizing trade unions
among women workers. According to her later memories, she was not a militant
member of the feminist groups and became alienated, at this time, from the views
of the Pankhurst sisters because they refused to consider the wider issue of adult
suffrage. To her, communism would later offer a much wider emancipation of
women. 33
Australian involvement in the First World War, particularly the work done by
women, claimed much of Prichard's attention as hostilities began to escalate. In
September 1914 Prichard wrote an article for the Everyladys Journal on Sumner
Locke who had helped her own sister equip and leave for France as a Red Cross
nurse, had aided in mobilising nurses for the front and had helped 'fit out' nurses
for Lady Dudley's Australian Field Hospital. Interested in Lady Dudley's new
venture and perhaps encouraged by Colonel w'T. Reay (editor of the Melbourne
Herald) who was in London at this time and whose daughter was a nursing sister
there at the hospital, Prichard quickly obtained a passport and departed on the trail
of articles for the Herald and Everyladys Journal. The Australian Field Hospital,
a couple of miles from Boulogne, was the nearest British base hospital to the fighting
and had been converted from a summer hotel. It was the first volunteer hospital
organized across the Channel and Prichard stressed the energy and splendid work
of Lady Dudley as superintendent. Without emotionalism, Prichard concentrated
on the impressive work at the hospital, the financial support from Australians and
related the stories of a few wounded men who stressed the physical hardships of
war.34
A short period later in London at the Lyceum Club to listen to various speakers
on Russia, Prichard spoke of her week in France, alleging that England had not
as yet experienced 'the intensity of the war.' She also continued her journalism on
the war, covering Grace Watson (former secretary of the Australian Women's
National League) when she spoke to a meeting on Australia's efforts in the war 'to
support the Old Country in the present crisis'.35
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After Prichard published her articles about the Australian Voluntary Hospital,
Nettie Palmer described her friend as 'a journalist-with-a-conscience.'36 This
conscience was also reflected in Prichard's response to poverty in London. As a young
journalist in London in 1908 she had lived in 'a thoroughly disreputable
neighbourhood' and one night in winter had been taken by a Salvation Army officer
into the slums where she had seen the soup-kitchens on the Embankment and the
starving people who frequented them: 'I could never forget the impression made
on me by that night's experiences. The horror of such poverty in the great and wealthy
city remained with me. The problem of how such poverty and suffering could be
prevented, haunted my mind.' Back in Melbourne as a journalist covering many
wealthy social gatherings, Prichard was to be much more aware ofliving and working
conditions:
When [ was a young journalist, [ saw the poverty and injustices people were living under
in the slums of Melbourne.
[ listened to reports of the Anti-Sweating League, and heard the evidence of girls who
were nervous wrecks as a result of working long hours on high pressure machines for
low wages.
Women told me how they were often expected to submit to the lust of unscrupulous
employers before they could get white-work to take home, and earn little over a shilling
for making a dozen nightgowns.
Fear of being unable to pay the rent of the miserable rooms in which they lived, of having
no money to buy food and clothes for a young family and a husband, out-of-work or
ill, forced desperate women sometimes to accept these terms.
[ was shocked and horrified ...
What was the meaning of it?
Why did such conditions exist?
How was it that some people should have to live in fear and poverty all their days, while
others, whether they worked or not, could live easily and pleasantly, squandering riches,
and concerned only about their own pleasure and power?37

Sumner Locke saw her friend, during Prichard's second time in London, as 'a
philanthropist, a humanitarian, a reader of strange men, and a helper of lame dogs
of every nationality over every possible kind of domestic stile' and reported that
'she seeks out the little, unwashed city children, and finds in them an excuse for
her shrinking bank balance.' In December 1913 Prichard expanded this one-person
campaign by initiating in London, through her connections in Fleet Street, the
Christmas Tree collection to provide many thousands of poor children with presents.
Clare Grant's Fernstreet School Settlement and her work collecting 'farthing bundles'
of toys for the children of the East End slums, were the major influences behind
Prichard's desire to organize 'The Empty Stocking' fund at the office of the Star
newspaper. She wrote a pathetic account of the dirty little pieces of rag, sticks and
bones which children improvised as playthings and asked readers to send Christmas
toys to the Star and the Daily News to be distributed 'to children living in the saddest
and dreariest quarters of the city.'38
Not all her articles, however, were filled with altruism. She had been earning her
living as a bread and butter journalist in Fleet Street, contributing more mundane
articles to various London newspapers, the Star, the Daily News and Leader, the
Pall Mall Gazette, the Daily Chronic/e, the Daily HerakP9 and the Weekly Despatch,
while the Melbourne Herald had been paying her 'a high salary', according to Mary
Gilmore's column, to stay on with their newspaper as an overseas correspondent. 40
When asked by Australian journalist William Moore for advice on how to penetrate
London's 'magic circle of writers', she replied from her experience:
'Go for one paper till you're known in it. Spend plenty of time over the first article a month, if necessary. It must be not only something they want, but something they can't
help wanting; then be ready to follow it up with others. Once you get a footing in one
office, it is easier to get a look in at another ... it's a good thing, no matter what you're
[sic] dreams may be, to specialise on a subject of practical interest. I took up that of cooperative housekeeping, and [ found that anything about labour-saving in the home was
snapped up at once.'''
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Nettie Palmer felt herself to be lucky that Prichard could provide her with 'some
professional tips' on writing which would help her 'to publish some of [her] stuff
now and then' and was reviewing her book of verse, The South Wind, for Australian
readers. Yet she was also exuberant about her friend's 'grit and unselfishness and
kindliness' and impressed with how difficult it was for a woman to scratch a living
writing free-lance, particularly when, in Prichard's case, she had to write 'against
long odds of ill-health' and when self-interest was shelved in favour of work which
was 'worth while for its own sake and for no other reason'.42
With the success of Prichard's first published novel in 1915, The Pioneers, which
had won the Colonial section of the Hodder and Stoughton competition and which
her enterprise as a journalist had allowed her six months' freedom to write, came
offers from publishers to print serials and short stories, enthusiasm from her agent
for new work to cash in on her success and even a letter asking for a contribution
to the 'Susannah' Motor Ambulance. Nettie Palmer was thrilled for her, seeing her
prize-winnning novel as securing her future: 'Hodder and Stoughton will follow her
up and boom her so that she'll be safe ever after.'43 This security was not, in fact,
realized and Prichard was to struggle very hard in the future to subsist on her creative
writing.
By the time she decided to return to Austr({\ia, she was a relatively successful
journalist (both in London and at home) and a prize-winning novelist whose
sponsorship was valued by other writers. 44 She felt she had finished her
'apprenticeship' and 'proved that an Australian writer could succeed there' and she
could return home content to 'use whatever prestige I had gained for Australia.' Thus
her trip to London, she felt, had achieved her goal, 'Australians would have more
respect for a writer who could stand on an equal footing with English writers'. It
was a far cry from the time when Prichard had watched enviously her friends
succeeding at university. Nevertheless, in her autobiography Prichard disclosed that
work as a journalist had had a destructive effect on her confidence in herself as
a writer, dissipating her creative energy.45 Ironically, her later involvement with the
Communist Party was also to sap this same creative energy.
Prichard's initial involvement with issues from her journalism was the catalyst
for her broadening concern with the rights of all oppressed people. Her career as
a journalist had had a major impact in three areas; it had brought an active
involvement with feminism and the suffragette movement, first-hand experience with
the war fought in France, and a physical and emotional contact with suffering and
poverty. In the period she was associated with feminists she came to believe that
women could actively influence political, social and economic affairs and so help
to build a better world. Thus her dealings with women who were stepping forthrightly
into the public arena and debating traditional female roles were inevitably influential,
affecting her perception of her own value in society, even if she was later to reject
the title of 'feminist.' It was therefore no longer only men who would 'purify' public
affairs; the responsibility was now assumed to be an egalitarian one, with women
perceived as participants rather than spectators in the establishment of a more
humane world. Her visit to cover the Australian Field Hospital in France was to
show her in graphic detail the effects of war on the people it directly involved; such
an experience was reinforced later by the Zeppelin bombing raids, her personal
involvement with Hugo Throssell (V.c.), who had been wounded and lost his brother
at Gallipoli, and the death of Prichard's own brother, Alan, on the Somme. All
these factors undoubtedly had some influence on her ready involvement in the
conscription issue of the First World War, which she later rationalized as an
'understanding of the crimes against humanity for which a system based on the profit
for a few individuals and suffering for the many, was responsible.'46 As for her
awareness of poverty, her work as a journalist in both London and Melbourne
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dramatically reinforced her political vision of the world as sharply divided into the
self-satisfied wealthy and the miserably poor.
Affected emotionally and intellectually by the need to discover a political and
economic philosophy which would incorporate and promote her humanity, Prichard
searched widely for 'a logical explanation of the poverty and injustices', a quest for
purpose in life. In her desire to change the attitudes of people who promulgated
such a system, Prichard was to find her answer finally in communism and throughout
the next stormy years was to stand firm, stating her convictions honestly and openly
while attempting to arouse both the interest and the participation of others. To her,
communism became 'a religion of love and service to humanity - not sentimental
and based on supernatural fantasies - but practical, courageously facing realities,
and through education and organization, stirring to bring people to a realisation
of their own divinity or power. '47 Thus communism was to provide a kind of religious
solution48 to her quest for meaning and purpose in life while capitalism was regarded
as a spiritual malaise, inevitably reifying people and relationships.
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PHILIP SALOM

Front-end Loader
Behind the cavernous jaw the two hydraulic rams
are deaf-and-dumb trombones - there's nothing
so clean as the extended ram's immaculate
steel wrists: inch square per hundred tonnes,
or twenty elephants per brilliant tube, no tusks
or gore or trumpeting but things get crushed.
Pushing, lifting, resisting, the oil's crazy inches
let off heat, begin eventually to roil
ignorant except for this pushy flooding or repression
when the world beats in
from all sides, simultaneously ...
Sites must be cleared for such intensity.
Turned off at night, motion leaves
with the driver in the singlet.
Tusks down, the silver trumpeting is a dream
down in contact with cool soil.
Dust has risen and grown around the engine
like a winter coat uneven in the spring,
darkly where the beast has drooled
or the slightest dream of fluids leaks from rams.
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PHILIP SALOM

After Dinner Music
The table cleared
I flatten my palms on the wood
hearing the cello and bassoon
jogging Mozart.
Across the night
cicadas set up something by Grappelli
sweet and pizzicato on violin
and their others
are percussionists
in way-out skins, syncopating bodies
racketting their tymbals, spacing out
their double drumming
fast as nerves.
Until the radio's quarter century of valves
goes fractious: shrieks and bangs
then settles down.
I think of Ludwig
his tempers, his jagged late music
and lightning that hours ago twitched the wires
above my head
attacking this
old radio: electric spits and splutterings that flaw
the music, intrusions from a storm-world
less than Mozart.
Wolfgang the perfect.
He never was, but received the thing complete
taking down his compositions like an aeriel
in harmonic winds.
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In Beethoven the storm
rages and abates but I'm drenched and shaken,
I trip in ditches, crashing headlong
into isobars
that catch emotion.
Their lightning glares upon the staves of heaven.
But now the storm has gone. The water-pump makes constant
evening's heartbeat.
Magpies in trees
are drinking and spilling silver, fugues the cicadas
cannot resist in joining. I hear mosquitoes bowing
on the highest string.
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PHILIP SALOM

Clouds
Bulldozers drift among the clouds
clearing the voice-white forests
cumulus nimbus are packed into windrows
fold by fold from the gleaming implements.
This ribbed sky, these surging mountains
nimbus opera, soprano-and-tenor
trunks-and-branches sing all day (after dark
you can hear the cloudy chords of Wagner).
At sunset, the Valkyrie flame along the edges,
watch the flaxen plaits of windrows burn.
See the fires drip and pool, go golden
as bars where the dozers' tracks have turned.
At night they smoke so heavily the sun
is covered. The wind whispers upon my nape,
the clouds are silent as my heart, but drift
unburning, cold, clumped up, white and
knobbled like stalagmites, or flattened out.
The moon comes on shift like a chemist
to weigh the powders and the solids, and inspect
the leafy white clover-forms and vetches
where compression works its acid changes, coldly
ferments, like silage underneath black plastic.
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VERONICA BRADY

The Return of the Repressed:
J.B. O'Reilly and the Politics of Desire
Visitors to Western Australia in general and Perth in particular often remark on
a strange sense of irrelevence, the kind of fantastic suspension summed up in the
image of two butterflies copulating on the wing which concludes Robert Drewe's
article on Perth for The Bulletin. Perth is perhaps the post-modernist city par
excellence, a place of great natural attractiveness, but an attractiveness which is
perhaps more a matter of appearances than reality: the green lawns and flowering
rose gardens depend on underground reserves of water built up over millions of
years but which are now being rapidly depleted. Behind the glittering skyscrapers
there lies a desert hinterland and ahead, the Indian Ocean and, nearly two thousand
miles away, the troubled continent of Africa. In this city, however, neither history
nor geography seems to exist. Even the wealth which builds the skyscrapers and
buys the yachts, the private jets and the expensive homes is dream-like, based on
the media, speCUlation or mineral wealth - fragile, like the environment, and just
as likely to blow away.
There are many connections between history and literature, starting, as Barthes
has remarked, with writing itself, since it is impossible to talk about it without
referring to psychology, sociology, aesthetics or morality, since "what is in
transcription is quite simply the body", I which expresses itself, often more truthfully
than it knows, by means of the series of constraints which distinguishes writing from
speaking. It is therefore possible that literature may help us understand something,
at least, of the origins of this state of affairs, this strange obliviousness which seems
to have become a habit of mind of the citizens of one of the world's most isolated
cities. The writings I want to examine here are by J.B. O'Reilly: his novel, Moondyne,
the first novel set in Western Australia, published in 1880, and his poems which
deal with Western Australia. A journalist and Irish patriot, a Fenian, O'Reilly joined
the British army to foment the unrest which was to lead to the abortive uprising
of 1866. Discovered, he was arrested, tried and sentenced to death, a sentence which
was subsequently commuted to transportation for life. Arriving in Fremantle in
January 1868 on the Hougoumont, the last convict ship to arrive before the end
of transportation, he worked for a time in the prison library at Fremantle but was
later sent to Bunbury to work on the roads. With the help of the local Roman
Catholic priest, Father McCabe, and the collusion of the captain of an American
whaler, he managed to escape, making his way after many adventures to Boston
where he became the editor and part-owner of the leading Catholic newspaper, The
Pilot. From there he organised the "Catalpa Escape" of 1876, in which his comrades,
the last of the Fenians still left in custody in Western Australia, escaped, also on
an American whaler, the "Catalpa." In later years he became one of the leaders of
the Irish community in Boston and a distinguished man of letters.
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The novel Moondyne, which first appeared as a serial in The Pi/ot, and the poems,
"Western Australia", "The Dukite Snake", "The Monster Diamond", "The Dog
Guard", "The Amber Whale", "The Mutiny of the Chains" and "The King of the
Vasse", were all published and probably written after O'Reilly left Western Australia.
It is my contention, however, that they are more illuminating than other writing
of the time about Western Australia, not excluding letters and diaries. Writing from
the ranks of the oppressed, O'Reilly may well reflect the actual experience of most
settlers more truthfully than the more genteel, more optimistic accounts, which were
often written to and for family and friends in England, to prove to them and perhaps
to themselves that all was well and that British civilisation continued to prevail even
at the ends of the earth. But O'Reilly's account may also expose some at least of
the assumptions about place and purposes which live on today, and which are as
much the product of wish fulfilment as of observation. In this sense his work may
represent an early attempt to find a way of feeling and of thinking appropriate to
this new, strange and often psychologically taxing situation in which the settlers
found themselves.
The problem he had to deal with, his work suggests, was and is not so much
with language as with its reference, with coming to terms with the situation as it
actually was, not as it was supposed in imagination to be. This is an essential stage,
of course, in the task of acculturation, of learning to live where one actually is. What
matters for our purposes here, however, is that in O'Reilly's case it issued, to some
extent, at least, in the triumph of the imaginary. These newcomers to a strange land
unable even to begin to comprehend it and faced with the subtle and complex culture
of its Aboriginal inhabitants who seemed so intimately at one with it, actually needed
to pass from words about it to living with it. Instead, they remained fixated on words,
used them to by-pass reality and remake it in the image of their own desires. This
reality, expressed with particular vividness by O'Reilly, can be characterised as
"Gothic", the mode in life as well as in literature ofthe experience in which character
steps entirely out of choice into destiny.2 A mode of conception and expression and
a fictional system for making sense of the experience of displacement, it often signals
the breakdown of the traditional imperatives of ethical and social existence - as
it does here. 3
In this sense, Western Australia, like the rest of Australia and most colonial
societies, is an imaginative construct as much as, or perhaps more than, a
geographical fact, the product of what Edward Said calls "Orientalism", Europe's
image of the Other.4 For O'Reilly, as for many others, the new country represents
a romantic ideal or, better, a romance based on a quest for pilgrimage to a City
of God or a classless society or some other ideal state. He is not really interested
in the reality: Australia is for him the place which is different from the rest of the
world.
This difference accounts for the curious hollowness of the poem, "Western
Australia", for instance, which opens the Western Australia section of O'Reilly's
collected poems. The curious hollowness of this poem arises because it is really a
poem about conventions of writing and of naming. But there is also a sense of
bafflement to this also, a feeling that the available semantic and cultural codes are
beside the point, that they do not merely fail to express but even falsify what they
are attempting to describe and need to describe, evident in the sense of attraction
- bewitchment might be a better word - evident in the opening lines:

o Beauteous Southland! land of yellow air,
That hangeth over the slumbering, and doth hold
The moveless foliage of thy valleys fair
And wooded hills, like aureole of gold. 5
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The reference to gold, something to be taken up later, is more or less incidental
here, but the trope of the "virgin land" is bound up also with desire, and perhaps
of a more powerful kind. Yet this desire, it seems, is merely semantic, and eroticism
a metaphor for something else, something not really understood.

o Strange land, thou art virgin! thou art more
Than fig-tree barren! Would that I could paint
For others eyes the glory of the shore
Where last I saw thee ... (p.648)

Language and desire are thus two sides of the one problem. Being unable to embrace
the land semantically means also being able to generate the new society which is
dreamed of. The secondhand language registers a life that is lived at secondhand,
speaking as it does of the country in terms borrowed from elsewhere and pointing
therefore to underlying feelings of displacement. But it also expresses an attempt
to understand it in his own European terms and thus to control, manipulate, even
incorporate what is different, thus negating it. What is at issue, that is to say, is
a question of power, the power the coloniser uses to impose on the place and people
colonised.
Consciously or unconsciously, O'Reilly is thus constructing an ideology, a system
of meanings to instal him in an imaginary relation to the actual situation in which
he finds himself. But this ideology is not communal but self-referential here since
it involves personal power. Here, as elsewhere, especially in his novel, Moondyne,
he acknowledges no power outside himself, setting himself up as the Messiah figure
the land has been waiting for:

o land, God made thee wonderous to the eye!
But His sweet singers thou hast never heard;
He left thee, meaning to come by-and-by,
And give rich voice to every bright-winged bird. (p.647)

- evidently, he is this "sweet singer". More to the point of desire, he is also:
The spouse who comes to wake they sleeping heart (648).

Similarly, in the novel, the noble and unjustly imprisoned convict, Moondyne,
a thinly-veiled self-portrait, is recognised by the Aborigines as the hero they too,
have been waiting for. So they help him to escape, leading him to the gold mine
which the whole colony has been searching for. Returning to England a wealthy
man, he makes a great impression on everyone who counts, and is chosen by the
Colonial Office to reform the colony and its laws, making it the place the poem
had dreamed of but which the reality of the convict system had denied, the place
of a new beginning.
The long narrative poem, "The King of the Vasse", tells a similar story. A young
man, son, this time, of one of the free settlers, is adopted by the local Aborigines
who recognise the "power" in him and make him "the King of the Vasse", leader
of the local Aborigines. The dedication to Moondyne, "in the interests of humanity
[dedicated] to the Prisoner, whoever and wherever he may be", points to the drive
which underlies these stories and was the goal of O'Reilly's life and work; freedom,
not so much as something relative, the ability to take charge of one's life and decisions,
but as something absolute, unlimited power and possibility.
There is nothing surprising about this, of course. As a Fenian, O'Reilly was
involved in what Hannah Arendt calls "redemptive politics", which she identifies
as the "politics of the pariah", with the politics of impatience.6 Disdaining the
accommodations and compromises inherent in the kind of politics pursued by people
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who exist already within the system, the thrust of this kind of politics is utopian,
towards putting an end to the present order of things, the triumph of the oppressed
in an endlessness of desire. Utopianism of this kind thus presupposes a rupture with
the present order of things. It is also often a consequence of this rupture. As a rebel
first of all, then as prisoner, condemned man, and, later, as convict, O'Reilly had
passed from being an outlaw in this way to fantasies of personal power.
Moondyne vividly describes the sufferings of the outcast. But it also looks beyond
them to the dream of another world which may be realised in exile. Australia, as
Moondyne's friend, Sheridan, declares, may yet send forth the "the largest hearted
men that ever owned the earth". Yet this largeness of heart, this new kind of
consciousness, cannot be accommodated within the present order of things.
Moondyne is blessed by fortune and so enabled to change society when he returns
to Western Australia charged by the Colonial Office to reform the penal system.
But it is perhaps a lurking sense of the impossibility of making dream prevail in
this way which leads the novelist finally to carry his hero right out of the world.
The novel concludes when Moondyne perishes in a bushfire which overwhelms him
and his two friends, to whom he gives his horse, enabling them to escape. Redemptive
politics, as Hannah Arendt argues, by definition implies the "end of the world".
Similarly, the poem, "The Mutiny in the Chains", which is about a convict mutiny
in the Fremantle quarries, concludes with the deaths of the mutineers. As the guards
train their guns on the prisoners they turn on "the murdering muzzles defiant eyes,"
(681) then, picking up the dead and wounded in their arms, they fling one last defiant
glance at the enemy and leap to their death over the cliff.
They were men at last - they knew naught of crime,
They were masters and makers of life and law ....
. . . - one deep breath,
As they plunged, of liberty, thrilled their souls,
And these - the Chains were at rest for ever.
(p.682-3)

What underlies gestures like these resembles the dread which Judith Wilt sees
as central to the Gothic mode,? the sense of absence, of some originating guilt or
fear which, precisely because it is an absence, something lost but supremely important
which resists reconciliation, remains to haunt the imagination as something "not quite
a voice, not quite a face, yet not-nothing" - as the memory of their lost freedom
does here.
This preoccupation with what has been lost works most powerfully on the outsider,
one who is cut off from the certainties and securities of community, as O'Reilly and
many other of the first settlers, free as well as convict, were. Cut off from their past,
they had to find identity and pleasure, of a kind, in their situation of exclusion.
For his part, enduring it and appropriating it, giving it a shape and direction, O'Reilly
turns this sense of exile into a kind of weapon to be used against the established
order, as in "The Mutiny in the Chains", for example. A similar defiance is evident
in the description of Moondyne's refusal to submit to the bullying sergeant who
strikes him when he is chained and unable to retaliate:
The face of the prisoner hardly changed. He gave one straight look into the sergeant's
eyes, then turned away, and seemed to look far away through the bush. He was a
magnificent being, as he stood there. In strength and proportion of body, the man was
magnificent --- the model for a gladiator.'

The heroism here is not so much ethical as metaphysical, and the gesture
ontological, not merely social. Moondyne and the defiant prisoners seek the truth
of existence not in the actual world but in "some imagined ideal or supernatural",
which gives them their strength and sense of superiority. Their boast is their
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extremity, their ability to be familiar with horrors and yet to "follow the dream to
the end" without attempting to escape from the horror.
In several of his other poems, notably "The Dukite Snake" and "The Dog Guard",
O'Reilly insists on this horror which lies at the heart of their existence. "The Dukite
Snake", for example, touches on a colonial nightmare, telling about a snake whose
mate a settler has killed, which returns to take its revenge, killing the settler's wife
and child. "The Dog Guard" is even more horrific. It describes a group of Aboriginal
prisoners on Rottnest Island, left unguarded except by a pack of half-starved dogs
chained on the sandbanks between the island and the mainland. When they make
a break for it and attempt to swim to the mainland, the dogs tear them to pieces,
and the poem takes a ghoulish delight in the scene:
There were screams when they met - shrill screams of pain!
For each animal swam to the end of his chain,
And with parching throat and in furious mood
Lay awaiting, not men, but his coming food (p.662)
ft

The description of the encounter is even more lurid:
There were short sharp cries, and a line of fleck
As the long fangs sank in the swimmer's neck;
There were gurgling growls mixed with human groans,
For the savages drove the sharpened bone
Through their enemies' ribs, and the bodies sank,
Each dog holding fast with a bone through his flank. (p.663)

All this is fantastic, of course. There were no such sand banks and Rottnest is too
far from the mainland for such an escape. But the intention is clear, to assail the
reader, to
... blanch the cheeks in your carpeted room
With a terrible thought of the muted doom
For the crimes committed, still undrest,
On that white sand-heap called Rottnest. (p.659)

This determination to be outrageous is perhaps the product of the slave's way
out, the impUlse which Nietzsche calls "ressentiment". Unable to find release in deeds,
the oppressed have recourse to a revenge which is purely imaginary, reasserting their
power by confronting and even exulting in the diabolical forces within the world
and the self which are normally repressed. In O'Reilly's case, this seems to be part
of his dream of finding some place where people like himself will prevail and their
anger and their suffering will become a source of power.
The melodramatic imagination evident here knows nothing of compromise. The
struggle between good and evil, a struggle which involves confrontation with the
terrible and the destructive, can only end with the annihilation of one or other of
them. "In such a universe, dread [Judith Wilt writes] has the shape of an unmoving
point, or a point whose movement affirms a straight line ... Freedom is a long
curve and slavery an obsessed straight line against all the energies of being.''9 For
O'Reilly, Australia represented this "long curve", the way out from slavery to which
he had been condemned by the British authorities. In an interview long afterwards,
he recalls how, even in prison, he and his Fenian comrades refused to give up their
drive to freedom.
Considered as the most guilty and degraded there ... [they clung to the] dream they had
been dreaming for years - dreaming as they wheeled the heavy brick cars, dreaming
as they heaved the frozen granite, dreaming as they breathed on their cold fingers in the
dark penal cells, dreaming in the days swamp-drain, dreaming awake and asleep, always
dreaming of Liberty! (p.64)
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The news that they were to be sent to Australia only strengthened this dream,
"Australia! the ship! Another chance for the old dreams; and the wild thought was
wilder than before and not so stealthy!" (p.65).
The reality, it is true, was different: the convict's situation in Australia was perhaps
more desperate than it was in the old country. "England sends her criminals to take
the brunt of the new land's hardship and danger - to prepare the way for honest
life and labour." (p.5) The chain-gang - in which, incidentally O'Reilly had to serve
for a time before his escape - seemed to him in his recollections:
from the depth of penal degradation. The convicts wear from thirty to fifty pounds of
iron, according to their offence. It is riveted on their bodies in the prison forge, and when
they have served their time the great rings have to be chiselled off their calloused limbs.
(p.IS)

For the convict, the new world was thus in fact one great prison, one great
commemoration of his inferiority. As he toiled under the lash the hero, Moondyne,
even feels inferior to the Aborigines.
There was one immeasurable gulf between the naked savage and the branded outcast of
civilization. The savage was free. The [convict] envied him, as one who drowns may envy
him who swims in the dangerous waves. The savage was free, because he could live in
the Bush. (p.IS)

Even if he were to escape, the prisoner could not survive. He had no weapons
to kill game, he did not know where to find water and had no place to go; "the
pathless bush ... before him, thousands of miles in one direction, - the wide,
deserted Indian Ocean in the other." (p.74)
This, of course, is the classic Gothic situation, "anxiety with no possibility of
escape" (Mario Praz):
There was no need of fetters or warders to prevent the criminal's escape. Nature had
provided a wall absolutely impassable in the boundless bush, in whose thorny depths the
fugitive was lost at the first plunge. (p.74)

The evidence of letters, diaries and poems suggests that, due allowance made for
the difference in their circumstances, many of the free settlers also felt and some
perhaps continue to feel, a similar, if less desperate, sense of constriction. Thus it
is not entirely coincidental, perhaps, that Perth figures in Gothic terms, as the
enclosure, the significant space, with its glass skyscrapers, winding roads and walled
gardens by the river, its memories of days gone before and its yearnings for fabled
times to come. \0
O'Reilly's position may therefore be more typical than it seems, however extreme
his personal situation. Displaced, with no clear guidance from the dominant
perspectives of his society which were in fact antagonistic, being English, he is obliged
to make a world for himself at a certain self-conscious remove from reality.
Nevertheless, he remains haunted by these social perspectives and by the need for
some kind of value.
The first chapter of Moondyne, for instance, looks ironically on the passion for
gold which "seemed to hover in the air ... and ... settled with dazzling conviction
on the crude and abnormal minds of the criminal population." (p.2) Wealth was
one way out of imprisonment and inferiority. The gold mine to which the Aborigines
led Moondyne, for instance, enabled him to return to England and assume authority
there. But O'Reilly's imagination in the long run rejects this way to freedom as
somehow unworthy, perhaps because as an Irishman and a Fenian he suspects the
established order to which money would give him access, seeing it rather as;
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Criminals up a tree ... the tree of evil ... a banyan --- its roots drop from above, its
blood is not drawn directly from the soil, but pours from the main stem [whose] diseased
branches ramify through its admirable limbs, and cannot be separated with a knife. (p.91)

His ideal place of freedom, in fact, does not exist in this world, is a place of psychic
rather than a physical abundance.
People who live by their imagination in this way tend to see the world in absolute,
that is, melodramatic terms since, by definition, as Peter Brooks argues, melodrama
represents a rebellion against the rational and given order of things. As we have
been arguing, it also reflects a sense of loss, in O'Reilly's case of the shattering of
the myth of Christendom and of its representative institutions, the Church and the
Monarchy, of the organic and cohesive society his imagination clearly hankers for.
In its stead O'Reilly constructs his own personal order, and the extravagance of its
representation, evident in Moondyne as well as the poems, reflects the intensity of
its emotional claims on him and the claims he wishes to press on his readers insisting
within an apparent context of realism upon "pure and polar concepts of darkness
and light, salvation and damnation"ll - concepts which lead at times to cliche and
stereotype. Characters like the boy who is made King of the Vasse, the rebel convicts,
the imprisoned Aborigines who attempt to escape from Rottnest, Moondyne, defiant
convict, rich philanthropist and social reformer, all exist not so much in themselves
but as representations of actual people but seem to live at a point of interaction
between primal forces and desires and the meaning of their stories has to be found
in the clash of these forces. But this clash can also be seen as part of a larger struggle
to restore the old order. The Aboriginal King who blesses the young white settler
with the sacred pearl, his symbol of office, is clearly a figure from an idealised past,
part priest and part King, a figure belonging to the romanticised medievalism of
a beleaguered Catholic imagination, feverish with loss:
Land as the sunbeams kissed it, from the dead
The dusk King looked, and o'er his snowy head
With both long hands he raised the enthroned gem,
And turned him towards the strangers, 'e'en on them
Before the lovely thing in awe did fall
To see that worship deep and mystical,
That King with upraised god, like rev'rent priest
With elevated host at Christian feast. (p.691)

The gestures here point beyond this world, just as the language is not content to
describe and record but pushes to evoke more and more fantastic possibilities,
making the scene a kind of symbol, charged with indescribable intensity of
significance, a new world of the spirit.
Nor is this pressure entirely innocent. The exile's experience touches on what
Romantic and Enlightenment thought alike tend to reject or ignore, "the
untranscendable, inexpungeable paradox of being, its embedded ness in the 'mystery
of evil,' 'the power of blackness' ".12 O'Reilly's pious rhetoric and the religious
trappings of his imagery cannot altogether do away with a fascination with this
mystery and this power. The poem, "The Amber Whale", for instance, echoes
Melville's Moby Dick not only in its subject matter but also in the sense it generates
that the sacred is determined not by virtue but by terror. Moreover, this is a power
which belongs to the individual, the hero of defiance like Moondyne, rather than
to society.
If Moondyne can be read as a fantasy of power, it is also important to be aware
of this underlying note of panic, here and in O'Reilly's work in general. Somehow
ill-at-ease with the task of representation, his imagination seems haunted by a sense
of the strangeness of the reality, place, of the new world which confronts him with
an experience of a namelessness which is menacing rather than innocent. Since no
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social order exists to contain it, violence seems to be the only law. In the poem,
"The Monster Diamond", for instance, a man discovers a splendid jewel, only to
be brutally murdered by his mate who is then driven mad, not so much by remorse
as by fear of suffering the same fate. The final punitive irony directed against the
murderer after he is dead - the discovery that what he killed for was not after
all a diamond but only a lump of quartz - completes the sense of a world out
of human control.
O'Reilly's imagination, then, has nowhere to go in this world. Yet at the same
time it is shadowed by anxiety at the loss of a sense of a moral order, an order
which it nevertheless continutes to hunger for. Tragedy is about insight and
illumination and comedy about deafness and problems of communication, but the
melodramatic imagination questions the code of social relations itself. It must remain
mute about them l3 and create its own alternative world. Consequently it lacks a
real sense of limit, of any authority outside the self. What remain are feelings of
guilt, defined as feeling responsible for not being responsible, an essential component
of the symbolism of evil. 14
Personal desire is the only source of order. Unable to discover a place in a
community because he is unable to find a community to match his desire, O'Reilly's
imagination seeks freedom and power by an act of the will, willing to be himself,
living in the weird irreality of the pariah who chooses isolation as his goal, substituting
warmth for light and the wiII to power for actual power. IS The individual is set over
against society and nature, and the world is rejected in favour of fantasy. So the
stage is set for the politics of personality, of created charisma, which remains potent
to this day in Western Australia with its millionaires, father-figure politicians and
sporting heroes. The stage is also set for the melodramatic scenario of a long-running
battle between the forces of good and evil, the scenario which still preoccupies the
popular imagination today, ably abetted by the mass media.
O'Reilly's imagination, it is true, differs on one important point, in his interest
in and sympathy for the Aborigines. He does not see them as they actually were,
of course, but describes them as if they were Polynesians, the "noble savages" of
literary imagination, and his descriptions of their ceremonies were also coloured by
Celtic mysticism. In this sense, ideology governed his perception as it did most
settlers'. But what is unusual is that his ideology which owed so much to his own
sufferings as a prisoner drew him towards the Aborigines, with the affinity of the
persecuted for one another or perhaps because their strangeness corresponded to
the strangeness of his desires. For whatever reason, he seems to have seen more
of them and to have been more sympathetic to them than most of his contemporaries.
The description of the ring of trees where the dead are buried in "The King of the
Vasse" (p.709), for instance, echoes the French explorer Peron's description in 1801
of a similar ring of trees beside the Vasse River near Geographe Bay.16 Similarly,
"The Dukite Snake" may owe something to Aboriginal mythology, the snake in the
poem being an equal player with human beings in a game not just of life and death
but also of good and evil. In most other respects, however, O'ReilIy's world-view
has a curious affinity with a dominant strdin in our contemporary experience, the
strain, namely, in which "reality" gives way before the force of desire and life becomes
an aesthetic condition. When the solid ground of common values and traditional
behaviour dissolves and feeling becomes a substitute for thought and action, the
world may become a place of irreality.
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DENNIS SCHOFIELD

untitled
In any case, conceived accidentally
there was no harm in getting to know her,
she'd be dead soon in another story.

Looking for a safe critical space
he
gender deliberate
wrote: look up through the tyrannising gold
hair above the dashboard
windscreen
and moon
'I must be drunk'
says
and Jesus
to have let him this time no condom no pill no
just so delicious at first
in underage high-life lips
his sweaty fingers searching
your own hand
now this
with your black windcheater deranged into a choker
at your armpits and skirt
rent open at you
slapping at you
wrenching
between
your thighs
- and wide white eyed, you cry ...
And so why shouldn't I make you drunker
as a consequence
observing
critically
it's all over
ten minutes
stoically
lurching about
on his arm fandangoing the treacherous sand and cleft dune
and sprawling weak-kneed and his mates squeal when he tugs
the skirt
above your head
fingers deep
- you kick him off without aim and curl weightless flailing
at the tidemark with a crack
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you wake,
bruised, and more than your head split wide
teeth
lesions hickying your neck and blue thighs and chapped
brittle
you can not walk.
In
While you search
for clothes
tearing fingernails
the sand
his mates, your steady
they laugh:
- you dropped him. Laughed, in hilarity.
You cried for a month
and you have never told anyone,
no-one till your new boyfriend,
such a drunken slut you were;
and what did he think?
about your guilt?

In any case, it was a year ago, a child thing,
and past despising yourself or wanting to die.
Though it still does hurt.
Much as he expects it would. Only as he expects it would.
Though he never has asked himself just why
till now
he wrote about you there,
or why you went
on that beach,
or even, finally, what he had wanted you to say
for him,
in some other one's voice.

And why in the end shouldn't she turn on me
to strip me of distance to stare down more
then merely critical face.
She will name herself, and walk away.
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DENNIS SCHOFIELD

On some sunny breakfasts in
the kitchen,
when even quick-crosswords got stuck for verbs here
sitting with milk tea, we had argued
with affection, watching all the best words
tUb-thumping, finger-drubbing on the bruised
blond pine in the morning sunshine ...
Memories, like timidly Brechtian
theatres like worlds contracted up inside
shy selves, are to be let out on fine days .
. . . the budgies singing louder, larger tunes
each drenching restive rise of the sun spills
litres of crisp
light from the kitchen sink
on the lino across the white space, fills
the utter, dreadful quiet of it,
not even dripping.
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PAUL HETHERINGTON

The Letter
On the table an open magazine,
Beethoven's first symphony on the radio,
your letter face-down on the floor
where it skidded in the fan's cool air,
dishes strewn across sink and bench,
a shirt crumpled on a chair,
and the past a once-familiar face
staring through the window.
And neither turning up the radio
nor stacking dishes distracts
from your letter's hauling in
spat-out words that tear and nag,
dragging our five-years-ago love back
like a fisherman dragging a snag,
pulling muck and tangled weeds
through a hundred feet of clear water.
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PAUL HETHERINGTON

Finding Loneliness
Finding loneliness is easy:
you just step out onto the grassy knoll
that is absence from home-life,
from family. Around you
is a turbulent landscape
of bare mountains and jutting
tors, a piercing wind
and an insistent absence of voices.
Then you half-climb, half-fall
down the steep side of the knoll
away from memories which tell you
what you are, away from
possessions: child's toys,
clothes in your wardrobe, your keys,
away from arguments with the milkman,
notes to the insurance company
and pieces of toast gone cold.
You step into an unencumbered self
away from dreams and misgivings.
Above you clouds swirl and gather
and below, across a pathless terrain,
a thin stream falls to a grey valley.
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GLYN PARRY

Across the Tracks
The old man has died. It is mid-morning, and the police car and ambulance parked
outside draw curious glances. Susan McKeich is hoping it will soon be over, the
body part at least.
If she enters the room again she will only be in the way. Better to stay out of
it, to allow them to get on with whatever they do. She cannot imagine what they
are doing now. They have told her nothing, simply sought information. And she
has already told them everything she knows. About the old man, that is.
She sits on the edge of the old armchair and waits. It is a struggle; her nerves
are all over the place. White bone shows through the skin covering her knuckles.
In her thoughts she is again raining blows upon the frail torso, begging life to return.
No pulse. Pupils frozen. Frantic fingers rushing to sow life where only death remains.
Triple zero. Gone. The rich, black coffee is a dull ache passing through the joints.
She can hear their hollow voices along the passage, vague in the madness. Police
work now. Strong sunlight pours through the open front door and gives her a
headache. They need it open, she assumes. No-one ever died before. To them it must
be routine. She is shattered, unable to smooth out the blind panic of the last few
minutes. Her hands are shaking. In the mirror she sees only the dishevelled hair,
the lost face of a child.
Susan McKeich has known the old man for some time. He is one of her regulars.
She is his 'special.' Or was. Once a week they consumed their lust together, a clumsy
union of flesh and drama. And afterwards, coffee. It seems obscene to be drinking
coffee now, but it is what she needs.
She knew so little about him. Old man, old suit. One day he was there, the tall,
thin figure so softly spoken. No name. No past. Only ... once she found him standing
on the station platform, looking upward, the slash of the wasteland splitting above
them: huge turbines clawing at strangled knots of sky. Technology frightened him,
that much she knew. Like so many others, he lived on the edge of the present. When
he saw her he smiled. He was alone, of course. She half-expected to find him later,
on her doorstep, but no, he must have taken the train into the city.
She knows there will be more questions, visits more often. They may even close
her down. Move her on. She has already decided she will go, if it comes to that.
New suburb, new ads. It's the building up of trade she hates the most. She despises
his death already.
Across the street another suburban train slowly pulls out of the station,
southbound. She can see the faces pressed against the morning, hear the warning
bells further up the line. It is a day for clanging bells, for diesel fumes drifting across
the tracks, for insects to click their wings in the hot, still air, their frenzied signals
carried abroad. The old man is dead. She does not know what will happen next.
Had she ever been in one before? Yes ... once. How did he think she came to
this country in the firsfpplace? It was then that she learned of his distrust for planes.
A hangover from the war, he said. She only remembers now because he usually
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said so little. There are boats, he said. She remembers laughing, then feeling almost
ashamed. Yes, she lied, there are boats. Just a simple old fool, she muses. Harmless,
until now.
Her headache is pounding. She must get up. Another coffee, at least. In the kitchen
she uses the bench for support, shrugs off another panadol. They have asked her
not to leave the house just yet. It can only mean trouble, although she knows they
know it was an accident. They are a worry, though. The police. They never give
anything away unless they have to. The younger cop has already taken it upon himself
to search her own room, sifted through the few precious things remaining to her.
Clean, she knows. Just then she could hear him rummaging about in the children's
room. Now he has stopped. Steam dances from the open-mouth of the electric jug.
She reaches up for the coffee once more.
They have finished ... almost. More questions while the others wheel the body
along the passage. She dare not look. There is nothing more to see, however. They
sit facing each other, Ms McKeich and the senior officer. Where did he come from,
the old man? Hard to tell. She believes he lived locally. Across the tracks, maybe.
She has seen him around. In Coles. Off trains. At the park. No ... not one of the
raincoat brigade. A loner, perhaps. Who knows? He was polite. A gentleman. She
is feeling weary. They have their body. They have their statement. She feels vulnerable
beneath his gaze, pulls her housecoat tight. She knows he has been staring. She
should be used to the attention by now, but sometimes strange fears grip her. No
further questions. They'll keep her informed, he says, leaving. She knows they will.
The old man is dead. At last the ambulance is driving the body away. It is just
after ten-thirty and Susan McKeich is shutting out the rest of the morning. Along
her fence a small lizard suns itself, then is gone.
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MARION CAMPBELL

Not Being Miriam
The hangers are hooked away from Elsie. Here's the set of wooden ones with their
knitted coats still on, survivors from her primary school days when coats were knitted
for everything - hot water bottles, tea pots, the little red maid with the holes in
her head which was the ironing water bottle, and the family dog. He has quite an
army of trousers, navy serge and grey flannel mainly. Why he keeps them all, heaven
knows. Some of them date from way back when cuffs were in fashion but they all
have the razor sharp pleat. He insists on that. Meticulous is Roger. His lip sits like
a satisfied worm in the shadow of his nose, waiting to curl. His sarcasm! She gives
him the chance often enough.
The hooks slide along smoothly. She's done it so many times that the metal is
polished. There she is. There's Miriam. Her black eyebrows are arched as if the
universe owes her something. Roger had the photo blown up poster size. There's
like a breath of rouge sitting on the dusky cheek bone. The way he's never let up
on the skin she had. Wouldn't hold a candle to Miriam, he said about Bess next
door. Ogles her enough but. No, that one's starting to get that weathered Australian
look already, he said. But Miriam had the finest skin, not a flaw, not a single flaw.
Always says everything about Miriam twice. He still puts the entry in the In
Memorium column every year. And the wedding photo with the veil foaming all
around her, he keeps that one on the dressing table.
The scissors are in Elsie's hand. This time she has parted the trousers with a
purpose. The scissor blade caresses, tracing out spiral lacerations on the glossy skin
of the poster. It doesn't break the surface.
Your untimely passing dearest Miriam
Put Roger's mind into delirium
Though later, with the years
A harsh sun dried his tears
And he's made his home with another
Deep at heart, he's still your lover
That's to a word, the notice as it has appeared each anniversary for the past years,
at least ever since she discovered the letter he was sending to the paper. It was funny
how quick she was when it came to reading that one. How suddenly, that's what
she was: another. And he's made his home with another. And Roger talking about
himself like that: he. Well. Now the scissor traces spiral lacerations on the skin of
the photo, on the skin of how she looked. Actually her lips were quite thin - they
make a straight line. As an old woman, she probably would've got a profile like
Punch, nose jutting down to the up-thrusting chin. She wouldn't have looked so
regular featured then.
But here's Elsie with the breakfast scraps again, her foot on the lever to pop up
the bin lid, scraping off the bacon rind and egg smear and the cereal bits left in
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a soggy soak at the bottom of the bowls, mopping up the milk puddles from under
the toaster cord, picking up the shoes they shook off under the table last night. She
sinks onto a stool. What's the use, there's nowhere to stack the dishes anyhow. All
the appliances that Roger gets on discount and seem to be jinxed from the word
go, that's what takes all the space. There's the juicer and blender, the kitchen whizz
and the soda-pop machine and the jaffa maker and the electric can-opener and the
sandwich toaster and the greased up micro-wave and the vertical grill. Or did they
all fall off the back of lorries too? She never really knows with Roger. Still, he does
try to please her with these things. He's not like that with Kevie. He even reported
him to the cops for taking the Cobra for a spin before he passed his code. And
do you think Roger was willing to go with him to read out the test? Kevie still has
a thing with the reading like his poor old Mum. Roger help him? No, not on your
life he wouldn't. So there's Kevie still riding the old bike to the surgical bed factory
in O'Connor. He won't cut much of a picture with the girls; they expect the boys
to at least have a licence. And all the kids have the cars done up with mag wheels
and fenders and chrome plated exhaust pipes and the baked enamel repaint jobs
these days, that's what poor Kevie says. But do you think he's got any sympathy
out of Roger?
The dent in the side of the micro-wave, that's when he pushed Kevie out of the
way when he asked him for a five dollar loan till pay day. Well, he got his reply
straight away, a lump on the back of the head. Whereas Julie's all right for the
moment, for as long as she's Daddy's Little Girl. You've got your Dad's brains, haven't
you Jules, he says. Oh yes, nothing but the best secretarial college for Daddy's Girl.
That's what he's decided he wants for her. As long as she accepts that and as long
as she keeps away from the boys, she'll be all right. He's already put a lock on the
phone: she's not running up my bill for boys, he said.
The handles of the jaffle iron are kaput too. That's from when he threw it at Elsie
for asking what the pink cardigan with the pearl buttons was doing in the back
of the car; that was the time he was hot on Ruby.
Be careful Else, she says. Don't go back into the bedroom. Do without the Miriam
session. Don't go to his wardrobe. Don't part the trousers, don't look at her, don't
pick up the scissors. But the other voices crowd in: Let them see what it's like when
the work isn't done, with milk puddles under the toaster cord and the soggy flakes
in bowls and the shoes under the table and the bits of nibbled toast that missed
the tidy and the washing and the beds and the vacuuming and the shopping ...
A bit of the old sherry, why not, it's rare enough she has a drop and a mogadon,
that'll take away the panic. Play some music, let the mind wander off. That can't
do any harm. You've got to fix yourself up a bit old Else, she says to the face in
the mirror backing of the drinks cabinet, get yourself a perm, what about a blonde
rinse this time?
Maybe even the Organ Demonstrator will be there at Garden City, the lights above
him like dandelions blowing out the colour. Like an aerosol spray, sticky droplets
of pink and green light hanging in the air, reflections playing in his brilliantined
hair. There'll be the constant blaze of teeth shaped like ... That's what it was, like
the grill of one of those old Anglias. He trained his black eyes on the plant display
in front of him, rotating his smile through the half circle and back, never once looking
at the keys. What a smiler. He pulled out the percussion button. That was when
things really started to move. The brass. And then he did it. He smiled directly at
Elsie. She sagged at the knees but he was beckoning and patting the bench next
to him: Come and join me, m'lass, see what sounds this thing'll make for you. Eh?
Try some musical magic for once, no obligations! She hadn't felt obliged ... The
high gloss on the monsterias and phyllodendrons in front was all she could see then
but the feeling of his thigh pressing alongside hers! See, didn't know you could get
such a sound out've them fingers, did yer luv! There had been the money Mum
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left her, that at least was hers. Didn't prevent Roger flipping his lid, though. He
didn't like the idea of the five free follow-up lessons in your own home.
Since then at Garden City there's been the Staghorn Fern Society and the
Booragoon Ladies' China Painting Association and the Skate Board Champions
from the U.S. of A. and the Kung Fu Demonstrators and the Estonian Dancers
and the Match Stick Model Builders' Association and the Nativity Plays but never
Sammy Schulz the Organ Demonstrator with the music in him. Back she comes
all the way along Leach Highway on the 105 bus with her plastic K-Mart bags full
of compensation shopping.
Of course there are other photos of Miriam she could be looking at. There's the
one from the Raffles up in Singapore. He'd taken her there on the honeymoon. She's
standing, her face half in shadows, one knee slightly bent in the pencil skirt. Talk
about slim. Or there's the romantic one with the Spanish lace fan at a restaurant
somewhere. There's an open packet of cigarettes on the table and one long one
burning in the ashtray. You can tell she wasn't a serious smoker or she wouldn't
waste a good puff like that. That's why Roger has to switch the light out as soon
as he hits the mattress. He has had his peek at her just before and has to keep her
secure, right behind his eyes, so that it's all he sees as he moves in the dark towards
Elsie. Even that he's doing without these days. How she longs for a good cuddle.
Sex, well, his style, the quick poke, wham bam thank you ma'am, she's never cared
for but a real affectionate hug would go a long way.
The scissors trace a spiral laceration on the poster. Of course, it isn't a crime written
anywhere is it? Or would this rate as vandalism? Could he have her charged like
he tried to do with Kevie: It's not like public stuff, not like painting graffiti on bus
stops and that. And after all, it's only a photo. There should be a law against this,
anyhow, having the first wife hanging about everywhere. She can cut up the
photograph; she can try to do it like peeling an orange, all in one piece for good
luck. She can wear it like the bandages those mummies from Egypt have on. She
can get under the cover with the picture of Her face wrapped around another's
features. Just to bring him to his senses.
When he stoops to kiss his sleeping beauty Miriam, he'll find something else. She
laughs a raw laugh. Silly bitch! The dressing table mirror holds her smile as she
turns. Now she's unpeeling Miriam: this'll give Else a cosmetic job all right. She
can swallow the cocktail and dream awhile. What was it she put in the sherry now?
Was it valium or librium or sere pax or mogadon? Not to worry, she'll give him the
bleedin lazy fat cow under the skin he so admires. How's this for packaging, Rodger Dod-ger? This is really somethin Else. She gurgles at her joke.
Who cares anyhow? Who spoke one word to her this morning? He's made his
home with another. Oh yes. Does he even give her a peck on the cheek these days?
Does he give her one kind word? Even Kevie's stopped talking. He's got so moody
since that car business. And then Julie comes to breakfast with her Walkman headset
on.
Who has a word for Elsie then?
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DOROTHY HEWETT

remembering ...
spring and summer
I have lived in this house
where wattle birds
squabble
cracking seed pods
open in the heat
at night the branches scrape
across the bull-nosed verandah
before the first light
the white clematis
breaks open like a star
the white corellas
with cold cries
make for the ranges
as the days pile up
I sink into the silence
the iron roof creaks
the native birds the dry leaves
finger brushing the walls
the wind at nine pm
springs up across the harbour
everything speaks
with the old language
of childhood
everything's familiar
when morning breaks
a honeyeater swings
like an acrobat
shaking the bough
outside my window
the calling doves
echo each other
aching with time
in a fall of water . . .
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and I remember
five years old
tender with love
and toothache
and oil of cloves
in a muslin dress
scattered with blue roses
walking hand in hand
with my handsome father
through the jarrah grove
in a lost land
to see The Desert Song.
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JOYCE PARKES

Miner miens
A grit, with strands of
green, light against the
ore. Iron's jorum waters
seem to move, the hills
were here in ample floors.
Paths and airstrips stretch
to re-align winding roads
on islands' compound mines,
making tracts a hive of
saline boroughs, where
the land of sand and stone
softly motions miner's cup.
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CLIFF GILLAM

Hesperian Varieties:
New Western Australia Drama
at the 1988 Festival of Perth
For many years it has been part of the ambience of the Festival of Perth (though
probably not a part that the organisers would want to include in any marketing
package), for one to stumble across a clutch of local literary hopefuls grumbling
into their post-show drinks about the dearth of opportunity provided during the
annual culture binge for the exposure of their works.
The complaint has been not altogether unwarranted, for despite an occasional
exception to the rule, the Festival has not gone out of its way to solicit work from
Western Australian dramatists. Generally, the practice has been to invite the local
companies to mount a Festival production, and decisions about the plays themselves
have been left to the theatre managements - the proper objects, in the final analysis,
of the dudgeon of the writers.
It is a measure then, of the growing confidence of local theatre managements
in the local dramatic product that the 1988 Festival included by far the greatest
proportion of new Western Australian dramatic writing in its history, rather than
deliberate change in policy by that august body, the Board of the Festival of Perth.
No less than six new plays that can fairly be claimed as new Western Australian
drama premiered at the Festival this year. Of these, two were by writers already
well-established at a national level, two by 'expatriate' novices, and two by writers
who have had a long and intimate connection with the world of Perth theatre, but
who are just beginning at the serious business of making plays. Interestingly, two
(in a different combination) were also working journalists. This variety in authorship
was inevitably reflected in the variety of styles, themes and settings of the plays
themselves, but it is notable that four of the six dealt directly with 'this country
looking westward to the setting sun', as Stirling once called it, in the sense that the
authors set their characters moving in local landscapes, and addressed in ways at
once parochial and universal the conundrum of "who we are".
The two exceptions to this 'rule of place' were Phil Thompson's Want ok, a
monodrama based in Thompson's experiences as part of a two-man theatre troupe
travelling in some of the wilder regions of New Guinea some years ago, and Dorothy
Hewett's The Rising of Pete Marsh, set for practical purposes in Roman and
contemporary Britain, but aiming for its 'spirit of place' at the village floating in
the electronic aether that McLuhan called 'global.'
The peculiarly personal nature of Phil Thompson's piece is such that it lies outside
the scope of my concern in this essay. While The Rising of Pete Marsh also excludes
itself from my principal focus, the imaging of the West (in the parochial sense) that
is to be found in the other four works, I will return to it later, for it too is an 'image
of the West', if on a global scale, and it comes from the pen of a writer whose Man
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From Mukinupin remains, in my view, the one play which manages to capture
something peculiarly 'here', of this place, while yet transcending its locale in
addressing its rich themes of reconciliation and celebration. In any case, one feels
obligated to address any new work by one of our pre-eminent dramatists.
The four works I am principally concerned with then are Jennifer Rogers' Jigsaws,
which had its world premier at the Hole-in-the-Wall Theatre, JackDavis' Barungin,
premiered at the Playhouse, David Britton's Save Suvla Street, premiered in the
courtyard of the Fremantle Arts Centre, and the "horror musical", Terror Australis,
a Youth Theatre production premiered at the old Astor Theatre in Mt Lawley.
Though all share the feature of being set in Western Australia, the plays exhibit
a remarkable variety of styles, ranging from contemporary comedy of manners to
political drama, monodrama and Grand Guignol melodrama, but for all their
differences (and they are many) all are in one way or another rooted in the past.
Not one of the plays is an historical drama in any conventional sense - indeed
all superficially seem wedded to this present moment. In Barungin this
contemporaneity had a powerful political point, when in a poignant and moving
final scene a roll of the names of Aboriginals who have died in police custody is
recited over the grave of yet another victim. The last name on the roll had been
alive a matter of weeks before the play opened. But throughout the play, slides
showing Aboriginal people in chains, images sliding back through decades of
oppression, remind the audience that black anger and outrage have their roots in
a history of white violence, and that the Aboriginal family at the centre of the play
has been shaped by an inheritance of grief.
In Jennifer Rogers' Jigsaws, the past is also invoked as the problem of inheritance,
but here not as the inescapable weight of a collective tragedy. Rogers is concerned
with the personal dimension, a pressure of the past exerted by the parents and
grandparents who confound the contemporary desire and impulses of their children
with the invocation of their 'experience'; who mould, are rejected and re-embraced,
and with whom, finally, accommodation must be made.

Left to Right: Sally Sanders, Leith Taylor, Ros Barr and Lucinda Amour.
Courtesy of the Hole in the Wall1heatre.
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The past is personal too for Hilda Armitage, the old lady fighting to save her
home from the developers' bulldozers in David Britton's Save Suvla Street. Hilda
remembers the past, she cherishes it, and can conjure it up in vivid and immediate
detail simply by taking the lid off one of the many jars in which she has stored
the smells which trigger intense memory. But Britton does not allow us to mistake
her resp~ct for the past as a retreat into nostalgia, an evasion of the present. In her
determined fight, to 'save Suvla Street', in her loving relationship with her grandson,
even in the pain of betrayal by her daughter and son-in-law, she is very much alive,
in and of the present. Britton's thesis is that it is necessary to value the past in order
to live with decency in the present, but his play makes the point with a degree of
delicacy and subtlety which belies my bald statement of it.
The rape of our heritage by the seekers of the fast buck is no doubt a contemporary
issue, but it arises from the need to come to terms with our own inheritance as a
community, to understand, assimilate and be enriched by our history. In this sense,
Britton's delightful little play reaches further into our collective psyche, in my view
than do either Barungin or Jigsaws. His Hilda Armitage (beautifully played by Laura
Black) is a marvellously observed character, a working class battler with a ready
wit, and a generous and indomitable spirit. Britton's keen ear for the varieties of
the Australian idiom, and even its subtle Western variants, brings both her and the
characters she enacts for us (the upwardly mobile daughter and son-in-law, the
disaffected and disillusioned grandson, the beloved emphysemic husband, the crass
and greedy land-developer) to vivid life. The 'shaping conceit' of Save Suvla Street,
Hilda's collection of smells injars, which stimulate her recollections and reminiscence,
proves an excellent device by which to explore the major theme of the play. If there
is a weakness in the writing, it is in those moments when Britton allows the intensity
of Hilda's memories to overtake her, and signifies this by moving to an idiom more
'poetic'. Unfortunately, the diction in these short sequences is simply not compatible

Left: Lucinda Amour tmd Right: Sally Sanders in Jigsaws.
Courtesy of the Hole in the Wall Theatre.
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with our sense of Hilda - and neither, (which might have made a difference), is
it very good poetry.
The quality of the dialogue, a sensitivity to the rhythms of contemporary
Australian English, together with the editing skills which give concision and 'bite'
also distinguishes Jennifer Rogers' first play, Jigsaws. It is perhaps Rogers' and
Britton's familiarity with the savagery of the sub-editorial pencil which has
contributed to the surprisingly 'lean' quality of their work, in contrast to the
frequently 'overwritten' character of new plays by dramatists without the benefit of
journalistic experience. In other respects though, the plays have little in common.
Rogers' play was written specifically to provide greater opportunity for Perth's
leading female actors to 'strut their stuff, and focusses on the idea of 'sisterhood'
as expressed through and distorted by the vagaries of kinship - mothers, sisters,
grandmothers, and aunts, and extended to include lovers. The motive force of the
plot is young Alex's decision to live with another woman. The action revolves around
the impact of this decision on the women in her family - her authoritarian matriarch
of a mother, recently divorced and determinedly heterosexual aunt, conservative and
house-bound sister, and an ageing grandmother whose tolerance and compassion
survive a crisis of personal despair to provide a healing strength for all.
While not at all strident in its feminist politics, Jigsaws does attempt to explore
the difficult terrain of female solidarity without falsifying (despite the exclusion of
any male characters) the context of family, societal mores and heterosexual
relationship in which such solidarity is built. The play notes the force of familial
inheritance and the pressures of sibling rivalry which distort the underlying bond
of gender and does not attempt to impose a resolution which would rationalise away
this distortion.
And Rogers' handling of what is in essence a 'comedy of contemporary female
manners' is undeniably skilled and witty. Jenny McNae's excellent production, and
the justification of Rogers' faith in their talents evidenced in the finely executed
performances delivered by a cast of Perth's finest female actors, made for an engaging
night in the theatre. But the play is in the end somewhat brittle and insubstantial.
The limitation of the piece to a single middle class family, able to indulge their
neuroses and tease out their preoccupations to crisis by virtue of the spaces created
by their comfortable affiuence, reduces its impact, and denies opportunity for the
emergence of larger resonances we might expect from its thematic concerns with
feminism in the context of familial inheritance. The play has the blinkered quality
of many another contemporary comedy of manners, and for all the recognisable
features of middle class suburban life a la 'the West' (Christmas gatherings in the
heat etc.) the people of this play are the international interchangeable bourgeoisie
- we might be in Neutral Bay, in South Yarra, in Chelsea or Oakland as well as
the western suburbs of Perth. If the accents differ slightly, the frames of reference
overlap and cossetted self-preoccupation remains the norm.
Of necessity, Jack Davis has a rather different frame of reference, one which he
has employed in his previous works to jolt the complacency of the kind of audience
Jigsaws will certainly find. In The Dreamers and No Sugar, Davis explored with
both anger and compassion the realities of Aboriginal experience in Australia, and
presented an image of fringe-dwelling family life shaped by kinship ties and a history
of oppression and SUbjugation which has won international recognition for its
humanity and power. In the context of his previous successes, and given advance
publicity that a newly commissioned work would complete a trilogy, Barungin (Smell
The Wind) was eagerly awaited.
Unfortunately, and despite moments of genuine dramatic power, Barungin
disappointed expectation. I understand that the work went into production even
though the basic script was incomplete, and that much of the work of shaping it
into a 'free-standing' play was complicated by the fact that the new material to be
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Barungin in Rehearsal. Franklyn Nannup and Dorothy Collard.
Courtesy of the WA Theatre Company.

incorporated into the performance of the plays as a trilogy in Melbourne later this
year had to be added to to meet the requirements of a full length premier of the
work for the Festival of Perth. Despite the best dramaturgical efforts of Andrew
Ross, the director and collaborator on previous works to whom Davis himself has
given much of the credit for their success, Barungin, as first played, revealed all too
clearly the effects of pressure of time and contradictory practical constraints on the
integrity of the piece in its own right.
Davis's skills in presenting, without apology, and with deep sympathy, the pressure
of alcohol and the disalignment of cultural values which have led to an uneasy
inhabitation of the twilit world of welfare dependency and petty criminality for many
Aboriginal families are evident in the first half of Barungin, and in the first night
presentation I saw, it was clear that his skills in conveying, through humour, the
strength which sustains existence and survival in such circumstances had developed
further. But, in terms of dramatic development, much of the first half was aimless
and unfocussed, bearing no direct and immediate relationship to the action and
themes of the second half, in which the issue of Aboriginal deaths in custody is taken
up in earnest as both <;,C.mcrete evidence for continuing oppression and metaphor
for the meaning of the dispossession which is the inheritance of the Aboriginal people.
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In an effort to provide structural coherence, director Andrew Ross chose to
emphasise the linking device of images of Aboriginal people incarcerated, drawn
from the archives as contrapuntal significators to the contemporary stage action
throughout the play; but in the first half, these seem crudely imposed upon the
domestic drama. While they had more immediacy and point given the change in
focus of the action in the second half, during which the Wallitch family endures
in personal terms the horror of the death of a loved one imprisoned on minor charges
(and, the implication is, as much for being Aboriginal as for being an offender),
the sheer speed with which events rushed to their climax, and the lack of attention
to the development of characters beyond their purely functional roles in the unfolding
of the plot, made the images seem crude overstatements of the political (and racial)
point.
In short, Barungin (Smell the Wind) failed both as political drama and as domestic
drama because it tried to be both at once. If the play failed, it was not because the
two stylistic foci could not be integrated, but rather because they had not yet been
integrated. The work seemed, in its opening performance, to reveal an uncertainty
about its own intentions. I hope (and I have since been informed that it is indeed
the case) that much more work will be done on refining the script in ways which
are relevant to the integration of the details of domestic life with the political
dimensions of the piece, for despite its faults, Barungin held some promise that it
might eventually realise its ambition, and bring together, in the crucible of
performance, that combination of insight into the detail of human experience and
that understanding of the wider context of history from which the experience of
the here-and-now evolves and is shaped which characterises the work of great
dramatists - those whose work challenges and transforms.
If a confusion of styles and a failure to integrate them can be said to have been
a major fault of Barungin, one has to define the terms of failure differently for the
Youth Theatre production Terror Australis, for in this case, a positive plethora of
styles, and a determination to work on the principle that a farrago is to be preferred
to unity any time seems to have been the deliberate policy of the team of 'authors'

Barungin hy Jack Davis: Left to Right - Franklyn Nannup. John Moore. Kalten Pell. (Back) Robbi
Henry. Dorothy Collard. Aaron Henry. Ted Hill and Lynette Nark/e.
Courtesy of the WA Theatre Company.
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claiming responsibility for it. Whether the policy was a wise one is a matter of
judgement. It must be recognised that the team of Gary and Louise Hodge and
Liz and Robin Pascoe, writing for the Youth Theatre Company, began with certain
inescapable constraints in the matter of the style of the piece, in that they were
consciously writing a piece which would give the opportunity for a very large number
of senior high school participants in special drama courses to perform in a celebratory
Festival piece.
Whether such practical considerations justify the outcome realised is another
question - the inclusion of a spoof on Enid Blyton-style adventure stories,
'naturalistic' presentation of contemporary Australian high school aged kids, musical
comedy routines, surrealistic evocations of the past, heavy-handed and rather
jumbled 'mythic' parallels, and 'black-light' theatricality, hardly makes for a coherent
evening's entertainment, even if the theatrical tricks and the appeals to postpubescent peer group prejudices keep your high school audience happy. The core
ideas, such as the collision between European sensibilities and 'Australian'
egalitarianism, the dark and murderous side of the history of gold rushes, the
metaphor of the deep mines as conduits to the roots of narrative in myth, are all
good ideas in their own right. Beneath each of these ideas lies a deeper connecting
thread of the idea of the presence of the past as a shaping element in the present,
and certainly, in focussing on the Goldfields as a metaphor for the anarchic energies
underlying our entrepreneurial successes and bourgeois satisfactions in the 'State
of Excitement' the Hodges' and Pascoes' were on to a good thing. But no matter
how many interesting kinds of dried fruit you include, its the baking makes the real
plum pudding, and in my view, Terror Australis was less than half-baked. Above
all, I found it distressing that so many good ideas should have been traded in on
the creation of what ended up being largely an up-market ride through the Ghost
House at the Royal Show. The kids for whom this show was intended deserve
something better.
Which brings us to The Rising of Pete Marsh. I'm not sure what our deserts are
when it comes to Dorothy Hewett - after all, two of her best works for the stage
are still banned by order of law in this State. Nonetheless, the generosity of spirit
and quality of mind and heart which created The Man From Mukinupin is certainly
not capable of vengefully imposing pap upon us as retribution for the sins of some.
And nor has Dorothy Hewett very often allowed a patently unfinished work to be
given public performance. There have been mis-conceived works before - witness
the disastrous Pandora s Cross, nowadays (and from all accounts thankfully) sunk
from view or any possibility of revival. So I think we must view The Rising of Pete
Marsh as one of those writerly indiscreations which Hewett will either bury forever,
or go at again with a strong sense of the need to begin almost from square one.
This is not to say the piece lacks all redeeming virtue. Like Terror Australis, The
Rising of Pete Marsh is full of clever and bold ideas - unfortunately, and again
like Terror Australis, the multitude of ideas is delivered in such haphazard and
undigested form that the result can only be confusion at best, and boredom and
disdain at worst.
The surreal plot-line, involving the resurrection in contemporary England of a
'failed' and ritually murdered druid, attempts to draw together a number of points
about power, in terms not only political and scientific, but also ecclesiastic and to
allegorize the fate of Pete Marsh (sexually anarchic and spiritually pure) in both
his lives as the victim of the corrupting lust for power of those who would make
him over into their image of man. At least, I think that was what was going on,
but so disordered was the system of mUltiple parallelism of action and character,
and so various were the ideas being tossed around as the 'plot' creaked on, it is
impossible to be sure.
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What is sure is that in attempting to give theatrical shape to this ambitious work,
many of Hewett's surer instincts deserted her, and as a result the work frequently
became banal, offering incongruous and forced connections and some embarassingly
bathetic moments. I recall Geoffrey Gibbs standing over the perspex 'coffin' of his
renovated ancient Briton and reminding one of Karloff in the laboratory. Had the
parody been fully intended, one might have enjoyed the joke. But we were being
asked to take this image quite seriously, as making an important point about the
human risk attendant on the power these days bequeathed to the technocrats. The
altogether implausible liaison of 'greenies' and the I.R.A. and the involvement of
the decomposing Pete Marsh in an attempt to assassinate King Charles during his
coronation, which occupies much of the second half, seemed to me symptoms of
a failure of creative imagination on a grand scale and strong evidence for the
proposition that even the greatest writers can lose perspective. It is fortunate that
Dorothy Hewett's reputation is secure, and based in work of enduring power and
genuine vision, for had this been a first work by an unknown writer, it would never
have been put into rehearsal, let alone been given production.
If Pete Marsh was a major disappointment, and if some of the other new works
by Western Australian writers which featured in this year's Festival did not actually
'blaze in the firmament', we should nonetheless be grateful that so much new, and
so much holding great promise, should have been seen. The little triumph of Save
Suvla Street, the assurance and style of Jigsaws, and the genuine, if still raw power
of Barungin are all to be celebrated. From this work we have all learnt a little more
about ourselves and this corner of the wider world, and we have been encouraged
to explore the varieties of our common experience and the contiguity of our past
with our present, in the faith that from such exploration and its sensitive articulation
we will
' ... arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.'
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JOAN FOX

Story
This is the story of my life.
Put it off.
Keep putting it off. "Procrastinate" is too simple. Put it off until you've missed it.
Do things for other people. It will delay the moment when you have to do
something for yourself. They'll get tired of it. Tired of you. Tired of stirring a promise
they thought you showed, tired of prodding a talent you're probably the only one
knows doesn't exist. One can be facile. One can have facility. One can be easy. One
can be tired. One can be lazy. One can gaze out of the window at a sick tree and
wonder whether that tender growth is a bud or a dying leaf. One can work at a
set task, use references, admire people who haven't put it off, who have laid
themselves open to rejection or acceptance. To reject or to accept are affirmative.
To be ignored is negative. "Ignored" - not to know, to be ignorant of, to not know
about. "Savoir" - to know. "Savoir faire" - to know how to do. And I have now
used my first, second and third person.
We gave that tree some systemic powder and watered it in, in the dark. Perhaps,
if you're going to get at a system, you shouldn't try it in the dark. That tree, about
a year old, is not looking any better than it did before we tended it. By next summer,
when I'm not here, it should be tall enough to shade this old table from the early
morning sun. How do you guarantee growth? I gave it love and attention and was
proud of it; and now it's sickly. It has lost its integrity. It has dryness and greyness
and is curling up and shutting out the light from itself. Are those leaves curlingup-sick or curling-out-opening?
That's my talent tree. It, too, was young and promising and going to grow enough
to cast shadows so that between the shadows it illuminated where it grew. Rain
would nourish it, winds bend it, sun assert it. Talent is not chronologically defined.
It can be hidden beneath the ground of growing for years. Then one day it is exposed
and if it's strong enough it will put down roots, push aside its husk, reach tentative
shoots to the light, be nourished from its past, push out into a world which will
test its resilience, its survival. If it's not strong it will shrivel, crumble, dissolve in
the rains which could have strengthened it, wither in the sun which could have tested
it, would in the earth it could have drawn vigour from, disappear.
Shall I make that my talent tree? Shall I test myself in loneliness as that was tested
when it was taken from the shelter of its pot (root bound) and forced into the extent
of the ground beneath this window? It flourished, it grew, it was fed, it made beautiful
where it stood - for a little while. Now, it looks as if it might not survive, forced
north by the south wind, forced east by the wall, forced upward by optimistic
attention. No, it can't be my talent tree. My talent, if it ever existed, was never forced.
It was fed by the language it was born into, an environment of tolerance and books
and security, restricted by a wall of shyness over which it might spread tentative
young shoots, gentle hopes of blossoming. But it kept walls. It kept the wall of
conformity to hide behind, it kept its shelters. It expressed itself in answers, in letters,
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in essays, in study in reactions, in the comfort of the shade of others' walls. It
accommodated as it was moved from garden to garden. It did not want to grow
into the heat and the gales. It would not test itself. Be honest. I would not test it.
Initiative should have been mine. Systemic powder I had, water it in I did.
And now let's have a look at the tree outside my window - outside and close
up. The ground is moist, the trunk is strong, the roots seem firm, but so many brittle
leaves break when tested that it's a very sick tree. Rootbound in the pot. Perhaps
it was taken out too late. If I had taken my amorphous talent, my elusive talent,
my mysterious talent, my suspect talent, my well-beloved talent out of the pot, would
its roots have been in a little plastic net designed to direct its growth but in the event
choking it, stultifying it, hardening it, killing it? Too much protection, too much
kindness, too little exposure, who knows whether seed promise was even there.
Here is the once upon a time of my talent. "She has a way with words", "She
writes poetry", "By all accounts clever" (in a patronising reference). She sings, she
dances, she does well at anything she tries - up to a point. Then, if there's a threat
of exposure, a demand for assertion, a blow to be taken, who knows better than
I what she has done, does, will do?
I hide behind laughter those domestic attributes I might have cultivated to become
skills - cooking, sewing, housework. I make a virtue of a lack of application. I
exchange laziness under the guise of helplessness for the capability of exasperated
others. I justify not being good at anything by pretending I place no value on it.
I deny discipline by believing I'm too independent to be organized. First work, then
children, then study, then nothing, all walls for apathy to lean on. "Remember what
peace there may be in apathy." There is no peace in apathy. There is only apathy.
Believe it or not, this is subversion, what I am writing. I'm trying to undermine
a wall. I'm trying to scrape - make the first scratch at - a tunnel under the wall.
At my grandmotherly age I don't think I'm agile enough to climb it and fall down
the outside. If I tunnel a way out then I might stand up outside. Then, indeed, I
might try to climb the wall, and fall down on myself, a mingling of attack and
exfiltration which could give shape to that amorphous talent, or flatten it. Then
I could hang it up and peer through it and feel sorry for it and try to understand
where the powder went wrong, where I could have pruned it, shaped it, perhaps
saved it.
To this end I shall leave home. I shall do what I declaimed as my firm intention.
I shall isolate myself, look at my life and do what my son says I must, which is
write about it, truth or fiction. Memory is both. Or I shall write, as my daughter
has suggested, something of the female experience of learning and teaching in small
country schools. Or I shall do some family research which will enrich the history
of the common person, as my other son has believed I should. In his generosity,
in all their generosity, the aim is that I should not stagnate. Or I should write my
stories for children or dig out my poetry and do something about it or edit poems
I have collected from my students. I think I could go over that study by someone
very dear to me on cystic fibrosis in young adults so that it might be published for
a wider audience and wider understanding. That's what I'd like to do. But I know
perfectly well I'm back to where I've always been. I'm putting it off. I'm putting
off moving out of this old house (oh bold step when I sold it!), of driving my car
until I feel confident and safe in it again, of making the break, climbing the wall,
starting the tunnel, pushing the inertia out of my way.
If Maxine types those five poems and I send them off, what have I done? Scratched
the first scratch? Each was inspired, if that's the word, by something particular, a
night out, trees in a cyclone, a dog's death, a daughter's study, a noun congested
into a verb. If they're rejected, shall I try again? Shall I find what I've done and
see if it's acceptable, or shall I try something brand new, warts and all, as my son
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enjoins me? Those warts will be the hardest, because they are ingrowing. They have
words but want to go on hiding. I can take my tolerance to others, but should not
to a prohibition of acknowledgement which goes back to the vague fears and
discomforts of childhood. My childhood was secure. My parents, in their pain and
poverty, courage and gaiety, saw to that. What was insecure was what they did not
see, the vague troublings in male shapes which did not touch my innocence, did
not harm me I think. But then, I think, something did. Vulnerability is one thing,
the hauntingness of vulnerability another, made worse shadowed by ignorance and
dreams. What film and television are said to do today was done for me by my reading,
my songs, my impracticality, by the magic of words not matched with the reality
of the senses. Acquiescence was not apathy, nor was it the acceptance of new realities.
Things came to me. I did not go to them. Big things in my life are small to others.
When I slide behind the wheel of my car I feel of it as a venture, without the colouring
of ad-venture but with the tension of some decision of which I am not in control.
I start, I drive, I return, I enjoy the cocoon of the vehicle and an empty road, the
shapes of trees, the privacy of rain, the ghosts in a mist, the triumph of passing
another vehicle, either way, the victory of nonchalance when I have passengers. What
goes with a knock on the door, how shall I be trammelled by offering hospitality,
are my bones really brittle now, will alcohol be the ruin of me? I don't drink it,
but will it? Do I like physical comfort too much? I can answer that one. Yes, I do.
I'd go camping if I were sure I shouldn't get that pain low down. I'd go climbing
if I were sure I shouldn't slip or stumble. I still dive into deep-enough water because
once I'm launched I'm committed and water doesn't graze you or break you. I know
someone who can look the unforeseen in the eye and be cheerful. I try to foresee
everything. It's a daunting task.
Now I have to go. He's sold his house, he tells me, so he can move in here in
five weeks' time. Bless him, he's kind, he's my brother, he, too, lived in this place
from childhood to young adulthood, and I returned and lived here for another thirty
years.
Shall I be competent on my own? Shall I hide? Shall I put my roots down in
an indoor garden?
..- All experience is an arch wherethrough
Gleams that untravelled world ...".
I don't want a guided tour, but I should like company.
"Old age hath yet its honour and its toil."
God grant me toil. Honour can wait.
That is the story of my life.
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JULIE LEWIS

Spite
When I gave Dean's shetland wool pullover to the op. shop he said I did it out of
spite.
You knew I loved that sweater, he said.
It had shrunk, I said.
I was tempted to add - what were you planning to do with it seeing it no longer
fits?
I knew very well what he would have done with it. When you live with someone
for a while you get to know what they will do in certain circumstances. This can
be very boring, like walking over territory you are familiar with. There are no
surprises.
I knew Dean would have kept that sweater in the drawer with all his other jumpers
so that once a year he could pull it out and wear it for half an hour, then take it
off and say - with a sigh - that used to be a perfect fit. I'll have to get some
weight off. Then he would put it back in the drawer. But now, instead, each year
he will be able to say - I used to have a very nice Shetland sweater, only Mara
gave it away. She gave all my best things away. I would have liked to have worn
that sweater today.
When I was first married nearly ten years ago, I didn't expect to have a husband
for long. My mother was a war bride. You are technically a bride for the first year
of marriage, then you become a matron. She became a widow and a mother.
My grandmother was luckier. She had been married for five years and had three
children before my grandfather died of appendicitis. People always say history repeats
itself. It just didn't occur to me that I might lose a husband in any other way than
by death. You don't do you, when you are first married? When I told Dean of my
fears while we were still on our honeymoon he gave me a hug and told me not to
be morbid. He intended to live to be a hundred, he said. Eighty, at the very least.
One of my friends says that if you concentrate very hard you can make dreams
come true. I suppose you can also bring about calamities if you dwell on them often
enough.
The cracked pane had been mended with putty. You could see the marks,
depressions really, where fingers had pressed the soft putty over and into the crack.
It was not a straight crack; it curved around in a kind of arc. The broken pane was
never replaced while I lived in the house. It was always there, among my first
memories, and as far as I know, even after I had left home and my mother had
put in improvements, that puttied window pane stayed there, part of the house's
history and mine.
Nowadays you wouldn't leave a window like that. You would either call a glazier,
or if you were handy, would buy a new piece of glass and fit it yourself.
Dean used to like me to dress up. Not too flashy, but with a bit of what he called
style. He couldn't stand jeans. Women look better in skirts, he said.
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The first trousers I ever owned were when we went on that trip to see my mother's
mother. I wanted a pair of slacks to wear on board ship. There was a lot of discussion.
In the end my mother and my grandmother decided on a pair of shorts. Blue shorts,
with a slit in the centre of each leg. They reached half-way to my knees. I was
disappointed about the slacks but the shorts had a kind of daring that rather appealed
to me.
Because I was brought up in a household of women, men seemed unnecessary.
My grandmother did the cooking and made the household decisions. My mother
was the breadwinner and paid the bills. While I had to be seen and not heard, my
mother and my grandmother were outspoken and honest. I had no opportunity to
learn how to smooth the edges of relationships between men and women. Then I
discovered that men were desirable after all and was encouraged to find a husband.
Preferably a good man (my grandmother's term) with a steady job. I found Dean.
My grandmother once said she expected my cousin Marilyn to grow up to be
a spiteful woman. You can tell, she said, she's got thin lips. When I got the chance
I studied my own face in the mirror. My lips were thin, too. My grandmother always
seemed to be able to tell what people would be like. A wet mouth, for instance meant
you were fast. I had no idea what fast meant, but I knew it wasn't a nice thing to
have said about you. When lip gloss came on the market it was ages before I dared
to wear it although my grandmother was dead by then.
When Dean said, not so long ago, that people with short upper lips were always
thin skinned, the way he said it reminded me of my grandmother. Whenever she
said anything she used to say it with great conviction and I believed her. It was
many years before I realised that you don't necessarily have to believe what you
say, but if you say it forcefully enough other people will believe you.
Dean should have left it at that, but he never knew when to stop. You're too
sensitive, he said.
I admit I was upset because he didn't like the way I'd cooked the duck. (Actually
he said half-cooked) and that if I devoted more time to these things we'd all be
happier. Perhaps I did over-react. I knew it took me ages next day to get the duck
fat off the wallpaper and I was late for work.
When the first few years went by and Dean was still alive I realised I might be
an exception and not destined for early widowhood. If something you expect doesn't
happen the effect can be quite dramatic. Dean said he could pin-point almost to
the day when this revelation took place.
You changed, he said.
All I remember is that the day after our fifth wedding anniversary I went back
to work. I suppose it was something I thought I would be forced to do anyway and
there seemed to be no reason to alter anything just because things hadn't turned
out the way I had expected.
I bought a pair of jeans with my first pay.
The marriage counsellor said there are all sorts of theories why marriages break
down. She said it's all tied up with the balance of power. The weaker partner begins
to feel exploited and the stronger feels their strength is not appreciated. She asked
Dean to bring me along but I didn't go.
There could have been an easy way to explain the resentment I felt towards that
sweater. If I were writing a novel I might have said it had been knitted by a former
wife or lover and that Dean's regard for it had symbolic overtones. Or, that I had
knitted it myself at a time of great personal pain, weaving into its fabric a Defrage
catalogue of crimes for which Dean would one day have to pay. There was nothing
like that. Yet I tell myself there is no such thing as a motiveless act. I can understand
that Dean needed a reason.
It was tempting to become defensive.
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... everyone can make a mistake .
. . . sometimes one acts impulsively.
That might have satisfied Dean. But not me. I'd be kidding myself if I didn't dig
a bit deeper; if I didn't try to discover what made me do it. My friend Glenys would
say, leave it. Accept things at face value. Stop probing. The sweater has gone. Forget
it.
Trixie Nelson said I was spiteful, too.
My mother had always promised that one day she would take me Home, which
she breathed in the same kind of voice that she used when she spoke of God. She
wanted me to meet my other grandmother.
We had to share a cabin with two nursing sisters. One of them was Trixie Nelson.
She had dark hair and a moustache. When I said, you've got a moustache, she said
I was a spiteful little girl. My mother said, she didn't mean any harm, Miss Nelson,
it was just thoughtlessness. Miss Nelson went quite red and rushed out of the cabin
slamming the door behind her.
See what you have done, said my mother.
There was a French family on board who had a dark-haired girl about my age.
We became great friends. We walked around the decks, arms twined around each
other with our heads together, extending our vocabularies.
One night Miss Nelson came in and said my mother should put a stop to the
friendship. She said there was something my mother should know and that she hated
to have to tell her. I know she said these things because I was listening. They thought
I was asleep. Next day I wasn't allowed out of the cabin. Not even for breakfast.
Miss Nelson and her friend and my mother got together and stuck my head over
the washbasin and poured vinegar over my hair.
My mother was gasping and sighing and poking through it. Oh dear, oh dear,
she said. Oh dear, oh dear, you're right.
Absolutely lousy, said Miss Nelson, but don't you worry. We'll get her clean before
we dock.
They worked on my hair with vinegar and a fine tooth comb, strand by strand.
Have I got nits?
Don't use that word, said my mother.
Yes, said Miss Nelson.
The vinegar tangled my hair and the fine tooth comb pulled at the roots. I wriggled
and whined but the treatment went on. Every couple of hours it was repeated until
my scalp was raw.
Memories are like old clothes that have been stored away. You remember them
as they once were and forget the effect of time and wear and changing fashion. When
you bring them out of mothballs, they look different.
I don't suppose Trixie Nelson was just getting her own back.
Dean hadn't wanted to go to the barbecue. He said he wouldn't know anyone.
That they were my friends, not his. Once we shared the same friends.
When a relationship doesn't develop the way you had hoped or has ended painfully,
you switch over to play-back, interrupting the sequence occasionally.
- if only ...
- I should have ...
- but why didn't he ...
You play if over and over hoping that you may be able to replace the reality with
the myth you have created.
They only had flagon wine. I said it wouldn't hurt Dean to drink wine for once.
The steak was tough. A marriage doesn't break up because of tough steak.
I said it was only tomato sauce and that I would wash the sweater.
Of course the water was too hot. I knew the sweater would shrink.
That sweater was bought at a sale at 30% off.
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ROLAND LEACH

A 7 o'clock sun
Woken by a 7 o'clock sun
to her hair washing across crumpled sails,
and brown legs masting the bed.
Finding no answer
to evening's two-legged riddles.
And leaving
to wash off a night's love
in a waiting sea.
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ROLAND LEACH

The Brothers Bagadjimbiri
The brothers Bagadjimbiri named this land.
Urinating on dried spinifex,
colours grew on a white palette,
and heresies of creatures climbed out
from peeling bark.
For grandfather's grandfathers we lived,
till the white Ngariman came,
and killed the brothers.
Their mother Dilga cried breasts of milk,
to drown the white man,
but they collected it in giant steel cups,
and sold it on every corner.
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GEORGE SEDDON

Cuddlepie and other Surrogates
Among the words that Europeans have used to describe their sense of the Australian
Australian landscape, 'hostile', 'indifferent' and 'alien' are common. Of course the
landscape was not, and is not, literally hostile, but it is literally indifferent to human
emotion, and was certainly felt to be alien by the first settlers, and still is to some
later ones. To make ourselves more at ease, more at home, in this landscape, we
have used a variety of devices to build bridges between man and the natural
environment. These devices are not peculiar to us, but some of their Australian
exemplifications are.
One class of these devices I shall call, for the sake of a name, anthropomorphs.
They are human constructs that aim to humanise the natural world, or at least link
the two worlds. My first examples come from the Ricketts Sanctuary in the
Dandenong Ranges on the outskirts of Melbourne. William Ricketts has lived here
since 1935 in 1.8 ha (greatly extended in the 1960s) of mountain ash forest (Eucalyptus
regnans). It is a steep south-east-facing slope, with fertile volcanic soil and a high
rainfall; a green, dank world of tree-ferns, dripping water, dappled light, and straight
towering trunks of the mountain ash, the world's tallest hardwood.
Ricketts has made clay figures, fired them in a kiln, and fused them with the
rocky outcrops that characterise the site. He exhibits great technical skill and
considerable artistry in this work of fusion. In some of the best works, the figure
seems to grow from the rock, as with a young Aboriginal boy, whose lines swirl
from the grain of the stone, or an Aboriginal patriarch, whose flowing beard grows
like tapering roots out from a large boulder. The natural quality is enhanced by
water stains, the growth of moss, and the setting. The management of water is
especially effective - there are many fountains, usually consisting of a fine jet of
water from a clay lip welded on to a natural rock outcrop, falling onto a clay tablet
of concentric circles, an Aboriginal motif that is used repeatedly.
We are told what the images mean through clay tablets, of which there are several.
The most prominent tells us that
'In all this sanctuary there is
one theme only
expressing
reverence for life
in the
New World environment'

Around sixty thousand tourists a year now come to experience this reverence for
life, for which privilege, they pay $2.00 a head. They talk in whispers as if they were
in church, an atmosphere enhanced by the gloom and the cathedral-like columns
of the mountain ash. What do they get for their money?
They get an attempt to infuse spirit and meaning into this beautiful but indifferent
natural environment, to assist white visitors to relate to the environment as the
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Australian Aborigines are said to relate to theirs. In one of two booklets written
by Ricketts to explain his objectives, he quotes the ethnologist Professor T.G.
Strehlow (Songs of Central Australia):
'mountains and creeks and springs and waterholes are to him (the aboriginal) not merely
interesting or beautiful scenic features in which his eyes may take a passing delight; they
are the handiwork of ancestors from whom he himself has descended. He sees recorded
in the surrounding landscape the ancient stories of the lives and deeds of the immortal
beings whom he reveres, beings who, for a brief space, may take on human shape once
more; beings many of whom he has known in his own experience as his fathers and
grandfathers, brothers, mothers and sisters. The whole countryside is his living, age-old
family tree.'

So this is art with intentions on the viewer, aiming to change his consciousness,
and perhaps this is the reason people respond so differently. They divide fairly quickly
into those who are deeply moved by the experience and those who reject it
impatiently, but what divides the groups is complex, and the subject of this
exploration. It is partly, but not wholly, the division between popular taste, or one
of its expressions, and the educated palate: Yalumba 'Pearl' moselle versus a Yering
Chardonnay. But it is not quite so clear as that. The work appeals to the religiose,
to those with a mystic streak, to romantics - in current politico-economic terms,
to the wets. It is rejected by the drys, the classicists, those who prefer the sharp clear
light of day to Gothic gloom and fantasy. Perhaps those antitheses are too simple,
and one should go further. It is not even good of its kind, not good Gothic.
Rather than pretend to be objective, I shall show my hand at once, but still strive
to be fair, because I admire Ricketts the man, share many of his convictions, and
respect and pay tribute to his dedication and considerable talents. But I think the
work is humourless, obsessive, derivative, static, and finally, intrusive. I am very
happy to establish my own relations with the natural environment, without his work
coming between us. It is an obstruction rather than a bridge. And finally, most
damning, I find much of it unintentionally comic, although there is undeniable power
and fineness in his best work.
.
The first few constructs I have illustrated are fin~ in conception and execution.
Perhaps if they were alone in the immensity of the ash-forest, Ricketts would be
a greater figure. But there are hundreds of the clay figures, the images are highly
repetitive, and they reduce each other rather than mutually enhance. What are some
of the images? First and foremost, there is Willy Ricketts. His face is everywhere,
highly idealised, with finely sculptured classical features, an aquiline nose, and
flowing locks. The living Willy Ricketts is also fairly much in evidence, still pottering
around in his eighties, still working, affable, very ready to pose for the camera, which
he has clearly done innumerable times. His features are not aquiline; his nose is rather
bulbous, and he wears a corduroy bonnet or beret that comes straight out of
Rembrandt's great self-portrait, which he much resembles (surely the cap is a
conscious choice of self-presentation). Curiously, however, the body of the Ricketts
self-image is not classical but mediaeval, although in varying degree. It is always
slender and emaciated, sometimes ephebic and sensuous, but more often drawn from
those German and Dutch paintings of the suffering Christ with rather spindly, near
disjointed limbs and sagging belly. The chest is usually marked with the set of raised
cicatrices favoured by many Aboriginal tribes, especially in Central Australia.
A second image that occurs much less frequently, but often enough to raise
questions in the observer's mind, is that of Willie's mother. Mrs Ricketts has much
the same aquiline features as her son, although rather grim-visaged. The only torso
shows her as flat chested and muscular, with the body of a man. Ricketts had a
hut in the forest, which still stands, although he now lives in a relatively new and
comfortable house nearby, built for him by the State when he gave his land to the
public through the Victoria Conservation Trust in 1961. The hut had only one room.
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While Mrs Ricketts was alive, they shared this room by day, but at night, Willie
left it to his mother, and himself slept outside under the eaves, winter and summer,
rain or shine (mostly the former and rarely the latter). This was his life from 1935
to 1956, when Mrs Ricketts died, and Willie at last moved inside. Whatever else
one may say of him, he was and is tough, and not physically self-indulgent.
But there is more than one way of being self-indulgent. Besides Willie, and Mrs
Ricketts, and Mrs Ricketts and Willie, there is a variety of Aboriginal figures (and
Willie). Not a very great variety, however; they are old men (tribal elders); or young
pubescent girls and young boys. There are no old women, and with the exception
of one earth-mother of uncertain age, no middle aged ones either, in fact almost
no adults at all in the range from about sixteen to sixty. The Aborigines are not
idigenous - in fact there were very few Aborigines in the Dandenongs, which were
too cold, too wet, and not especially food-rich. The idigenous Aborigines kept mostly
to the Yarra Valley and the coast, a much more productive environment, and the
grasslands of the western plains. But the figures and faces in the Sanctuary are desert
people. In fact they are Pitjantjara, with whom Ricketts camped for a time, 250

'The living Willie Ricketts. . . - Courtesy of David Callow.
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km out of Alice Springs. What are these old men and young boys and girls of the
desert doing here in the damp Dandenongs? Whatever it may be, they are seldom
left to do it unaided: Ricketts is there helping.
It is possible to put these multiple self-images into an ascending sequence. Ricketts
as kangaroo is one of the few that may be intentionally comic; a Greek head and
kangaroo body, looking rather like Bob Hawke going out to defend the America's
Cup. Ricketts as Orpheus, the Greek patron of music, is a clever conceit and
beautifully executed, the Orphic lyre a living one provided by two lyre-birds standing
on each side of his head, making a head-dress that is also a kind of New World
pun, since the lyre-bird is a great musician in his own right, and the distinctive denizen
of these ash-forests. Such work has real charm; so does the fired clay pamphlet box,
both functionally and environmentally fitting.
Some groups of figures are powerfully thematic. One bears the title, 'Betrayed.'
Two crucified figures, one a tribal elder, the other, inevitably, Ricketts, are
surmounted by an evil figure modelled somewhat after the Balinese witch, or malign
god. He has a curious, temple-like head-piece, which on close inspection turns out
to be built up of 303 shells. This is not a hunter, but a shooter. He carries a couple
of rather unconvincing rifles. But his victims are brilliantly rendered, a torrent of
dead and dying native animals falling into a great heap of the slaughtered at the
base. Two small, frightened, gentle forest creatures carry a tablet to one side of the
main tableau, inscribed with the title, 'Betrayed.' The needless butchery of native
animals in the name of 'sport' is vividly evoked, and it is a moving compostition,
but I am made uneasy by the dual crucifixion. The shooter and the animals tell
the story for me.
But these insistent self-images becomes more intrusive, narcissistic and obsessive
as one moves on. Ricketts appears as a protector of young Aboriginal boys in a
close embrace; and he has given himself angelic wings. He appears as the central
figure to three tribal elders, holding aloft a flaming torch, either Promethean fire
- which the Aboriginals had already, and hardly needed as his gift - or as a symbol
of enlightenment, which is presumptuous. In another version of Ricketts as protector
of Aboriginal boys, he has well grown wings, the usual idealised Ricketts face, a
boy on each side at about navel height with encircling arm, and a full frontal nude
figure that is half way between the effeminate and the suffering Christ. This strange
hybrid appears several times, but is transformed through a sequence of images to
a full crucifixion image, a gesture of self-identification that few would care to make
public, although many of us may have messianic delusions in private. Finally, this
sequence reaches its apotheosis as God the Almighty, with a face that is half Ricketts,
half tribal elder, God in a whirlwind, signifying primal energy and creative power.
In the end, I come the conclusion that this sanctuary is not so much about
reverence for life as about reverence for William Ricketts. Despite his talent, sincerity
and great dedication, it is in its total effect, claustrophobic and self-absorbed. In
the brutal words of today's young, it is all a big wanko
Some of this limitation shows in other ways. Artistic borrowings are too obvious.
The God-Ricketts in the Whirlwind, for example, is a Blake echo, and there are
many such echoes that any student familiar with the history of art will identify with
ease. The oeuvre as a whole is dated - it belongs with the Art Nouveau of Ricketts'
youth, not so much the decorative Art Nouveau of Aubrey Beardsley in England
as that of central Europe and Germany, influenced by Nietzsche and Schopenhauer
and Wagner. For example, there were several Czech sculptors - for example,
Frantisek Bilek and Quido Kocian - who were producing work at the turn of the
century that was fusing the man-made with the natural world, and exhibiting these
constructs in a natural setting. It is also worth noting that Ricketts' art, though
technically and formally skilful, is static. There is no growth: he has been doing
exactly the same thing for forty years and more, and doing what was extant in central
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Europe in 1906, the year of his birth. Ricketts himself has never claimed to be a
sculptor or an artist, but rather a man with a message. For us, however, the medium
and the message interact. The interaction, the product, must be judged as art, whether
he likes it or not. It is, after all, pUblic.
Finally, the proclaimed reverence for life is not wholly in evidence. This is a highly
manipulated environment, although the manipulation is skilful. There are well made
gravel paths, and the water everywhere is controlled, not just in the elegant little
fountains, but after the fountain, in impervious gutters that carry this greatly
accelerated run-off into storm water drains. The trees are still there, but in its basics,
the hydrology does not differ in kind from that of the car-parks around a suburban
supermarket. However, much of this is the work of the Forests Commission, who
manage the sanctuary. The works are an almost inevitable concession to mass
tourism, and Ricketts can hardly be blamed for them, although the manipulation
of the water is originally his concept.
As I see it, the reasons for the renewed and continuing popularity of this work
today are not far to seek. It caters for widespread, unfulfilled religious yearnings
in a secular age, and it assuages guilt about our treatment of the Aborigines and
the natural world. By genuflecting at Brother Billy's altar, people are made to feel
good about themselves, at no cost (other than the $2.00 entry fee). They can then
take afternoon tea at "Churinga", opposite the sanctuary, as recommended by the
Forests Commission, walk to the nearby large paved car-park, and drive back to
suburbia or on to the next sight, perhaps the National Rhododendron Gardens,
which is also very nice on a Sunday drive, especially in late Spring.
If I seem to be dismissing Ricketts' work as up-market garden gnomes, I would
urge that not only is that not quite fair to Ricketts, it is not quite fair to garden
gnomes either. The gnomes are in themselves an interesting phenomenon, and part
of my subject. What are they for? What needs do they fulfil? The Little People of
Ireland, and Snow White's Seven Dwarfs seem to be the progenitors. The Little
People were taken very seriously in Ireland - beings of great power who could
mediate between ourselves and the natural world, benign if we retain their favour,
malign if not. Puck, Tinker Bell, the fairies at the bottom of the garden, Pan, the
dryads, are all remnants of this animistic world of our ancestors, which bore many
similarities to that of the Pitjantjara. But our animistic beliefs declined into folklore,
became the relict superstitions of isolated rural communities, and at length, the raw
material for children's books, comic strips and Walt Disney. The garden gnomes
testify that the urge to propitiate the deities of the natural world is still there, but
that it can only be admitted in a joking, self-conscious way.
My next examples of anthropomorphic constructs designed to link us emotionally
with the natural world come from Paul Buchlak and Jenni McMillan, who live in
a slab house they have built themselves in a remote site by a tributary as it enters
the Snowy Gorge in the wilds of north-east Gippsland. They make no claims for
themselves and do not look for converts, living a life of their own choosing for no
one's sake but theirs, but they live very simply, making few demands on the landscape,
which they do not seek to manipulate beyond the immediate bounds of their hut
and small kitchen garden, other than to control the noxious weeds which are one
of the legacies of the days when this was cattle country. They both make clay figures,
and Paul makes designs for posters and postcards, which are on sale in Buchan
and the store at Seldom Seen on the Snowy River Road, near Wulgulmerang. Their
work is not presented as art so much as entertainment. It is more literally
anthropomorphic than Ricketts work, in that non-human creatures are given some
human attributes, in a tradition that has been long established by children's stories.
The group of wombats, fof example, are all splendidly dressed in soft felt hats all modelled from clay - striped shirts with neckties and flowing coats. They elicit
an immediate reaction of delight from most people, because, I suppose, they are
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Mr Platypus at Home.
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a very Australian version of a well-established tradition. They are cuddly teddy bears,
but all the more comic and attractive because they are all so serious. Jenni McMillan
modelled them.
Paul Buchlak is a Czech. His postcards combine the kind of North and Central
European imagination that gave us Grimms Fairy Tales, with an obvious love for
the Australian bush and an intimate and accurate knowledge of its creatures. His
pygmy possum, for instance, is accurately drawn, and so is its setting, yet it also
seems to say 'shy forest creature', while the setting is enough gnarled and twisted
to suggest those dark European forests that are mysterious, perhaps benign, perhaps
threatening. Mr Platypus at home with his pot-bellied stove is in a very familiar
children's book idiom - Wind in the Willows for example. His house, however,
is much like the house Paul has built himself, except that Mr Platypus' chair, is
naturally, sitting in water. The bush-rat in his library is in a bush-world, but a very
well ordered one. Paul's toolshed shows a similar order, with the simple beauty that
a wholly functional order can evince. The house, externally, is not so perfectly
ordered. Its natural materials and rough bush carpentry are informal enough to
harmonise with the untidy Australian bush setting with its leaf litter and fallen
branches. Fallen timber fuels their pot belly stove. Solar panels heat their water.
Pot herbs around the house and a small vegetable garden on alluvial silt near the
river are the only demands they make on their setting.
My third example of anthropomorphs comes from May Gibbs, the earliest and
perhaps the most complex of the three. Cecilia May Gibbs was born in Cheam Fields,
Surrey, on 17 January 1877. Her parents had both attended the Slade School and
had therefore had some training in art. They emigrated to South Australia in 1881
when May Cecilia was four years old. They tried farming at Franklin Harbour, and
failed, so her father became a draftsman for the Lands Department in Adelaide.
He next took up land with a group, including his brother George, at Harvey in southwestern Western Australia, but gave up in 1887 and went to Perth, where he first
farmed at Lake Claremont. In 1889, he joined the Lands Department again as a
draftsman, where he spent the rest of his working life. After a short time in a house
on Murray Street in Central Perth, the family moved to 'The Dune'in South Perth,
which then remained her parents' home for the rest of their lives.
In 1900, May made the first of three return visits to England (with her mother,
with whom she fought on and off), and took art lessons at Chelsea Polytechnic.
She returned to Perth at the end of 1901, where she got a few assignments as an
illustrator, but was unhappy and returned to London in 1904. She was back in Perth
in 1905, and worked for the Western Mail. She escaped to Uncle George's farm at
Harvey as often as possible, and this formed a major part of her early 'bush'
background. She returned to London yet again in 1907 - at the age of 32, and
again with her mother. She was employed by Harrap and Co for book illustrations,
and met Rene Heames, who became her life long companion. Mother disapproved
of Rene. The trio returned to Australia, first to Perth, but Rene and Cecie (May's
mum) clashed, so the two young women went to Sydney, and set up house at Neutral
Bay. May prospered in Sydney, won contracts with Angus & Robertson and the
Sydney Mail, and established herself as an illustrator. She lived in Sydney for the
rest of her life, where she died in 1969 at the age of 92, by which time she was the
author and artist of eight children's books and innumerable comic strips. She kept
'Bib and Bub' going until 1967, her ninetieth year.
She kept in touch with South Perth, and made several return journeys by sea,
including a long holiday in 1918, which culminated in 1919 with her marriage to
Mr J 0 Kelly, a well-educated and charming Irishman, more than ten years her
senior - May was then 42 - virtually penniless and virtually without occupation.
He became her business manager, duties he performed indifferently, and remained
a man-about-town. May was the breadwinner. They were married at the registry
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The Gumnut Babies - May Gibbs.

Courtesy Angus & Robertson Pry. Ltd.

office in Perth during Easter in 1919, spent their honeymoon in Northam - where
the bride absentmindedly signed the hotel register as 'May Gibbs' - and returned
to Sydney. After six weeks in a hotel, they moved into a flat in Neutral Bay, where
they were joined by Rene and Rachel, another long standing woman friend of May.
Her character is obscure, and it scarcely emerges fr.om her only biography (by
Maureen Walsh, 1985), other than that she was shy, strong-minded, unconventional
and a shrewd business woman who managed to screw a 15 per cent royalty out
of one publisher, the usual rate at the time being 10 per cent. However, this was
probably simple economic necessity - she had a household of three or four to provide
for, much of her working life.
Her best known book by far was 'Snugglepot and Cuddlepie' published by Angus
and Robertson in 1918. It has never since been out of print. The gumnut babies
had made their first unobtrusive appearance in 1913, incorporated in two separate
publications. Soon after, she designed the gum leaf book mark, which is still on
sale (I often use it as a token gift when travelling overseas):
I thought of the Australian gumleaf, which was an ideal shape for a book mark and a
pretty thing. If only I could make it interesting on both sides. In the middle of the night
I awoke, and, in fancy, saw peeping over a long gumleaf, a little bush sprite with a gumnut
on its head. I hand painted them and Lucy Peacock of the Roycroft Library sold them
for me at 5s each. They became so popular, later we printed them and sold thousands
for 6d each (Walsh, 1985, p.96).

She has given the gum nut babies dual citizenship in memory:
It's hard to tell, hard to say, I don't know if the bush babies found me or I found the
little creatures. Perhaps it was memories of West Australian flowers and trips to Blackheath
(Walsh, 1985, p.95).

This is an interesting comment, and the evidence of the illustrations suggests that
it is very exact. Her drawings are not generalised, but a precise record of the flora
and fauna of the Hawkesbury Sandstone (Blackheath is in the Blue Mountains near
Katoomba) preconditioned by an equally close familiarity with the flora of south150
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western Australia. These two flora are very closely related, given the distance that
separates them, both very rich, and matched all down the line with the same genera
and paired species. There is nothing else quite like them in Australia. The most
surprising thing about May Gibbs is that she is such a fine naturalist. There is no
trace of this in her background in South Perth or her trips back and forth to art
school in London, and her biographer does not address the question. It was
something of a Western Australian tradition for cultivated young ladies, from
Georgiana Molloy to Barbara York Main and Rica Erickson, but she must also
have had opportunity and some tutelage - perhaps from Uncle George at Harvey,
but not, one would think, from her parents, whose culture seems to have been of
the provincial salon.
Her gumnut babies seem to me to be primarily based on the marri, Eucalyptus
calophylla, which has an exceptionally large, woody fruit (the gum nut), and long
dark green, glossy, curving leaves with a prominent, reddish midrib, red leaf stalk,
and 'fine regular parallel veins at 50-70° from the midrib. lntramarginal vein close
to the margin' (Hall Johnston and Chippendale, 1970, p.30). These are all
characteristic of the blood wood group of eucalypts, including E. ficifolia, the redflowering gum of south-western Australia, indigenous only on the south coast, but
widely planted, with a nut even bigger than the marri. On the east coast, the red
bloodwood (E. gummifera) is common on the Hawkesbury Sandstone, and the
spotted gum (E. maculata) is also very common along coastal New South Wales.
But I think her gum nuts are based on the marri, such a distinctively beautiful tree
around Harvey, the memory reinforced by E. ficifolia and the Sydney bloodwoods.
The Banksia Men are certainly Western Australian, on the author's own authority:
The Banksia Men arrived in this way. When I was out walking, over in Western Australia,
with my cousins, we came to a grove of banksia trees, and sitting on almost every branch
were these ugly little, wicked little men that I discovered and that's how the Banksia Men
were thought of (Walsh, 1985, p.106).

A wicked Banksia Man
-

May Gibbs.

Botanically, they fit fairly well with the large cobs of Banksia grandis common
on the Swan Coastal Plain (or at least it used to be: Banksias have proven highly
susceptible to Phytophthora infection around Perth). However, several banksias have
similar cobs including the Saw Banksia, Banksia serrata, which is common around
Sydney. The wiry, curling black hairs in which the body is covered are the twisted
pistils of withered flowers. Only a few of these flowers are successfully fertilised.
and these warty dry fruits or follicles make up the eyes, ears, nose and other features
of the Banksia Men.
May Gibbs' comment that the image was formed in the West is illuminating on three
counts. That she was out 'with my cousins' indicates that she was at Harvey, since
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The bush newspaper, Eucalyptus haemastroma -

May Gibbs.

her father's brother George was the only relative in Australia. That she had identified
the Banksia Men shows that the anthropomorphic leap had been made well before
she moved to Sydney; and that she saw the Banksia Men as wicked shows that she
had invented that imaginative polarity of forces that drives the action of her narrative.
In other words, all the primary ingredients of Snugglepot and Cuddlepie came from
the West. Indeed, she must have become a naturalist at Harvey; she could not have
done so living in inner Sydney with occasional train trips to Blackheath. Her
knowledge of marine biology, which is evident in Little Ragged Blossom and More
About Snugglepot and Cuddlepie, published in 1920, was also probably derived
largely from the Swan estuary and Indian Ocean, although again reinforced by
152
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Sydney's coast. The Medical Journal of Australia reviewed this book somewhat
unexpectedly:
Apart from her charming humour and style, Miss Gibbs is a naturalist of class. She knows
every leaf and twig of the Australian bush and jUdging from her knowledge of sea cornets,
anchovies, anemones and the like, she would seem to have spent at least half her life down
in the mysterious deep.
The whimsical illustrations compete for supremacy with the text.
Some of them are in colour, but all of them bring a sparkle of merriment into the eye
and a chuckle into the throat. We wish this delightful little volume a happy voyage into
every Australian home (in Walsh, 1985, pp.121-122).

One other incident seems drawn directly from Perth: Snugglepot and Cuddlepie pay
a visit to White City; 'they had honey sticks and dew drinks at the refreshment stall.
They went on the switchback over and over again'(Snugglepot and Cuddlepie pp.1516). White City was a generic term for amusement parks with their canvas tents,
and there was one in Sydney near Trumper Park in Paddington, but that was remote
from Neutral Bay. 'White City' in Perth was at the foot of William Street, just across
the water from South Perth, and by the ferry terminal.
If the genesis and perhaps the mood of her work are Western Australian, much
of the detail is clearly not. Mr Kookaburra appears for instance, and koala bears,
neither of which were native to the West, although both have been introduced, There
are many distinctive plants of the Sydney region, such as the scribbly gum,
Eucalyptus haemastoma (Snugglepot and Cuddlepie, p.9) which turns out to be the
bush newspaper, or the New South Welsh Christmas Bell, Blancoa canescens (in
Walsh, 1985, pA).
The first book is like all the later books. It is full of inventive humour - like
Lilly Pilly, for example, and her father, Mr Pilly. There are some good one liners,
such as the following dialogue between Snugglepot and Ragged Blossom:

Brush-tail possum caught in a trap
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May Gibbs.
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"I'm sorry I've no clothes," he said. "Where I come from they don't wear any."
"That doesn't matter," said little Ragged Blossom. "It's better to be a kind Nut with no
clothes than an unkind one all dressed up" (Snugglepot and Cuddlepie, p.20).

- sentiments which one might expect to hear on Swanbourne beach in the 1980s,
but not from a Victorian maiden lady. She was clearly a conservationist well before
her day, a trait which shows itself repeatedly, for example in the story and illustration
of the possum caught in a trap (p.22), but she is too good a naturalist to talk about
reverence for life - in fact she is very off-hand about death and killing, both of
which occur with some frequency in the book. At the very beginning of the story,
a greedy Owl had carried off Snugglepot, thinking he had got a tasty pink mouse.
When he saw his mistake he dropped Snugglepot, who fell through the wi'ndow of
an Ant's house.
A tired night-nurse saw him coming, but before she could do anything he had crashed
in and killed several babies. This was a blessing for Snugglepot, but it was sadly hard
on the baby ants.
"I'm so sorry," said Snugglepot.
"It can't be helped," said the Nurse.
"What will their mother say?" asked Snugglepot, brushing tears from his eyes.
"She won't know," said the Nurse, "we have three hundred babies in the house" (p.7).

One ant more or less would hardly be noticed. The book is full of violence, but
it is all narrated in an amused, matter-of-fact tone. Snugglepot and CUddlepie sit
on Mrs Fantail's eggs, go to sleep and break them all. Mr Lizard kindly brings a
couple of replacements, but they turn out to hatch two young lizards. Mrs Snake
is cast as a villain, along with the Banksia men, but even she is not really villainous
- snakes are merely snakes. Snakes eat small birds and frogs. The Kookaburra
eats snakes. This calm and c1ear-eyed acceptance of ecological reality is one of the
remarkable features of the book, greatly in advance of English children's books of
a similar vintage, and it has occasioned both praise and blame.
'One day I received a letter, a very angry letter, saying that it was wicked to make drawings
of these Banksia Men to frighten the lives out of children. He'd torn the page out of my
book where Banksia Men were on it, and scribbled it all out and dashed it with a heavy
pencil, and wrote me a very nasty letter.
I think getting accustomed-- 1 mean. children getting accustomed - to ugly things like
Banksia Men and that sort of thing, it strengthens them if anything, and then they find
that they're not all bad. things are not so bad as they seem' (in Walsh, 1985, p.106).

Most critics of children's books today would support her:
Gibbs has a firmer grasp on the grimmer realities of life for a five year old and for us
over-fives. than comparable English writers such as A.A. Milne and Beatrix Potter. The
dangers and nasty characters the intrepid bushbabies face emerge from darker regions of
the subconscious than Milne's "Heffalump" or the foxes and Farmer MacGregors in
Beatrix Potter. The giant squid and giant octopus, dark holes and spiders, snakes and
Banksia men of The Complete Adventures ofSnugglepot and Cuddlepie focus on strangely
recognisable images; the unspoken and nameless horrors of childhood. Not the least of
May Gibbs' achievements is the way, however unintentionally, she releases and copes with
these images from the collective unconscious of children (in Walsh, 1985, pp.l06-108).

The humorous control is the main feature of all these books, and they seem very
sane to me. May Gibbs' own life certainly raises some questions, and there is one
feature of her illustrations that is almost obsessive - the presence, on almost every
page of every book, of bare babies bottoms, nearly all males (the girls had stamenoid
skirts, although these tended to ride up behind, too). Most good children's books
have come from men and women who were not cast in the common mould, and
May Gibbs is one of them.
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And that completes my sample of anthropomorphs. They lead to no easy
conclusion, since the primary question is 'What are they forT, and that is not easily
answered, although there are some partial answers. They are a survival into the
present of an animistic world view that may still have some value in the processes
of growing up, by familiarising the unfamiliar, for children. They may have
prophylactic value in giving names to nameless terrors. The most memorable
children's books seem to do this - the Banksia Men belong to the same genus as
the Red Queen in Alice in Wonderland. 'Off with her head' is also under comic
control, so the delicious thrill of induced terror can be enjoyed in safety. Snugglepot
and CUddlepie themselves belong in a slightly different category, along with teddy
bears: they are comforting surrogates for maternal protection, although by inversion.
The child reassures teddy, and is thus reassured, and in like manner shows protective
concern for poor little Cuddlepie. In short, these are all coping devices, as are
Ricketts' figures, which are ways of coping with guilt and alienation.
As for 'reverence for life' and 'conservation' - these phrases are vacuous as general
terms. Life consists endlessly in making choices, rarely simple or easy ones, and the
art, skill and ethical achievement of a life well lived consists in making more good
choices than bad ones. Paul Buchlak and Jenni McMillan are not absolute
conservationists, but they live in harmony with their environment, and make few
demands on it. May Gibbs does not show 'reverence for life', but she exposes cruelty
and teaches a familiarity with the bush that is more likely to breed respect than
contempt.
NOTES
I.
2.
3.

Gibbs, May, Snugglepol and Cuddlep;e. Angus and Robertson, Sydney, 1918.
Hetherington, John, 'Billie Ricketts: Evangelist in Clay'in Uncommon Men. F W Cheshire, Melbourne 1965.
Walsh, Moo MOlher oj Ihe Gumnuis - her life and work. Angus and Robenson, Sydney 1985.

Illustrations by May Gibbs are reproduced by permission of Angus and Robenson Publishers.
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HAL COLEBATCH

Tewkesbury Abbey
Massed, town on town, the empty churches stand,
caskets and cenotaphs, crypts of gold and lead.
Places like these are all about the land:
museums to a faith not dying but dead.
On a table, pamphlets in a desperate heap:
quack herbal cures, a promise of peace of mind.
Among the ancient tombs we find
something escaped from its long untended keep
via distilled plant leaves. Faith lost and science lost
but something still alive, something no longer bound
pushes between these cool abandoned stones
back to the light of day from underground
where ancient builders' work is cracked by frost,
and the Clarence Vault is a glass box full of bones.
So it seems at first, seeing these walls
silent in thin chilly winter sun
facing the Tudor houses. History grips one
heavy for a moment. Or is the thing that falls
here closer than history? Of course one sees
a dead faith here, and what lives in the land
upon the death of faith. And yet there stand
these walls, these houses, meadow-grass and trees
and stars beyond astrology. There is here
the squalor of the pamphlet, the awakening first glow
of running bale-fire from the far frontier
we dare not cross. Failed minds. Reasons enough for fear.
But there is still a certain way things go
whatever future is now drawing near.
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And that is a defence-line. Things do stand
despite it all. The treason of the clerks
towers skyward, true. Yes, and the ear harks
across time all too well. Perhaps the last fixed land
that we retreat to is that fact
of Cosmos, and of things a certain way.
This is an era like a winter day.
We speak of acts of faith, and yet what act
is now required? First, perhaps, to see
past shifting shapes. And yet the fog of lies
makes that hard enough. These are days
when mere perception looks like courage. Standing skies,
stars and fixed old stone. In these walls and arches we
know that fixed land, a little, through the haze.
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HAL COLEBATCH

Going Back
How odd that jumping into the river
at 5 a.m. in winter
to push a boat off a mud bank
in an Easterly wind
brings back so much forgotten joy.
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REVIEWS
P.AE. Hutchings and Julie Lewis, Kathleen
O'Connor: Artist in Exile. Fremantle Arts
Centre Press, 1987.
Paperback, $29.95.

326 pp., illustrated.

Photograph of Kathleen O'Connor by courtesy of Richard
Woldendorp and Fremantle Arts Centre Press.

The sculptor Jacques Lipchitz, who by 1913
had metamorphosed himself into a leading
member of the Cubist avant-garde, was eighteen
years old when he arrived in Paris from
Lithuania in 1909. 'In his early months in Paris,
a friend took him to Vollard's gallery. Years later,
Lipchitz recalled:
I can still feel the sour taste with which the
paintings of Renoir left me, and the complete
blindness I experienced in front of The
Struggle ofJacob and the Angel by Gauguin.
Later, every time I saw this painting again,
I was astonished at how I could have failed
to see what it represents. How raw I was when
I first came to Paris!'

This quotation, of which more later, is taken
from the second volume (p.425) of the massive
catalogue ofthe major exhibition' "Primitivism"
in 20th Century Art' held at the Museum of
Modern Art in 1984. Having just read this in
conjunction with the equally weighty catalogue
of the Royal Academy's 1987 exhibition of
'British Art in the 20th Century', which also
seems to have been designed to be handled by
a medium-sized industrial crane instead of the
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average armchair reader, it was with aching
biceps and genuine physical relief that I turned
to Kathleen O'Connor: Artist in Exile.
This is an extremely handsome and easy to
handle book (the page-size being much the same
as that of Westerly), which fully maintains the
very high production-standards and adventurous policies of the Fremantle Arts Centre Press.
It is also an extremely generous volume,
opening with a first-rate biographical study by
Julie Lewis which occupies about one-third of
its length, and moving on to an equally first-rate
full-length critical survey by Patrick Hutchings
of O'Connor's works and the influences of other
painters upon them. The biographical study is
enlivened by seventeen captivating black-andwhite illustrations. These include: several
photographs of O'Connor herself at various ages
from twenty-one to ninety-odd; reproductions of
such printed ephemera as the cover of the Salon
d'Automne exhibition-catalogue for 1913 and
the invitation to the vernissage of O'Connor's
Galerie Allard exhibition of 1937; a facsimile of
her illustrated fashion-page 'Paris Letter' for a
1928 issue of the Perth magazine Town Talk; and
a photograph of the Cafe du Dome which
cleverly contrives to include a poster for the 1925
Salon des Artistes Decorateurs.
The arguments put forward by Patrick
Hutchings in his critical survey of O'Connor's
oeuvre are well supported by a further twentythree black-and-white illustrations. These
include eleven paintings by O'Connor herself,
four photographs of her printed fabric-designs,
and reproductions of paintings by such
influences on her work as Florence Fuller,
George Clausen, H.H. La Thangue, and Isaac
Israels. In addition to these illustrations, the
volume contains twenty first-rate colour
reproductions of O'Connor's work, as well as
sixty-three (sic) small black-and-white
reproductions of all the works exhibited in the
Art Gallery of Western Australia's Hommage
exhibition of 1967.
For further good measure, we are also given
the complete texts of six extremely interesting
newspaper-articles by O'Connor herself (e.g. 'An
Artist's Topic: French Impressionism', 1910; 'Life
of Isaac Israels, Painter', 1913) which give
valuable clues to her own directions in painting,
together with a list of selected exhibitions in
which she took part, a list of major public
holdings of her works, and (for both the
biographical and the critical sections of the
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book} full and detailed scholarly notes and
references which will be essential and invaluable
for future researchers.
Both the biographical and the critical portions
of the book have been singularly well coordinated by Wendy Jenkins in such a way as
to complement but not repeat each other. Both,
for their respective authors, have presented
major difficulties which they make no attempt
to camouflage. As Julie Lewis points out:
Because Kathleen O'Connor talked very little
about the specific nature of her life in Paris
and left no detailed written record, her
biography depends upon evidence from
documents - correspondence, bills, receipts,
notes of appointments, notices of reviews, her
own annotations and articles written by her.
In addition there are the recollections of
family members, fellow artists, friends and
acquaintances. (p.lI)

The overwhelming impression of O'Connor
conveyed by both Lewis and Hutchings, and by
many of the paintings themselves, is that of an
'outsider ... who, for all sorts of reasons, would
never be wholly part of the scene' (p.34). She was
certainly not a 'joiner'; given what appear to have
been the usual opportunities, she joined no
artists' groups in either Paris or London. She
'rarely admitted to being lonely or expressed
deeply felt emotions' (p.84), and this
unwillingness or inability to express such
emotions (if indeed she had them) is reflected in
the letters of her correspondents, none of whom
writes to her with genuine warmth.
Our sense of loneliness and isolation here is
strongly re-inforced by the book's evocation of
life in Perth up to circa 1960, a recently vanished
and desolate world devoid of Boeing 747s,
television, and outdoor cafes, in which, as
recently as 1961, the Art Gallery of Western
Australia could refuse to buy one of O'Connor's
oil-paintings. It was also, one is reminded with
some astonishment, a period in Western
countries as a whole when there were no
coloured slides of one's work to show to galleries,
when there were few mass-produced illustrated
art-books, and when an artist's first one-man
show usually took place round about the age of
forty-five. O'Connor was sixty years old when
she had her first proper one-man exhibition
(please note my rejection of suburban-kitsch
assumptions about 'sexist' diction).
Patrick Hutchings arrived in the never-never
land of Perth as it was in the mid-1950s, and (to
the best of my knowledge long before anyone else
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had thought of doing so) soon began to pay
sustained and serious critical attention to the
work of local artists, writing and broadcasting
about them with characteristic wit, erudition,
clarity, enthusiasm, and a highly commendable
catholicity of taste.
These qualities are fully displayed in his
present major essay on O'Connor's works, which
is bedevilled at every turn by the extremely
complex issue of their dating. Equally responsive
to and convincing about facture, tone, and
iconographic significance in the paintings of
O'Connor and her influences, Hutchings
addresses himself to two central problems
connected with her 'Impressionism'; firstly:' ...
What Kate O'Connor would have taken
"Impressionism" to mean in the I890s-1900s';
secondly: ' ... Why did she not have an artistic
"conversion", immediate and radical, after seeing
the Monet Water-lilies studies in 19091' (p.l41).
This is not the place to attempt a summary
of Hutchings' complex and highly professional
art-historical discussion of dates and influences.
However, a general answer to the second
question which he poses is perhaps suggested by
his own quotation from Sydney Thompson ('The
Invisibility of Modern Painting', p.l63) and by
the quotation from Lipchitz with which I began.
O'Connor thought highly of Monet, as it
happens; but there is unfortunately no guarantee
whatsoever that any of us can properly
appreciate and absorb the work of a particular
painter or writer, however great he may be
judged by history, on our first or indeed any
subsequent encounter.
When we turn again to the colour-plates in
this very readable and surprisingly inexpensive
book, vexed questions of biography, chronology
and influences fortunately assume a secondary
importance. For O'Connor clearly made herself
into that comparatively rare thing, a very fine
and fully professional painter (as opposed to a
draughtsman and all stages in between) in the
great French tradition of belle peinture. She is
Australia's (or New Zealand's?) best French
painter, and finally, as Hutchings rightly says:
, ... It is [her] paintings that are the chief
documents of Kathleen O'Connor's life' (p.l21).
I have only two complaints to make about this
book: one of them public, the other personal.
Firstly, I regret that such an admirably inclusive
volume should not include a convenient list of
its many fine illustrations. Secondly, it is known
to some at least of my acquaintance that for
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some years now I have taken a particular (but
in fact often grudging) scholarly interest in the
connections between early-20thC 'abstract'
painting and early-20thC occultism, Theosophy
especially. My physical relief on picking up the
present volume was matched by an equally
strong feeling of mental relief that it would be
totally impossible for it to contain any mention
whatsoever of either occultism in general or
Theosophy in particular. I was, alas, quite wrong
(see pp. 43, 110, 174).
Tom Gibbons
Peter Cowan, Maitland Brown: A View of
Nineteenth Century Western Australia,
Fremantle Arts Centre Press, Fremantle, 1988.
404pp. $19.95.
This account of Maitland Brown's life, in
conjunction with his involvement in the
establishment of corporate stability during the
formative years of the colony of Western
Australia, focuses attention on a man whose
public service, integrity and exploits should have
gained him a permanent place of honour in our
history. Yet, until the appearance of this
biography how many would have remembered
his name? And how many would know the
heroic origin for his memorial, let alone its site
in Fremantle.
Peter Cowan remedies this situation. His
research has been extensive; his treatment in
depth, with care to preserve an objective
approach, particularly so when the subject of the
biography is the great uncle of the author. He
sets out to re-establish Maitland Brown in
historical perspective as explorer, pastoralist,
horse breeder, Justice of the Peace, Resident
Magistrate and politician. Certainly the evidence
provided reveals a man who, throughout his life,
assumed responsibilities with dignity and
demonstrated the qualities of courage and
leadership.
The fourth son of migrants, Thomas and Eliza
Brown, Maitland was born in Western Australia
in 1843. Cowan introduces the reader to a man
who, at the age of nineteen joined Gregory's
expedition and at twenty-one led the search for
a missing expedition. He was a man who, under
public scrutiny, expressed his honest and
considered opinion without fear of consequence
- more than once suffering the consequence; a
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man whose intellectual capacity enabled him to
look beyond immediate necessity; a man of
action who cared about people; a man who was
not afraid to change his mind if he saw a valid
reason to justify revision - such as his attitude
to Responsible Government. The account shows
the havoc that can be caused by rumour,
innuendo and half-truths both by protagonists
and the press. Yet, in following his strong
convictions there seems never to have been a
time when Maitland Brown permitted criticism,
personal ambition or benefit to intervene or
sway his judgement. So respected was the
character and influence of this man that he was
confidently held to be the choice for eventual
leadership into Responsible Government.
He persisted, for years, against opposition in
advocating the role of railways in opening up the
land and his scheme to prevent sand drift in the
dunes of the Geraldton district in 1870 shows
conservation to be no modern concept. Liberal
in his attitude to Aborigines, as seen in the
context of his time, his strong sense of justice
claimed his keen concern for protecting them
from exploitation, yet it also caused him to press
for punishment in what he considered crimes
against settlers. Although he supported
franchise only for people of 'some property' his
humanity overshadowed his increasing
identification with the establishment, especially
when any tragedy or injustice occurred - such
as in his strong stand for a decent hospital at
Geraldton, his defence of the Forrest expedition
and in his efforts at obtaining relief for farmers
in loss sustained from rust in crops and from
flood.
The very detailed treatment of some
controversial items suggests there may be a
hidden reason for putting the record straight or
even for laying certain ghosts. Whether this is
so or not, Cowan restores Maitland Brown to
his rightful place as pioneer and statesman in the
era leading up to Responsible Government.
Maitland Brown follows (in time but not in
the writing) A Faitliful Picture - the letters of
Eliza and Thomas Brown of York in the Swan
River Colony 184/-1852. With these two books
and the addition of A Unique Position - A
Biography of Edith Dircksey Cowan 18611932, Peter Cowan has contributed to
continuity in Western Australian history by
completing a sequential family saga originating
so soon after the foundation of the colony.
Although these books are linked, each stands on
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its own. A Colonial Experience - Perth and
York 1839-1888 - from the diary and reports
of Walkinshaw Cowan, a fourth book of history,
runs parallel in time with that of Eliza and
Thomas Brown. Walkinshaw Cowan, the father
of James who became the husband of Edith
Dircksey Brown, arrived in the Colony two years
before Thomas Brown and, in 1851, moved from
Perth to Grass Dale, the first property of the
Browns at York. The creation of this historical
tetrad covers a period of almost one hundred
years.
Cowan's fictional style is vastly different from
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his historical style. In contrast to tight elliptical
sentences in the former, he employs lengthy
compacted expression. The space permitted in
his fiction for speculation is crowded out in this
biography by the historical vehicle. Reflection
could uncover in his prize-winning novel, The
Color of the Sky, the fictionalized essence of his
private search which, reinforced with what he
has recounted in Maitland Brown, appears to
bear his imprimatur to release the past from the
strictures of nineteenth century mores.
Vera Whittington
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of Western Australia in 1987 during the production of her new play The Rising of Pete Marsh.
YU-LI HU - was born in Malaysia in 1954 and has lived in Australia since 1972. He is studying
creative writing at Curtin University and works as a postman. "Room for One" is his first published
story.
ELIZABETH JOLLEY - is one of Australia's most highly regarded writers, and first published
with Fremantle Arts Centre Press. Her latest novel is Sugar Mother (1988).
ANDREW LANSDOWN's latest collection of poetry Waking and Always, was published by Angus
& Robertson in 1987.
ROLAND LEACH - was born in 1957 in Perth, and is currently studying for a Master of Philosophy
at u.w,A. He teaches English and Literature at Presbyterian Ladies' College.
ASA Ie TOURNEAU -lives in Perth and is studying English Honours at the University of w,A.
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JULIE LEWIS - lives in Perth. She has written for radio and her short stories have appeared in
Australian magazines. She has had a biography of Katherine King, On Air, published together with
a collection of short stories, Double Exposure, and the book reviewed in this issue, Kathleen O'Connor:
Artist in Exile.
SHANE McCAULEY - lives in Perth. His book of poems, The Chinese Feast, was published by
Fremantle Arts Centre Press in 1984.
CHRIS McLEOD - won the Donald Stuart Short Story Award (1987) and was runner-up in the
Randolph Stow Literary Award (1987). He has previously had work published in Westerly.
JOYCE PARKES - lives at Darlington near Perth and has had poems published in a variety of
Australian and overseas magazines.
GLYN PARRY - was born in 1959 in County Durham, England. He was educated at Curtin
University, Western Australia and is currently working on a novel for young adults.
KIRSTEN HOLST PETERSEN - is a specialist in African and Commonwealth literature and
teaches at Aarhus University, Denmark.
ANNA RUTHERFORD - is editor of the journal Kunapipi and teaches Australian and
Commonwealth literature at Aarhus University, Denmark.

PHILIP SALOM - poet and occasional reviewer, tutors part-time at Curtin University. His third
collection, Sky Poems, won the 1987 British Commonwealth Poetry Prize. At present he is completing
a novel.
DENNIS SCHOFIELD - is studying at Curtin University and is currently working on a collection
of short fiction.
GEORGE SEDDON - is Professor in the School of Architecture and Town Planning at the
University of Melbourne. He is author of many books on the Australian environment including A
City and its Setting (1986), a study of Perth.
VERA WHITTINGTON - is a Western Australian historian and is a prominent member of the
Executive of International P.E.N. - Perth Centre..
GERALDINE WOOLLER - is a West Australian writer who has had numerous short stories
published, and a number of her stories have been broadcast on Radio 6UVS FM.
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First Prize: $5,000
Second Prize: $2,000
Sponsored by

American Express
International Inc.
and

m-hr C6anbtrra ~imtS
Entry forms
available from The
Canberra Times, G.P.O. Box 443,
Canberra, A.C.T. 2601;
the National
Library, Canberra, A.C. T. 2600;
and
American Express@ offices throughout
Australia.Phone inquiries (062) 621279.
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Autumn 1988 /

A Bicentenary Critique
OUT SOONI
•
•
•
•

Russell Ward Reviews Australians: An Historical Library
Patrick White Blasts Bi-Birthday
Jean Chesneaux on Commemorations, Cover-ups and Collective Forgetting
Women in Australian History

Also CHAOS IN LIFE CYCLES ... EXPLORERS IN MUSIC ...

POEMS • COMMENT • CRITICISM
SubscribejResubscribe Now!
NAME (Individual) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
NAME (Institution) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Enclosed D (Individual $10.00 for 4 issues(including postage)
D (Institution) $25.00 for 4 issues (including postage)
To - BLAST PO Box 514. Manuka. ACT 2603

SAVE THE CHILDREN FUND
ANNUAL BOOK SALE
22 July-27 July
in the Undercroft, U.W.A.
booksmagazinesency1opaedias1argeprintbooksrarebooksrecordssheetmusictapes

Books (except school text books) are now being collected
for the Sale and may be left at: 1 Arras Street, Nedlands
or may be picked up by ringing: 380 5141.
The book sale provides bargains for readers and enormous help to
children in Australia and overseas.
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WESTERLY AUSTRALIA WEEK

LITERARY AWARDS
Winners in each section for 1988 have recently been announced.
Congratulations are due to the following Western Australian writers:
Poetry:

Phillip Salom, Sky Poems

Non-fiction:

Sally Morgan, My Place

Prose Fiction:

Tim Winton, Minimum of Two

Special Prize:

P. Hutchings and Julie Lewis,
Kathleen O'Connor, Artist in Exile

Australian Bicentennial
Authority Anthology Award:

Shared between:
Fiona Giles, editor, From the Verandah,
Stories of Love and lmulscape by Nineteenth Century Australian Women
and
Barbara Ker Wilson, editor, The
Jl/ustrated Treasury of Australian Stories
and Verse for Children
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CENTRE FOR STUDIES IN
AUSTRALIAN LITERATURE
Department of English
The University of Western Australia
The Centre for Studies in Australian Literature (CSAL) was opened by the ViceChancellor of the University of Western Australia in September 1982. The Centre aims
to stimulate and support significant research and publication in the field of Australian
literature and culture.
Associate Membership is open to all who are interested for a fee of $10 to cover mailing
and administrative costs. Associate Membership means you will receive information about
the Centre's activities (e.g. seminars, conferences) and a significant discount on
publications. Visiting Fellowships for study, research and consultation with members of
the Centre are also possible.
CSAL publications include:

*

A Special Bumper Bicentennial Issue of Westerly on the theme 'Imaging Western
Australia', Westerly no. 2, June 1988.
$5 per issue; $16 per annum (posted)

*

Colin Johnson, Dalwurra, the Black Bittern - a contemporary Aboriginal poetry
cycle, introduced by Colin Johnson with an Afterword by Veronica Brady.
$10.95 ($8 to Assoc. Members)

*

Vincent O'Sullivan (ed.), The Unsparing Scourge: Australian Satirical Texts 1845-1860
- an edition of six satiric texts of early colonial Australia.
$12.95 ($10 to Assoc. Members)

*

Bruce Bennett (ed.), A Sense of Exile: Essays in the Literature of the Asia-Pacific
Region - new essays in the literature of exile in our region.
$12.95 ($10 to Assoc. Members)

To become an Associate Member of CSAL, send $10 plus payment at discount rates for
any of the above publications, to The Secretary, Centre for Studies in Australian Literature,
The University of Western Australia, 6009.
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SKY POEMS
Philip Salom
There has been nothing quite like these poems
in Australian poetry before' - Peter Porter
Short listed: 1987 Age Book of the Year
Winner:
1987 Commonwealth
Poetry Prize
1988 Westem Australia Week
Literary Award for poetry

~~cw
ARTIST IN EXILE
KATHLEEN
O'CONNOR:
ARTIST
IN EXILE
P A E Hutchings and Julie Lewis
Lewis has triumphed over Kate's reticence and
deliberate fuddling of the facts ... Hutchings is
blessed with the ability to write about art in a
human and intensely interesting way' West Australian
Winner:

1988 Westem Australian Week
Special Award

' - -_ _
5 _A_LL_Y_M_O_R_G_A_N_-1

MY PLACE
Sally Morgan

'A celebratory work, and profoundly moving.
All Australians should read this' - Helen Daniel,
the Age
Short listed: 1987 NSW Premier's Literary
Award
1988 The National Book Council
. Banjo Awards
Winner:
1987 Human Rights Award for
Literature
1988 Westem Australia Week
Award for non-fiction

Fremantle
Arts Centre
Press
1 Finnerty Street, Fremantle 6160.
Telephone (09) 3358244
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